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ABSTRACT

MODELING AND CONTROL OF OIL WELL DRILLING TOWER

NOBAHAR SADEGHI NAM, Amir

PhD. Department of Modeling and Design of Engineering Systems (Main Field of
Study: Mechatronics Engineering)
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Mehmet Efe ÖZBEK
Co-Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Kutluk Bilge ARIKAN
January 2020, 172 pages
Oil well drilling towers have different operating modes during a real operation, like
drilling, tripping, and reaming. Each mode involves certain external disturbances and
uncertainties.
In this study, the main equipment of the drilling rig is mathematically modeled, and
the dynamics of the vertical and rotational motions of drill string and drill bit are
derived. The optimum values of the rate of penetration as an economic parameter in
drilling process, and weight on bit are extracted, then the speed profile, to derive proper
equations for the acceleration, and deceleration rates, while hoisting and lowering, is
extracted. Using by the nonlinear model for the modes of the operation, robust and or
adaptive control systems are designed. These control strategies include five types of
controllers; Cascaded PID, Active Disturbance Rejection Controller, Loop Shaping,
Feedback Error Learning, and Sliding Mode Controller. The study presents the design
process of these controllers, and evaluates the performances of the proposed control
systems to track the reference signal, and reject the uncertain forces including the
parametric uncertainties and the external disturbances. This comparison is based on
the mathematical performance measures and energy consumption. Based on the
realistic conditions or constraints in the field and the optimum values, some
architectures are presented to control the weight on bit during drilling process. Finally,
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the subject of autonomous drilling is reviewed by managing the rate of penetration, in
four modes, as ROP mode, WOB mode, Delta P mode, and Torque mode.
The measuring and or predicting of the bottom-hole-assembly variables is surveyed
and introduced. The torsional modelling of the drill string is fulfilled by dividing its
length to some equal sections, then, using the ADRC controller in both vertical and
rotational motions, some proper observers to predict the bit rotational speed, rock
stiffness and torque on bit, in real-time are designed and presented.
The stick-slip vibrations is studied to model and control. The manipulation of the
weight on bit, and the increasing of the damping in the BHA, are two solutions
proposed to active mitigation of these kind of vibrations. Using these two strategies,
the stick phase, stick-slip transient, and the slip phase of the bit are derived and
analyzed in some case studies.
The practical performance evaluation of the designed Cascade PID, Active
Disturbance Rejection, Loop Shaping, Feedback Error Learning and Sliding Mode
controllers during the tripping and drilling operations, their practical comparison, and
improve the physical rig performance are studied. This purpose is realized by
designing and constructing of an experimental drilling setup. The prototype setup is
modeled mathematically, and then proper linear and nonlinear models are derived by
system identification. The behavior of the controllers and their stabilities are studied
during the tripping operation, by loading and unloading a disturbance weight. The
effect of input shaping on the system behavior is analyzed consequently. On the other
hand, to study the behavior of the controllers during the drilling operation, a driller is
added to the prototype setup. Finally, the behavior of two designed architectures in
ROP and WOB modes of the autonomous drilling are studied and analyzed practically.
Keywords: Modeling and Controlling of Oil Well Drilling Rig, Cascaded PID
Controller, Active Disturbance Rejection Controller, Loop Shaping Controller,
Feedback Error Learning Controller, Sliding Mode Controller, Autonomous Drilling,
Stick-Slip Vibrations.
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ÖZ

PETROL KUYU SONDAJ KULESI MODELLEME VE KONTROLÜ

Amir NOBAHAR SADEGHI NAM
Doktora, Mühendislik Sistemlerinin Modellenmesi veTasarımı (MODES)
Tez Yöneticisi: Asst. Prof. Dr. Mehmet Efe ÖZBEK
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Asst. Prof. Dr. Kutluk Bilge Arıkan
Ocak 2020, 172 sayfa
Petrol kuyusu sondaj kuleleri, delme, manevra ve raybalama gibi gerçek bir işlem
sırasında farklı çalışma modlarına sahiptir. Her mod bazı belirli dış bozunumlar ve
bazı belirsizlikler içerir.
Bu çalışmada, sondaj kulesinin ana ekipmanı matematiksel olarak modellenmiş ve
matkap dizini (string) ve matkap ucunun, dikey ve dönüşsel hareketlerinin dinamikleri
türetilmiştir. Delme hızının, delme işleminde ekonomik bir parametre olarak, optimum
değerleri bulunmuş ve matkap ucunu etkı eden kuvvet çıkartılmıştır. Ardından, yukarı
çekme ve aşağı indirme işlemleri sırasında, hız profili, aynı zamanda hızlanma ve
yavaşlama profilleri çıkartılmıştır. Operasyon modları için doğrusal olmayan model
kullanılarak, gürbüz ve adaptif kontrol sistemleri tasarlanmıştır. Bu kontrol stratejileri
beş tip kontrolcu içermektedir; Kaskat PID kontrolcusu, Aktif Bozunma Girdisi
Reddetme kontrolcusu, Loop Şekillendirme kontrolcusu, Geribesleme Hatası ile
Öğrenme kontrolcusu ve Kayan Kipli kontrolcusu. Çalışma, bu kontrolculerin tasarım
sürecini sunar ve önerilen kontrol sistemlerinin, referans sinyalini takip performansını
ve aynı zamanda parametrik belirsizlikler ve dış bozunum girdileri karşısındaki
performansını değerlendirir. Bu karşılaştırma matematiksel performans ölçütlerine ve
enerji tüketimine dayanmaktadır. Sahadaki gerçekçi koşullara, kısıtlamalara ve
optimum değerlere dayanarak, delme işlemi sırasında, matkap ucuna etki eden kuvveti
kontrol etmek amacıyla bazı mimariler sunulmuştur. Son olarak, otonom sondaj
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işlemi, delme hızının yönetmesiyle, ROP modu, WOB modu, Delta P modu ve Tork
modu olmak üzere dört moda denetleyerek incelenmiştir.
Kuyu dibi dizisi parametrelerinin ölçülmesi veya tahmin edilmesi araştırılmış ve
incelenmiştir. Matkap dizisinin burulma modellenmesi, uzunluğunu eşit bölümlere
bölmesiyle gerçekleştirilmiş, ardından Aktif Bozunma Girdisi Reddetme kontrolcu
ünitesini hem dikey hem de dairesel hareketlerinde kullanarak, matkap ucu dönme
hızını, kaya sertliğini ve matkap ucu üzerindeki torku gerçek zamanlı tahmin etmek
için bazı gözlemciler tasarlanıp sunulmuştur.
Tutma-bırakma titreşimleri, modelleme ve kontrol için incelenmiştir. Matkap ucu
üzerine etki eden kuvvetin manipülasyonu ve kuyu dibi dizisinde sönümlenmenin
arttırılması , bu tür titreşimlerin aktif olarak kontrolu için, önerilen iki çözümdür. Bu
iki stratejiyi kullanarak, matkap ucu üzerindeki tutma fazı, geçici tutma bırakma ve
bırakma fazı türetilmiş ve analiz edilmiştir.
Manevra ve sondaj işlemleri sırasında tasarlanan Kaskat PID, Aktif Bozunma Girdisi
Reddetme, Loop Şekillendirme, Geribesleme Hatası ile Öğrenme ve Kayan Kipli
kontrolculerin, pratik karşılaştırılması ve fiziksel bir kule performansına katkısı
incelenmiştir. Bu amaç, deneysel bir sondaj düzeneğinin tasarımı ve kurulumu ile
fiziksel ortamda gerçekleşmıştır. Prototip düzeneği matematiksel olarak modellenmiş
ve daha sonra uygun doğrusal ve doğrusal olmayan modelleri, sistem tanımlamasıyla
çıkartılmıştır. Kontrolculerin davranışı ve kararlılığı, manevra modunda, ve bir
bozunum ağırlığı yükleyerek ve boşaltarak incelenmiştir. Girdi şekillendirmenin,
sistem davranışı üzerindeki etkisi analiz edilmiştir. Öte yandan, kontrolculerin sondaj
işlemi sırasındaki davranışını incelemek için prototip kurulumuna bir matkap
eklenmiştir. Son olarak otonomom sondajda, tasarlanan ROP ve WOB modlarının
davranışı, fiziksel deney düzeneği üzerinde analiz edip incelenmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Petrol Kuyusu Sondaj Kulesi Modellemesi ve Kontrolü, Kaskat
PID Kontrolcusu, Aktif Bozunma Girdisi Reddetme Kontrolcusu, Loop Şekillendirme
Kontrolcusu, Geribesleme Hatası ile Öğrenme Kontrolcusu, Kayan Kipli Kontrolcusu,
Otonom Sondaj, Tutma-Bırakma Titreşimleri.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background Information
A drilling rig is a machine which digs boreholes in the ground by rotating and vertical
penetrating of the drillstring with a down-hole bit. Drilling rigs can be huge structures
used to drill oil wells, or they can be small portable machines used to manual
operations. Oil and gas drilling towers can be used not only to explore ground
resources but also to extract oil or natural gas from those resources. A short view on
the history of this industry highlights that the primary method for creating holes was
muscle power of animal in the beginning years, and then the internal combustion
engines came in the late ninth century. About 1960, the rope and drop method, used a
steel rod or piston to raise and drop vertically through a rope. Then in the 1970s, roller
bits using mud circulation were replaced by the first efficient pneumatic reciprocating
piston reverse circulation (RC) drills. RC drilling proved much faster and more
efficient, and continues to improve with better metallurgy, deriving harder, more
durable bits, enabling deeper and faster penetration [1]. The drilling rigs can be
classified by,
- Power used (Mechanical, Electrical, Hydraulic, Pneumatic; Steam)
- Pipe used (Cable, Conventional, Coil Tubing)
- Height (Single, Double, Tripple, Quadri)
- Method of Rotation or Drilling Method (Rotary Table, Top Drive, Sonic, Hammer)
- Position of Derrick (Conventional, Slant)
The drilling rigs have different parts and components. Some important ones are;
actuator, gearbox, drawworks, travelling block or hook, mud pump, top-drive, drillstring, bottom hole assembly, etc. Dynamic modeling of these parts constitutes the
basis for system analysis and control. On the other hand, the towers have different
operating modes during a real operation; tripping, drilling, reaming and back-reaming.
Each mode involves certain external disturbances and uncertainties. In addition, some
1

emergency states are critical during the operation. The mathematical model, which
describes the dynamical behavior of the plant during the operating modes in real wells,
has to be simple enough for analysis and control purposes.
Drilling optimization is an important issue in the subject. The optimization process of
drilling parameters has direct effects on the cost reduction, which aims to optimize
controllable variables during drilling operation such as weight on bit and bit rotation
speed for obtaining maximum drilling rate. Determination of optimum weight on bit
is very important in drilling operation as this parameter can be change during drilling
operation. A rate of penetration model considers many drilling parameters and
conditions. One of the most complete models to model the rate of penetration is the
Bourgoyne & Young’s model. This model considers the drilling parameters, as
formation compaction, formation pressure, equivalent circulating density, and
effective weight on bit, rotation of the bit, bit wear, hole cleaning, inclination, fluid
loss properties and bit hydraulics. On the other hand, relying just on the surface data,
without having the data or behaviour of the bottom hole assembly (BHA), causes the
drilling optimization process to be ineffective. The major problem is having the BHA
parameters, such as bit rotational speed, weight and torque on bit, and then detection
of BHA problems like bit sticking in the surface [2]. In other words, our control system
needs to have some drilling mechanics data, like rotational speed and torque data from
the top drive and BHA continuously. There are several methods to this problem.
Measuring and acquiring the data at the surface can be done easily, but we have many
difficulties to measure the needed data at the BHA. There are generally two solutions
to acquire the data at the BHA. First is measuring them practically by the sensors, and
second is predicting them. In the first solution, the key problem is to select
measurement systems at the surface or at the bottom hole assembly. Systems
combining both surface and down-hole measurement systems have more advantages
[2]. For instance, down-hole vibrations detection through surface measurements gives
some advantages, such as, high data transmission speed. Its major disadvantage is that
the vibration and other variables can be attenuated, because measurement system is far
away from the source. So the down-hole measurement systems are preferred and they
are regarded as measure while drilling (MWD) systems [3]. The second solution, is
2

estimate or predict of the needed unknown parameters at the BHA. Designing a
controller without having the exact values of the process parameters, is a frequently
employed issue by control engineers. It means, the processes can be robustly controlled
without the actual value of some of the control parameters. These unknown
parameters, can be identified employing specially designed estimators or observers.
By estimating the unknown parameters in the bottom hole assembly, we will be able
to optimize the controllable variables for obtaining the optimum drilling rate, with no
needs to the expensive measurement systems at the bottom hole assembly.
The other main issue, is the drillstring vibrations. Drillstring vibration is one of the
major causes for a deteriorated drilling performance. For instance, stick-slip is a severe
state of torsional oscillations that can cause premature destruction of drillstring
components, excessive wear of the bit, amongst other negative effects. Modeling and
analysis of drillstring vibrations, and designing proper vibration reduction controllers
are the methods to mitigate and attenuate of these vibrations. On the other hand, to
analyze the drilling data, the wellbore friction is modeled as an important survey. A
dynamic model of the drillstring including the pipes, bottom hole assembly, and bit
must be formulated, and the equation of vertical and rotational motions of the
drillstring must be extracted.
Automation in oil well drilling operations is developing quickly. Progresses in
automation and control of the whole drilling procedure will increase improvements in
safety, performance, quality, reliability and stability. The autonomous drilling system
is designed to provide a constant drilling state at the bit [4]. These states can be the
weight on bit (WOB), the rate of penetration (ROP), the pressure difference in the drill
string (Delta-P), and the torque of the topdrive, which are well known as the modes of
the autonomous drilling. The principal advantage of the autonomous drilling is to
provide a system, which is able to improve the efficiency of drilling operations through
controlling of the drilling rig’s equipment. The autonomous drilling modes can be
activated individually or in combination with other modes to form the optimum drilling
control.
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Bringing all these models together in any unified method and proposing a unified
control system to fully automate the whole drilling procedure is the difficult and
sensitive part of the job. Every aspect of modeling and controlling rock-bit interaction,
drillstring dynamics, rate of penetration and weight on bit optimizations, trajectory
path following, mud pressure control, and many other issues must be considered. Our
rig control system will be taking the necessary actions to maximize the rate of
penetration during drilling operation while obeying the limits for torque, rotational
speed and weight on bit. Also the system will be able to detect and prevent stick-slip
oscillations. For such functions, our control system will need to acquire rotational
speed and torque data from the top drive and BHA continuously. Due to nonlinear
problem at near-zero speed where the torque exerted on the bit is a function of the bit
rotational speed, the controlling of the drillstring motion is not an easy task. On the
other hand, as the model uncertainties (structured and or unstructured) have strong
effects on the nonlinear control systems, the robust and or adaptive control
architectures must be designed to deal with model uncertainties.
1.2. Thesis Objectives
Oil well drilling towers have different operating modes during a real operation.
Drilling, tripping, and reaming are some of these modes. Each mode involves certain
external disturbances and uncertainties. In addition, some emergency states are critical
during the operation. In this study, a nonlinear model will be developed for the modes
of the operation and the emergency scenarios will be simulated, as well. Robust and
or adaptive control systems will be designed based on the models. Some proper
solutions will be proposed for the emergency cases. The model and the control systems
will provide some fundamentals for the autonomous drilling towers in future.
The main equipment of the drilling rig is mathematically modeled, and the dynamics
of the vertical and rotational motions of drill string and drill bit are derived. After
modeling of the rate of penetration as an economic parameter in drilling process, the
optimum value for rate of penetration and weight on bit using this model is calculated.
The proposed vertical speed profile, is studied more accurately and extracted to derive
proper equations for calculating of the acceleration, and deceleration rates, while
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hoisting and lowering. To control the weight on bit during drilling process, some
control architectures are presented, based on the realistic conditions or constraints in
the field, and the optimum values. Then, using the nonlinear models for the vertical
and rotational motions during the operating modes, five types of control algorithms on
the advanced dynamical model of the drilling rig including external disturbances and
parametric uncertainties, are designed. These robust and or adaptive control systems
include; Cascaded PID, Active Disturbance Rejection, Loop Shaping, Feedback Error
Learning, and Sliding Mode. As far as we have seen in literature, several controllers
such as PID, ADRC, and the Sliding Mode, have been used for the control of the
drilling rigs. In addition, we design the Loop-shaping and Feedback Error Learning
type controllers. In the ADRC controller, the nth order of the observer is designed, and
then based on the different values of order, the performance of the controller are
evaluated. The ability of the robust and adaptive controllers is utilized to dealing with
uncertain forces on the system, including the structured or parametric model
uncertainties and the external disturbances. The design process of each control system
is presented in detail, and the control parameters of each controller are optimized to
the best performance. Then the performances of the controllers are compared based on
the simulation results, the mathematical performance measures, and the energy
consumptions. To our knowledge, there is hardly any literature that evaluates and
makes a comprehensive comparison of the control systems on advanced models using
mathematical measures. This contribution reveals novelty for the design of drilling
rigs in the theoretical domain.
In oil well drilling towers, the bottom hole assembly (BHA) data is needed to optimize
the controllable variables such as weight on bit and bit rotational speed for obtaining
the optimum drilling rate. In order to acquire the data of the BHA, an effective and
low-charge method, is predicting of these parameters. So, the measuring and or
predicting of the bottom hole assembly variables is surveyed and introduced. The
torsional modelling of the drill string is fulfilled by dividing its length to some equal
sections. As the pipelines length can be totally reached to hundreds of meters, it is
shown that, dividing it to more sections, give us more accurate in the prediction of the
BHA parameters. Then some proper observers to predict the bit rotational speed, rock
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stiffness and torque on bit, in real-time are designed and presented. Dividing the drill
string length to more sections, leads to design high order observer, so to compare the
performance of the designed observers with different orders, their ISE errors are
computed respect to the achieved value by simulation and analyzed. To our
knowledge, there is hardly any literature that models the drill string in this manner.
This contribution reveals another novelty for the design of the observers in the
theoretical domain. The drill string torsional model, is continued to model the stickslip vibrations, and then two solutions are proposed to active control of these kind of
vibrations, manipulation of the weight on bit, and increasing of the damping in the
BHA. Employing these two strategies, the stick phase, stick-slip transient, and the slip
phase of the bit are derived and analyzed in some case studies. Also to control the
torsional vibrations, two more solutions are introduced. Finally, the subject of
autonomous drilling is reviewed by managing the rate of penetration, in four modes,
as ROP mode, WOB mode, Delta P mode, and Torque mode.
A prototype drilling setup is designed and constructed with primary objectives of
practical evaluation of the mechanical and electrical parts and elements, establishing
the electronic communications between the elements and computer. The principal
purposes, are performance evaluation of the designed Cascade PID, Active
Disturbance Rejection, Loop Shaping, Feedback Error Learning and Sliding Mode
controllers, during the tripping and drilling operations, their practical comparison, and
improve the physical rig performance. To this purpose, first the prototype setup is
modeled mathematically, and then proper linear and nonlinear models are derived by
system identification. To control the vertical speed of the hook, during the tripping and
drilling operations, the presented controllers, are tuned in the Simulink environment.
On the prototype setup during the tripping operation, to study the behavior of the
controllers and their stabilities, as a disturbance a second weight is loaded on the
system when it is hoisting, and unloaded when it is lowering. The effect of input
shaping on the system behavior is analyzed consequently. On the other hand, to study
the vertical motion during drilling operation a proper structure is constructed to mount
a driller, which allows it to move just in vertical direction. First some tests are
implemented by different rate of penetrations, to derive the weight on bit and also the
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rate of change in weight on bit. Finally, the system behavior is studied in ROP and
WOB modes of the autonomous drilling. To this aim two separate strategies are
designed to maintain a preset rate of penetration (PROP), and a preset constant weight
on bit (PWOB).These contributions reveal novelty for the design of drilling rigs in the
theoretical domain. We believe that, by optimizing the performance eﬃciency in this
controlled environment, what we learn in this research could presumably be applicable
in the real operation. The goal is to enable the operation process to be more accurate
by risks decline while keeping a safe operations in the field.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
More than one hundred fifty references and studies were surveyed, which ninety of
them were selected as potentially included sources. They consist of six books, fourteen
thesis works, fifty five papers and fifteen patents. Then using their abstracts and
conclusion parts, they were summarized and classified in six subcategories, which are
introduced subsequently.
There are some useful and outstanding books in the petroleum engineering subject.
The book "Applied Drilling Engineering" [5] as one of the most important and useful
reference book for petroleum engineering, describes the oil well design in detail. Some
topics are; rotary drilling, drilling fluids, cements, drilling hydraulics, rotary drilling
bits, formation, pore pressure and fracture resistance, casing design, directional
drilling and deviation control. "Nonlinear Dynamics of Oilwell Drillstrings" [6] is the
title of another book which describes all the drilling tools, rock-crushing tool, electric
motor, drillstring consisting mainly of slender tubes, drillcollars, and stabilizers. Also
the dynamic behavior of the drillstring, as an extremely slender structure during
drilling is presented in this reference book. Some important contents of the book
"Petroleum Engineering Handbook" [7] are as geomechanics applied to drilling
engineering, fluid mechanics for drilling, procedures and principles of well control,
introduction to roller-cone and polycrystalline, directional drilling, drilling, problems
and solutions, introduction to well planning, underbalanced drilling, emerging drilling
technologies, offshore drilling units, and drilling-data acquisition. "Petroleum
Engineering Drilling & Well Completions" [8] is the title of another book in the subject
which includes some useful parts as cable toll drilling, rotary drilling, general methods
and equipment, the composition, functions, and general nature of rotary drilling fluids,
rotary drilling hydraulics, factors affecting penetration rate, rotary drilling techniques.
Some useful parts of the book "Working Guide to Drilling Equipments and Operation"
[9] are drilling muds and completion system, drill string: composition and design,
directional drilling, selection of drilling practices, and environmental considerations
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for drilling operations. The book "An Overview of Drillstring Models" [10] compiles
the most popular modeling strategies in order to analyze and control of a vertical oil
well drilling system. As mentioned in this reference book, existing drilling models can
be grouped into three general categories: lumped parameter models, which the
drillstring is regarded as a mass-spring-damper system that can be described by an
ordinary differential equation, distributed parameter models, which the drillstring is
considered as a beam subject to axial and/or torsional efforts, and neutral-type timedelay models, which are directly extracted from the distributed parameter models.
Over the last half-century, wide research effort has been conducted to mathematically
model and control the drilling rig. The motion control approaches and optimization
methods have been studied in many literature and patents. Some article address the
issue of motion control problems generally, and some of them present the motion
control architectures particularly in the drilling rigs. A class of motion control
problems is addressed in a study [11], which applies a conventional PID controller,
and two alternative control algorithms, loop shaping and linear ADRC. The study
evaluates the control systems ability to reject the disturbances. In order to evaluate
these methods objectively based on practical design considerations, a novel cost
function is proposed. The reference [12], is concerned with design methods for faster
and more accurate control of mechanical motion. It presents the solution of complex
problems in motion control systems. After introducing the basics of electromechanical
systems and control system design, some issues in motion control as acceleration
control, disturbance observer, interactions and constraints are presented. A paper [13],
develops a nonlinear mathematical model of drilling rig system, consisting of the rig,
the control cabin, the working platform and platforms with engines. The rig system
has six degrees of freedom, and the mathematical model is presented by a system of
nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The mathematical model in [14] presents the
equations of motion that simulate the fundamental behavior of the drill string during
both rotary and slide drilling operations. The directional drilling simulator that lends
itself to control design by characterizing how changes in rate of penetration, top drive
rotational speed, and pump speed affect transient drill string dynamics. Nonlinear
dynamics of a horizontal drillstring as the dynamical model is proposed in [15]. In this
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research, the drillstring is modeled using a bar model based on the tension and the
compression forces, and then discretized by means of the finite element method. The
friction between the column and the rock is considered in the model. It is described by
an exponential correlation function. The paper [16], helps engineers to understand
various mechanisms and variables that affect BHA's behavior, like weight-on-bit,
rotary speed, penetration rate, etc. The paper proposes, analytical method for
calculating side forces as well as contact points. The proposed method provides the
capability to evaluate and to adjust the actual well profile in an interactive, real time
mode thus enabling well path steering. In a research, challenges of modeling drilling
systems is considered for the purposes of automation and control [17]. The author
mentions that, many studies are being made to develop models of the rig systems, drill
string, rock-bit interaction, but bringing all these models together in any unified
manner and proposing a unified control solution to fully automate the whole process
is still an exploratory venture. This research presents the issue of drill string dynamics,
modeling and controlling of rock-bit interaction, rate of penetration optimization,
through a standard industry communication speeds at multiple points along the
wellbore. Dynamic soft string model and its practical application is researched and
presented in the paper [18]. This approach enables the wellbore designer to determine
torque and other forces in the drillstring. The presented model is used to evaluate the
behavior of drillstring dynamics, estimate local contact forces, and predict the effect
of different tripping speed profiles on axial and lateral contact forces. Design of control
approaches for the vertical drilling operation is studied in [19]. The author presents a
robust servo controller design, based on the existing mathematical models of drill
string systems and rock cutting process that successfully tracks the reference vertical
motion speed. The presented control architecture is a cascaded control, where the hook
vertical speed is controlled through by stabilizing of the drillstring rotational motion
indirectly, as displayed in the below figure 2.1. To this aim, a robust servo controller
is designed in the presence of disturbances originated from the torque on bit. To solve
this issue, an observer is designed that provides an estimation of the rock stiffness.
This estimate is used instead of the actual parameter value in the control strategy, and
the corresponding adaptive control system is designed and evaluated.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of Drilling System in the Reviewed Study [19]
In a thesis work [20], active feedback control of drilling systems with multiple
dominant exibility modes are studied to design proper control strategies. Also for
severe speed-weakening and uncertainty in the bit-rock interaction, the controllers are
developed. Then, the robustness analysis and validation on an experimental drill string
system of the proposed controller architectures are evaluated. The article [21] presents
a fuzzy logic controller to drill string motion. This control approach assures
simultaneously, the high rate of penetration, and an acceptable level of the stress in the
drill string to increase its lifetime. In order to accurate measurements of the hook load
readings, the effect of some factors on the hook load, such as the weight per unit length
of the drill line, dolly retraction, and mud hose and top-drive umbilical are investigated
[22]. First these factors are modelled, and then proper experiments are carried out.
Model of hook load during tripping operation is addressed in [23]. The initial goal of
the study is to evaluate and develop the mathematical model of the weight of the drill
string when pulling it out of the hole. The first objective of the paper [24] is to find a
model to describe the behavior of the rod during drilling operation, and the second
objective is the control design for the stabilization of the drilling system through
Lyapunov theory based on two different approaches: neutral-type time-delay model
and wave equation model. A patent [25], presents a system and method for controlling
of drawworks operation. The system have a rotatable drum, a line is wrapped around
it, the drawworks and the line are used for hoisting the hook load suspended on the
line, and the drawworks control system which is used for monitoring and controlling
the drawworks. Another same patent [26], presents a control device for the drawworks.
A device having a component suspended from it to apply tension force, a line, one end
of the line being wrapped on a drum, the rotation of it is controlled by a power brake
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mechanism, the control device consisting a tension sensor, a pulse generator and a
brake control applying the control input to the power brake mechanism. An invention
[27], presents an over speed preventing system for hook load of the drawworks. The
method and apparatus for preventing runaway lowering of a hook block characterized
by monitoring the instantaneous values of hook load and speed and using these values
together with parameters associated with the drawworks to calculate an energy value
which must be dissipated during a braking stop by the drawworks brake. When the
computed energy value reaches a predetermined value representative of the maximum
energy absorbing capability of the brake, the brake is automatically actuated. Another
patent [28], relates to a hoist control for oil well drilling equipment. Among the several
objects of the invention is the provision of a hoist control which effectively and
automatically controls the tension in a hoist cable as well as the pay-out rate of the
cable; the provision of a hoist control for drilling equipment which cooperatively and
simultaneously control the drill load and rate of drill descent substantially to increase
the life of the drill bit and to decrease the drilling time; the provision of a hoist control
of the type referred to which may be manually adjusted accurately to control the cable
tension and the rate of cable paying out to any desired predetermined values; and the
provision of a hoist control which is efficient and dependable in operation and strong
in construction. In a patented invention [29], an oil drilling rig is characterized by
device for comparing signals representative of the actual speed and direction of motion
of a traveling block with signals representative of predetermined minimum and
maximum speeds of the traveling block and a signal representative of a predetermined
direction of motion of the traveling block. The optimization process of drilling
parameters during drilling operation is presented in [30]. This study observes the
effects of the drilling parameters to the rate of penetration, employing the numerical
correlations. The correlations are used to maximize the rate of penetration during
drilling operations. A model for rate of penetration estimation based on the Bourgoyne
& Young’s model (BYM), is presented, in directional and horizontal wells [31]. This
study aims to propose a rate of penetration model considering many drilling parameters
and conditions. The proposed model considers formation compaction, formation
pressure, equivalent circulating density, and effective weight on bit, rotation of the bit,
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bit wear, hole cleaning, inclination, fluid loss properties and bit hydraulics. Also, a bit
wear model is developed for roller cones and polycrystalline diamond cones (PDC) in
this reference. In a project [32], Bourgoyne & Young ROP model is selected to study
the effects of several parameters during drilling operation. These important parameters
such as depth, pore pressure, bit weight, rotary speed, equivalent circulating density,
bit tooth wear and jet impact force have been extracted from a field report. In order to
study their relationship statistical method which is multiple regressions analysis has
been used. The penetration model for the field is constructed using the results from
statistical method. A study emphasizes the Bourgoyne and Young Model formulation
[33], how it is applied in terms of rate of penetration modeling, identifies the main
drilling parameters to drive each subfunction. The paper is also addressing the
normalization factors and modeling coefficients which have significant effect on the
model. Some basic concepts of static analysis of bottom hole assemblies in directional
drilling is presented in [34]. The dynamic behavior of the bottom hole assembly is like
a beam column which can be straight or curved, with self-weight, buoyancy, and
weight-on-bit. Beginning with a one stabilizer bottom hole assembly, the effects of
additional stabilizers, borehole curvature, torque, wall contact of variations in crosssectional properties are introduced in steps. The equation of a lateral borehole
propagation is developed for a generic class of steering system in [35]. The author
mentions, a directionally controlled drilling mechanism has a lateral borehole
propagation equation of state composed of spatially delayed feedback terms
determined by the distribution of contact points between the borehole and drilling
mechanism. The potential for closed-loop feedback control on a large rotary blasthole
drill is investigated in a thesis work [36]. The adopted control strategy in this work is
proportional-integral-velocity (PIV). Reference [37] presents the modeling, simulation
and optimal designing of an active heave compensation system for a drawworks on a
rig. The main components of the drawworks and hoisting rig are modeled, and then
the design parameters are optimized. For controlling the draw works a cascaded
controller is used, which is displayed in the figure 2.2. As it is seen, a simple P
controller has been used in the outer controller while the inner controller is a PI
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controller. In this way the control job is implemented in two parts: first part is heave
compensation, second is the payload lowering.

Figure 2.2: The Cascade Control Architecture for the Drawworks in the Reviewed
Study [37]
Modeling, and control of a rotary blasthole driller is investigated in [38]. The plant
model is consisting of the machine's actuators and the drilling procedure at the bitrock interaction which are described based on the physical assumptions. In this
article, a two-tier closed loop feedback control strategy is adopted. Minimizing steady
state error, minimizing settling time, minimizing the maximum over shoot and reduce
rise-time tasks are chosen for controller purposes. A new type of semi-active
drawworks heave compensation system is designed and presented in [39], through
structure design, system modeling and designing of an internal model PID robust
position controller. The Control diagram is illustrated in the figure 2.3. The
simplification of the ocean drilling heave compensation structure and reduction of the
energy consumption in the active drawworks heave compensation system, are fulfilled
in this study. A model for the dynamical behavior of an active drilling assembly is
developed in [40]. Using the developed model, the stability of vertical axi-symmetric
configurations under both coupled torsional, axial and lateral perturbations, has been
evaluated. In order to analyze the drilling process in realtime, the wellbore friction
modeling is considered in the paper [41]. The presented control architecture can
predict and prevent drilling troubles such as tight holes, cutting bed accumulations and
differential sticking. In this reference, a new three dimensional wellbore friction model
is presented for drilling horizontal and extended reach wells.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of Control Scheme in the Reviewed Study [39]
Analytical friction models are considered to design oil wells and it is presented in [35].
Explicit analytical equations are extracted to model the drillstring tension for hoisting
or lowering. The equations are developed for straight, build-up, drop-off sections and
side bends. The article [42], develops a simulation environment, model an automatic
managed pressure drilling using constant bottom hole pressure technique by a PID
controller and optimize the drilling operations. An invention [43], presents a system
method for optimizing rate of penetration while drilling continuously determines an
optimum weight on bit necessary to achieve an optimum rate of penetration based on
the measured conditions and maintains weight on bit at the optimum value.
Modeling of the drillstring vibrations and more specifically stick-slip vibration,
analyzing of the vibration data, and designing proper vibration reduction controllers
and architectures to attenuate drillstring vibrations, have been investigated extensively
in many novel works and studies. A dynamic model for the axial and lateral vibrations
in drill string is presented in [44]. The governing nonlinear dynamic equations, are
fully coupled with time varying coefficients. These coefficients are the effects of
gyroscopic moments contact with the borehole wall, axial excitation due to bit-rock
interactions, and hydrodynamic damping due to the presence of the mud outside the
drillstring. In reference [45], a drillstring oscillation model is created using nonlinear
strain formulation which couples the axial, lateral and torsional oscillations. A
dynamic model of the drillstring consisting the drillpipes and drillcollars is formulated
in [46]. The equation of motion of the rotating drillstring is extracted using Lagrangian
approach through the finite element method. The model accounts for the torsionalbending inertia coupling, the axial-bending geometric nonlinear coupling, and also for
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the gyroscopic effect, the effect of the gravitational force field, and the stick-slip
interaction forces. Based on a research [47], a drillstring can be considered as a rotating
torsional pendulum. It is rotated at a constant rotational speed, but exhibits
superimposed torsional vibrations caused by a nonlinear relationship between the
torque and the bit rotational speed. The vibrations are self-excited, and disappear when
the mean value of the pendulum rotational speed is raised above a threshold value. An
active damping system is proposed that strongly reduces the threshold value by using
feedback control. The active damping system can be described as an extension of the
passive tuned vibration absorber for reducing the oscillations. A bond graph model of
a drillstring is developed in [48], which predicts axial and torsional vibrations, and
also coupling between these vibrations due to rock-bit interaction. The model predicts
the expected coupling between weight on bit, bit rotational speed, and rock-bit
interface conditions, and their effect on stick-slip oscillations. The author mentions,
low bit rotational speed and high weight on bit cause stick-slip vibrations. Control of
both torsional and axial oscillations occurring along a drillstring is researched in [49].
The presented model consists of a wave equation coupled to an ordinary differential
equation, through a nonlinear function representing the rock-bit interaction. The author
propose a systematic method to design feedback controllers guaranteeing ultimate
boundedness of the system trajectories and leading consequently to the suppression of
harmful dynamics. A patent [50], studies the methods to estimate severity of downhole
vibration for a wellbore drill tool assembly. The estimation of downhole vibration
index is implemented by evaluating the determined surface vibration attribute with
respect to the identified reference surface vibration attribute. The stick-slip vibrations
present at the down hole of an oil well drillstring, and more specifically the dry friction
are studied, and then different nonlinear differential equations to model of a drillstring
are derived and analyzed in [51]. Reference [52], presents the drillstring dynamic
models, and using the models produces stickslip vibrations with different operating
conditions. This paper, uses a different approach to model the torque on the bit, with
respect to other models proposed in the literature. Second issue presenting in this
reference is evaluating some experience-based control strategies to mitigate stick-slip
vibrations. The control approach is a decentralized control, in other word the rotational
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speed at the top of drillstring and at the bit are controlled separately. In another study
[53], the effects of the drillstring rotational speed at the surface, the torque and weight
on bit forces are evaluated to reduce the drillstring torsional vibrations. The author
presented a model for the rock-bit interaction at the bottom hole, which is main reason
to produce the stick-slip vibrations. Some strategies for mitigating the stick-slip
vibrations are applied based on the manipulation of bottom hole assembly parameters.
First method is presented using the variation of the weight on bit, and second way
using the increasing of the damping at the down end of the drillstring. In thesis work
[20], the analysis of control strategies to reduce stick-slip vibrations in drilling systems
are researched and developed. After developing of some controller design
architectures for active feedback control of drilling systems, the modelling and
analysis of a passive down-hole device to attenuate the stick-slip oscillations and is
studied. The author arguments that, as the field observations have displayed multiple
torsional exibility modes in the starting of the stick-slip vibrations, especially in deep
and curved boreholes, based on a finite element method representation of a realistic
drilling system, therefore a multi-modal model of the torsional dynamics which can
exhibit the most dominant torsional exibility modes has been proposed for designing
proper controllers. First, two model-based controller design architectures are
presented, and then a nonlinear observer-based control strategy to reduce the torsional
stick-slip oscillations is developed. To mitigate stick-slip oscillations, another linear
robust controller design approach is presented. Finally a modelling and analysis
approach for the drillstring including the anti-stick-slip device is proposed. An
approach for the robust mitigation of stick-slip vibrations in the drillstrings is presented
in study [54]. To this aim, two control architectures are derived: a cascade control
structure, where a favorable select of virtual input control variables is demonstrated as
illustrated in the figure 2.4, and a decentralized control architecture, where two control
inputs are manipulated. To provide robustness against friction terms and uncertain
parameters, modeling error compensation techniques are derived as the robust
feedback control approach.
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Figure 2.4: Recursive Cascade Control Scheme for the drillstring Model [54]
Self-excited stick-slip vibrations in drillstring with a drag bit, is studied using a discrete
model which takes into consideration the bit axial and torsional vibration modes [55].
Coupling between these two vibration modes takes place through a bit-rock interaction
law which accounts for both frictional contact and cutting processes at the bit-rock
interface. In this study, a model for evaluating the axial and torsional oscillations of a
fixed cutter bit is described, that are often observed to take place when the deep
boreholes are drilling. In another article [56], to avoid different bit sticking problems
present in a conventional vertical drill string, a dynamical sliding mode control is
presented. The proposed controller is evaluated with changes of the weight on bit and
in the presence of stick slip oscillations. A discontinuous lumped parameter torsional
model of four degrees of freedom is considered, which allows to describe drill pipes
and drillcollars behavior. As the author mentions, the closed loop system has two
discontinuity surfaces. One of them gives rise to self-excited bit stick-slip vibrations
and the other surface is introduced to perform the control goal despite variations in the
weight on bit and the other system parameters. Self-excited stick-slip vibrations of a
rotary drillstring with a drag bit is studied in [57]. In this research, the coupling
between the torsional and axial oscillations is studied with considering the effects of
rotary table, damping of drilling mud and active damping system. This model is a
discrete model with two degrees of torsional freedom and one degree of axial freedom.
The effects of damping, active damping ratios and rock-bit interaction are studied on
stick-slip vibration. This research shows that by increasing the damping of drilling
fluid, bit parameter and appropriate choose of active damping ratios, the surface stickslip vibrations can be attenuated. For controlling the stick-slip oscillations, a new
mechanism is proposed in [58]. They proposed using the weight on the bit force as an
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additional control variable to reduce the vibrations limit cycles. Then a stability
analysis of a kind of the control mechanism, which helps to mitigate the stick-slip
vibrations is presented. The system block diaram is shown in the figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: System Block Diagram and Static Friction Torque in the Study [58]
In paper [59], in order to simulate the stick-slip oscillations a simple alternate friction
model is described. This friction model has been represented by a set of ordinary nonstiff differential equations. The advantage of these equations is that the system can be
integrated with any standard ordinary differential equation solver. In comparison with
a smoothing method, it shows that the computations of the presented friction model is
more efficient. In a research [60], an experimental drillstring setup is constructed to
understanding of the causes for torsional vibrations. In the presented system, the
torsional vibrations with and without stick-slip are evaluated in steady-state. In this
study, in order to have a predictive model, a discontinuous static friction model is
proposed and analyzed. A non-linear friction compensation method for a drillstring
system, by considering the down hole stick-slip vibrations is presented in [61]. The
proposed control architecture employs a combination of a feedback model based
friction compensation, and linear controller which helps to mitigate the stick slip
vibrations. The system is comprised of friction compensation and friction model as
displayed in the figure 2.6. The linear PI controller is used to achieve increased
damping, reduced rise time, and friction compensation without much stick-slip
vibration.

Figure 2.6: Block Diagram of the Model-Based Friction Compansation Scheme [61]
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The torsional stability of the drillstring is studied in [62], aiming at a better
comprehension as to what causes stick-slip and what is the best way to prevent it or to
mitigate it. A simpliﬁed one degree-of-freedom system is considered in the analysis,
where the bit rotational speed is unknown but the surface speed is known. The rockbit interaction is described by a nonlinear torque, and the equation of motion is
integrated numerically. For the two input parameters, weight on bit and top speed
rotation, the author maps the secure areas for a given drillstring, or in another words,
the regions for which the weight on bit and the top speed rotation do not yield stickslip. The nonlinear dynamic behavior of the torsional stick-slip vibration is modeled
in [63], in interaction with longitudinal vibration. To model the stick-slip phenomenon,
it is used a slender rotating vertical column, which represents a simplified model of a
drill string. For this torsional column, it is considered that the top is rotating with a
constant rotary speed and the bottom end is subject to the cutting force. This force
represents the effect between rock and bit and is strongly nonlinear. To mitigate the
effects of stick slip vibration, practical solution is presented in [64], by implementing
roller reamer base on the actual field scenario. First, the alignment of different drilling
parameters, such as rotational speed, torque on bit and weight on bit are fulfilled, then
a roller reamer is introduced as an effective control method. Roller cutters on the roller
reamer rotate around the wall, which provide low torque point of stabilization. It
transforms the interaction between borehole and contact points by introducing a lowfriction bearing between bottom hole assembly and borehole wall. Anti-stall
technology is presented in [65], which is a mechanical downhole solution that adjusts
the drilling torque automatically in real time. The goal is to eliminate cutter-induced
torque variations and string stalls in difficult formations and resultant harmful effects.
The study describes in detail, both based on theory and on field experience, how the
bit-induced torque fluctuations are significantly decreased to improve penetration, and
how bottom hole assembly damage is prevented to increase run lengths. Finally the
purpose of a patent [66], defined as being to absorb impacts and bring about the bit
axial motion when the torque exceeds a predetermined value. For this purpose the
torque converter is composed of two cylindrical string parts connected through the
bearing elements. The string parts are connected to each other through helical elements
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in such a way that relative rotation of the two cylindrical string parts brings about axial
movement, which unloads the drill bit.
To measure and acquire of data from BHA and analyze them to use in the controllers,
some studies present the methods and approaches for measurement while drilling or
MWD systems. In a study [67], the author clarifies the logging while drilling (LWD)
term, which refers to describe the systems and techniques for capturing the downhole
data while drilling a well, and the MWD term which is used to the acquisition and
collection of wellbore deviation directional surveys, drilling mechanics data, like
downhole torque, pressure, or vibration, and the process of sending the data up hole in
real-time. An overview of the applications of the measurements performed by the
MWD and LWD tools is addresses in another article [68]. In this article, the available
telemetry techniques used to transfer the measured data from the downhole devices to
surface are evaluated, with emphasis on mud-pulse telemetry (MPT) and wired-pipe
telemetry (WPT). A study [69], researches the reliable, precise, and efficient downhole
MWD systems as key prerequisites for accurate well placement with an optimal rate
of penetration, which leads to reduce total costs. In the reference [70], by sending a
pulse into the hole with fluid, the response characteristics such as pressure based on
the feedback from pulses such as depth, material composition, are determined, and
thus the drill speed is optimized, and or the drill bit should be modified based on the
measurements and material. In another article [71], the author presents a review of the
application of two types of magnetic sensors, fluxgate magnetometers and nuclear
magnetic resonance sensors in the oil and gas industry. It is mentioned that, these
magnetic sensors play a critical role in drilling wells safely, accurately and efﬁciently
by providing the well directional data and acquiring geological data about the
surrounding rocks. The paper [3], presents a microprocessor based downhole vibration
data acquisition and recording system, placed at the bottom hole assembly, and then
four case studies of vibration levels prepared from some drilling operations are
presented. These examples include vibration monitoring during reaming, drilling a
casing shoe, and drilling new formation. The author mentions that, the lateral
accelerations are generally an order of magnitude greater than longitudinal
accelerations. This is shown in one example, where the catastrophic failure of MWD
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components originated from sustained high-level lateral vibrations. The paper [72],
presents a system for downhole-to-surface Mud Pulse Telemetry (MPT). Since the
pipe bore filled with flowing drilling mud, this system is able of handling the complex
and continuously varying properties of the transmission channel by optimizing the
transmission signal and the surface processing algorithms in realtime. Finally, the
author presents in [73], the analysis of measured drilling oscillation data from a field
test that used both downhole and surface vibration measurement devices. Surface
sensors included dynamic axial and torsional strain gages and accelerometers, and a
single axis magnetometer, all mounted in the drillstring above the rotary table. Downhole sensors included an axial accelerometer, two orthogonal bending strain gages,
dynamic weight on bit and torque strain gages and two orthogonal magnetometers,
mounted in an MWD sub. An invention [74], concerns apparatus and systems for
drilling wells, and more specifically methods for ensuring efficient drilling and
protection of drilling systems during drilling operations. This invention concerns a
closed loop control system for the rig controls, which is responsive to downhole
measurement by drilling devices. The measured downhole data is transmitted by
measurement while drilling (MWD) telemetry system to a switching control regulator
(SCR) module via an interfacing computer and is utilized to refine the drilling controls
by automated correction of driller inputs to the drilling controls. A paper presents a
control system for predictive control in drilling optimization, as displayed in the figure
2.7 [75]. The author claims, an MWD drilling dynamics measurement device is an
essential component of a closed loop drilling control system (DCS). This work
presents the initial field-test results of a control system that employs a neural network
for predictive control in drilling optimization.

Figure 2.7: Control Block Diagram in the Reviewed Study [75]
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Another patent [76], presents a drilling monitor with the torque at the bottom hole
assembly and axial load transducers. In a drilling monitor, transducers at the BHA
provide signals representative of torque and axial load, which are transferred to the
down hole computer, then a relationship between torque and load is established, based
on short term modeling. From the system model, the torque is predicted and correlated
based on the measured values received from the torque transducer.
Some papers and studies address the issue of predicting of needed drilling parameters
in the BHA. In an article [77], a computer program has been presented which is used
to predict the BHA performance. In this program, the formation dip angle, hole and
collar size, and stabilizer spacing are the input parameters, and the predictions are hole
curvature, hole angle, weight on bit, etc. The presented approach in a study [78], uses
neural network to model and predict the dynamic behavior of the drillstring and BHA.
Then, the presented neural network model is developed using the drilling dynamics
data from a field test. The dynamic state of the bottom hole assembly is measured
using data from downhole vibration sensors. The test data set, along with the
corresponding set of input-output control parameters, are employed to train the
presented model. The presented system and method in an invention [79] is used to
estimate the effective displacement of the bit. In this invention, a nonlinear physical
model of the drilling process based on the general mechanics equations is used. First
the parameters of the model are identified based on the well and string parameters,
then the model is linearized around the working point. The dynamic equations are
reduced while keeping only some of the specific modes of the state matrix of the
model, and finally the displacement of the bit is predicted or computed using the
reduced model and at least one measured parameter at the surface. In a research [2],
using the real time MWD system, the downhole and surface sensors are scanned
synchronously and analyzed. Then using the sole standard surface measurements, a
new method is developed to estimate real time downhole measurements like the bit
rotational speed and the weight on bit. In a case study [75], the applications of torque
and drag for deviated and horizontal wells are demonstrated. As mentioned, the torque
and drag analysis and calculations are very important for well design, so a proper
modelling is implemented to predict and prevent downhole problems related to drill
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string and borehole. An invention [80], presents a method for predicting the drillstring
sticking includes evaluating the borehole severity for the drillstring at two or more
measured bit depths. It presents also evaluating the rate of change of borehole severity
with bit depth, and predicting the start of drillstring sticking based on the magnitude
of the rate of change of borehole severity with bit depth.
The subject of drilling mud and modeling of its behavior, is addressing and discussing
in a couple of papers. A review paper on studies, presents the mathematical modeling
of thixotropic drilling mud and crude oil flow in wells and pipelines, and then clarifies
the challenges and limitations encountered in such studies [81]. The author mentions
in an article [82], that drilling muds are rheologically complex, and the models
presently used to characterize their behavior are Bingham and Ostwald-deWaele. The
Herschel-Bulkley model is shown in this article as a superior model, which is more
difficult to implement with theoretic extnets. A simplified approach suitable for field
use, is developed and compared to rigorous solutions. A research [83] proposed a
geometry factor which reduces the hydraulic equations to a single set describing pipe,
parallel plate and annular flow. It also defines a generalized Reynolds number for
different geometries and flow regimes found in the circulating systems.
Some literature address the issue of the autonomous drilling in the oil well drilling
rigs. The paper [84] presents the evolution of drilling automation and mechanization
since mid-nineteenth century. The author mentions, in the history of drilling, there
have many issues of drilling mechanization and automation that have been
investigated, machines designed and built, and operations implemented with many
success and failures. These issues include drilling fluid systems, cementing
operations, downhole automation, and the rig floor. Because drilling automation
history has been centered on the rig floor and related surface operations, this paper
focuses on the rig floor for drilling operations such as rate of penetration, rotary
systems, rig floor and entire drilling rig automation. A study examines and defines
drilling systems automation, its drivers, enablers and barriers, and its current state and
goals [32]. In particular, it studies the drilling systems automation among all segments
of the drilling industry. An invention describes a method for the autonomous drilling
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of ground holes by a drill rig [33]. The method includes the step of utilizing an
autonomous drilling procedure in order to control the drilling equipment to dig a hole
after locating the drill rig in a ground position where the well must be drilled. Another
patent [85], presents an automatic drilling system, which consists an electric servo
motor, a winch brake control, a servo controller, and a drum position encoder. The
controller is adapted to operate the servo motor in response to the position
measurements coming from the encoder so that a desired rate of rotation of the drum
is maintained. An invention [86], presents a multiple input scaling auto driller. A
wellbore drilling system includes weight on bit controller, drilling torque controller,
and differential pressure controller configured to generate normalized WOB,
normalized TOB, and normalized DeltaP outputs respectivly. It has also a rate of
penetration controller configured to multiply a ROP set point with the normalized
WOB, the normalized TOB, and the normalized DeltaP outputs to generate a ROP
output.
Based on the statistical information extracted from the survived literature, the
thematical and historical charts can be extracted, which are illustrated in the below
figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Thematic and Historic Charts of the Reviewed Literature
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CHAPTER 3
DRILLING RIG MODELING
Dynamic modeling of the drilling tower parts constitutes the basis for system analysis
and control. Drawworks and topdrive actuators, hoisting system, mud effect, drilling
and cutting process, drillstring and bottom hole assembly (BHA), are the important
equipment in a drilling rig, which must be modeled mathematically. The main parts of
an oil well drilling tower have been illustrated in the below figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: General Structure of a Drilling Rig
3.1. Actuator Modeling
The drawworks and topdrive actuators are generally AC motors, which can follow both
torque and speed reference given to its driver. We have used an ideal actuator model
as a canonical second order transfer function presented in the equation (3.1), for both
of drawworks and topdrive motors, and continued the jobs. Here "ζ" is the damping
ratio, and "ωn " is the natural frequency, "uA " is the control input of the actuator and "τA "

is the produced torque by that actuator. Also, to limit the produced torque by the
actuators, a saturation block is applied in the model.
ω2

τA = uA ∙ s2 +2ζωn s+ω2
n
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n

(3.1)

3.2. Hoisting System Modeling
The hoisting system in a drilling tower is called to all lifting equipment. Drawworks,
travelling block and hook are the equipments which is modeled in this section.
3.2.1. Drawworks Modeling
Drawworks is an important part of a drilling rig, which consists of four main parts:
drum, AC motor(s), reduction gear box, and brake. In order to extract the dynamic
equations of the vertical motion, it must be modeled.
3.2.1.1. Gear Box Modeling
The transferred torque and rotational speed by the gear box from the motor to the drum
is as follow equations (3.2) and (3.3), where "τD " is the applied torque to the drum,
"τM " is produced torque by the motor, "RG" is the ratio of gear box,"φ̇" is the rotational
speed of the drum, and "θ̇" is the rotational speed of the motor.
τD = RG ∙ τA
φ̇ =

(3.2)

θ̇

(3.3)

RG

3.2.1.2. Drum Modeling
In order to model the drum, as a novelty, we have considered the radius of the drum
"r", and consequently some other parameters, as the variables not the constant values.
This is because of changing length of the cable, which is wrapped around the drum.
Based on the illustrated figure 3.2, this radius is as, r(x) = R1 + R (x) , where "R (x) " is
a function of the hook position "x", and can be calculated as below equation (3.4). In
this equation, "rc " is the radius of the cable, "R1 " is the outer radius of the cylinder,
"i" and "j" are number of rows and rounds in each row of cable on the cylinder.

R (x)

…
.
(j − 1) ∙ 2 ∙ rc
.
j ∙ 2 ∙ rc
=
.
(j + 1) ∙ 2 ∙ rc
.
{
…

if 0 < x ≤

if −2 ∙

2πi∙(R1 +(j−1))∙2∙rc
n

2πi∙(R1 +j)∙2∙rc
if −
n
2πi∙(R1 +(j+1))∙2∙rc
n
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<x≤0

<x≤−

(3.4)

2πi∙(R1 +(j+1))∙2∙rc
n

Figure 3.2: Drawworks Drum Model
The parameters which depend on the radius of the drum, and thus functions of the hook
position" x", can be calculated as below equations (3.5 - 3.8), where "mH " is mass of
the hook load, "mpipes " is mass of the pipes on the drillstring, "mT " is mass of the
topdrive, "mca " is mass of the cable, "mcyl " is mass of the cylinder, "mca0 " is mass of
the cable at initial time, "mcyl0 " is mass of the cylinder at initial time, "mca1 " is mass
of the cable with length of 1 meter, "mdisk " is mass of the disc, "rdisk " is radius of the
disc, and "R 2 " is the inner radius of the cylinder, "n" is number of times which the
cable wrapped around the sheave, and "Id " is the inertia of the drum.
mH(x) = mpipes + mT + mca

(3.5)

mca(x) = mca0 + n ∙ x ∙ mca1

(3.6)

mcyl(x) = mcyl0 − n ∙ x ∙ mca1

(3.7)

1

1

2
Id(x) = 2 mcyl(x) ∙ (r(x)
+ R 2 2 ) + 2 ∙ (2 mdisk ∙ rdisk 2 )

(3.8)

Based on the free body diagram of the drum, as displayed in the below figure 3.3, the
equation between the torque and force on the fastline is as the equation (3.9), where
"τD " is applied torque by the drawworks, "Ff " is the force on the fastline, "φ̈" is the
rotational acceleration of drum.
Ff(x) =

τD −Id(x) φ̈
r(x)

(3.9)

It is worth mentioning that, there will be a torque transfer sequence. It is a way to
transition the load between the drawworks and the brake smoothly [87]. This transfer
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sequence is implemented from brakes to motors while start to travelling and from
motors to brakes while stopping.

Figure 3.3: Free Body Diagram of the Drum
To compute the power of the drawworks, the drawworks input power is considered by
taking into account the efficiency of the chain drives and shafts inside the drawworks
[88]. The efficiency factor "E" is given by the following equation, where "K" is
efficiency between the sheave and cable. K = 0.9615 is in common use. By
considering n = 6, the efficiency factor, and the tension force along the fast line when
upward travelling is impending as below equations (3.10) and (3.11). When the
drawworks provide an input power to the hoisting system as high as Pi (hp), the
maximum hook horsepower is available Ph = E ∙ Pi , and the maximum hoisting speed
will be as the equation (3.12).
E=

K∙(1−Kn )
n∙(1−K)

= 0.874

W

Ff = E∙ns
2446.5∙Ph

vmax =

Ws

(3.10)
(3.11)

=

2446.5∙E∙Pi
Ws

(3.12)

Maximum submerged weight "Ws ", while the drillstring is in mud and out of mud is
computed as below:
Ws = (3e5 + 300 ∗ 300) × g × BF = 2.874e6 N
Ws = (3e5 + 10 ∗ 300) × g = 2.973411e6 N
So the maximum value is considered as, Ws = 3e6. We can result for instance, to reach
the maximum hoisting speed vmax = 1 ft/s, the drawworks should provide an input
1∗3e6

power Pi = 2446.5∗0.873 = 1,404hp.
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3.2.2. Hook Modeling and Equation of Vertical Motion
The attached hook to the bottom of traveling block, picks up heavy loads and is used
to hang various equipment. All the forces applied on the hook is illustrated in the figure
3.4, where "W" is weight on bit originated from the interaction of bit and rock, "Ff " is
fast line force, "FH " is hook load total force, "WH " is hook load weight, "FB " is floating
force, "BF" is Bouancy factor, "MD" is mud density, "HD" is hook load density, "K f "
is coefficient of mud viscous friction, and Ws = WH − FB = WH ∙ BF is the
submereged weight.
MD

MD

FB = WH ∙ HD

BF = 1 − HD

(3.13)

FH = WH − n ∙ Ff − FB − W − K f ∙ v = WH ∙ BF − n ∙ Ff − W − K f ∙ v
FH = Ws − n ∙ Ff − W − K f ∙ v

(3.14)

Figure 3.4: Free Body Diagram of the Hook Load
Using the above equations (3.13) and (3.14), we can derive the weight on the bit
force as follow equations (3.15) and (3.16).
FH = Ws − n ∙ Ff − W − K f ∙ v = 0
W = Ws − n ∙ Ff − K f ∙ v

(3.15)

W = Ws − (n/E) ∙ Fd − K f ∙ v

(3.16)

In the simulation tasks, the weight on bit force can be derived as presented in the
1

equation (3.15), through the fastline force as, Ff = r τD +

nId
r2

ẍ . But in practic, it can

be measured through deadline tension force using by a loadcell through presented
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equation (3.16). Here "E" is the efficiency of the system, which based on the API RP9B
standard, if n = 6, it is E = 0.874. In the real plant, "Ws " is calculated based on the
measured force on the deadline Fd , using the load-cell as,
1

Ws(x) = WH(x) ∙ BF = mH(x) ∙ g ∙ BF = Ff + Fd = Fd ∙ (1 + E)

(3.17)

Now, we can extract the equation of vertical motion, using all the applied loads on the
traveling block as,
mH ẍ = FH = Ws − nFf − W − K f ẋ
n

n

φ̈ = − r ẍ
Ff =

τD −Id φ̈
r

τ

Mẍ − K f ẋ − Ws(x) + W = − r τD
n2

= r + r2 Id ẍ

(3.18)

"M" is the equivalent point mass of drillstring plus BHA, and considered as the
n2

n

equation, M = mH + r2 Id , and H0 = r τD , so we can rewrite in summary as the
equation (3.19).
Mv̇ = Ws − W − H0 − K f v

(3.19)

In the real plant, the vertical velocity "v", is simply computed using by the encoder as
below equation (3.20), where "φ̇" is the rotational velocity of the gearbox output or
drum, and "θ̇" is the rotational velocity of the motor.
r
r
v = − n ∙ φ̇ = − n∙RG ∙ θ̇

(3.20)

3.3. Model of Drilling and Cutting
The cutting action is created by simultaneous effects of the weight on bit, which is
applied on the bit through drill pipes and of the torque on bit which is transmitted from
topdrive through drill pipes [19]. Out of many types of bits, the most widespread
employed type in drilling industry is drag bit. A drag bit typically consists of several
blunt cutters. So the modeling of drilling process needs to; blunt cutter and drag bit
modeling.
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3.3.1. Blunt Cutter Modeling
The weight on bit force is disparted to surface and normal cutting and friction forces
on each blunt cutter [19], as illustrated in the figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Free Body Diagram of a Blunt Cutter
FS = FSC + FSF

FN = FNC + FNF

FS = (1 − μξ) ∙ ε ∙ A + μ ∙ FN

(3.21)
(3.22)

The surface and normal forces are dependent to each other as above equation (3.22),
where ε > 0 is the intrinsic specific energy or rock stiffness, with units of pascal,
which describes the amount of energy required to cut a unit volume of rock with a
completely sharp bit. ξ > 0 is the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal forces between
rock and bit contact surfaces, with typical values of 0.5-0.8. "A" is the cross-sectional
area of the cut, and μ > 0 is rate-independent friction coefficient (steel to rock). The
drilling strength is defined as; DS ∶=

FN
A

, and drilling specific energy as; DE ∶=

FS
A

.

Based on the above equation (3.22), they dependent to each other as below equation
(3.23).
DS = (1 − μξ) ∙ ε + μ ∙ DE

(3.23)

3.3.2. Drag Bit Modeling
The weight and torque forces on the bit is disparted to the cutting and friction forces
[19], as illustrated in the figure 3.6, where the constant "R b " is the bit radius, and "d"
is depth of cut.
T = TC + TF
1

TC = 2 ∙ Rb2 ∙ ε ∙ d

W = WC + WF

(3.24)

WC = Rb ∙ ξ ∙ ε ∙ d

(3.25)
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T F = γ ∙ μ ∙ nb ∙ ln

W F = R b ∙ ε ∙ nb ∙ ln

(3.26)

Figure 3.6: Free Body Diagram of a Drag Bit
The cutting and friction weight on bit and torque on bit forces are achieved by the
above equations (3.25), and (3.26), where "γ" is spatial orientation and distribution of
the chamfers/wear-flats for a flat-bottom bit, where "nb" is number of blades, and "ln"
is wearflat of width of blade. Depth of cut and can be achieved as described in the
W

next section 3.4. The drilling strength is defined as, DS ∶= R
2T

energy as; DE ∶= R

b

2

d

bd

and drilling specific

. Based on the above equation, they dependent to eachother as
ε

below equation (3.27). The drilling system’s efficiency is defined as; η ∶= DS < 1.
DS = (1 − γμξ) ∙ ε + μ ∙ ξ ∙ DE

(3.27)

3.4. DrillString and Bottom Hole Assmbly Modeling
This model represents the motion of the drillstring and the bottom hole assembly
(BHA) while taking into account the bit-rock interaction model which comprises of
frictional and cutting processes. "x" is the vertical position and "ϕ" is the rotational
position of the bit, and "d" depth of cut at time "t" is calculated as [55, 89];
d(t) ∶= nb ∙ dn (t)

(3.28)

x(t) − x(t − t n ) = dn (t)

(3.29)

2π

ϕ(t) − ϕ(t − t n ) = nb
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(3.30)

Figure 3.7: Model of Drill String and BHA
To simplify, it is considered, both of vertical and rotational speeds change slowly. In
other words, we can claim v = ẋ , and ω = ϕ̇ are approximately constant during each
period of sampling time, and therefore it can approximately define as below equation
(3.31). Just we should pay attention to the singularity at ω(t) = 0.
2π

d(t) ≈ nb ∙ v(t) ∙ t n
d(t) ≈

ω(t) ∙ t n ≈ nb

2π∙v(t)

(3.31)

2π∙v(t)

d(t) ≈ max[ω(t),ε

ω(t)

0]

(3.32)

3.5. Equation of Motion while Drilling
In order to extract the equation of motion while drilling, it is needed to extract the
drillstring vertical and rotational motions equations. During the drilling operation, the
variables weight on bit and torque on bit, as calculated in the previous section 3.3.2,
are achieved as below two equations [19, 55, and 89]. During the other operations,
they equal to zero, because there are no any bit-rock interaction. It is worth mentioning
that, during the drilling, the weight on bit term should be limited, such a way not
exceed a determined value as will describe in section 5.6, and the torque on bit term
should be eliminated as a disturbance from the rotational motion. Based on the
presented equation of the vertical and rotational motions, our plant is fully-actuated
system with non-linear coupled dynamics.
v

W = 2πR b ξε ω
v

T = πR b 2 ε ω
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(3.33)
(3.34)

3.5.1. Vertical Motion Equation
As described in the previous section, the equation of vertical motion has been derived
as below equation (3.35), where "x" is vertical position of the bit, "ϕ" is rotational
position of the bit, "τD " is applied torque by the drawworks, and "Dv " is the external
disturbance effecting on the vertical motion.
n2

ẋ

(mH(x) + r2 Id(x) ) ∙ ẍ − K f ∙ ẋ − Ws(x) + 2πR b ξε ∙ ϕ̇ = − r

n

(x)

(x)

τD + Dv

(3.35)

3.5.2. Rotational Motion Equation
The equation of rotational motion, which describes the rotational dynamical behavior
of the drill string and drill bit is generally as below equation (3.36), where "ϕ" is
rotational positions of the drill string and drill bit, "Ir " is moment of inertia of
drillstring and BHA, "C" is torsional damping, and "K" is torsional stiffness of the
structure, "Tm " is applied torque on the bit by the topdrive, "T" is applied torque on
the bit from the interaction of rock, and "Dr " is the external disturbance effecting on
the rotational motion. The modeling of rotational motion, especially the torsional
behavior of the drillstring, will be continued and described in detail in the future 3.9.2.
ẋ

Ir ∙ ϕ̈ + C ∙ ϕ̇ + K ∙ ϕ = Tm − πR b 2 ε ∙ ϕ̇ + Dr

(3.36)

3.6. Rate of Penetration Modeling and Optimization
The modeling of the rate of penetration (ROP), makes it possible to apply formal
optimization methods to the problem of choosing the best weight on bit and rotational
speed to achieve the minimum drilling costs [5, section 5.7.7]. Human drillers and auto
drillers use weight on bit, torque and differential pressure to maximize the rate of
penetration. The rate of penetration model’s main equation consists of eight subfunctions which act and have significant effect on the rate of penetration performance
[5]. Based on the presented definitions in the [5], the rate of penetration is considered
as the multiplication of eight subfunctions as below equation (3.37). These eight
subfunctions are defined as the table 3.1. The definition of the constant parameters of
the subfunctions and their symbols and units, are given in the table in appendix A.
ROPOptimum = f1 ∙ f2 ∙ f3 ∙ f4 ∙ f5 ∙ f6 ∙ f7 ∙ f8
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(3.37)

Table 3.1: The Sub-functions Forming the Rate of Penetration
Subfunction

Description

Equation

f1
f2
f3
f4

Formation Strength
Depth and Compaction
Pore Pressure
Differential Pressure

f1 = e2.303a1
f2 = e2.303a2(TVDN −TVD)
f3 = e2.303a3TVD∙0.69∙(EPP−EPPN )
f4 = e2.303a4TVD∙(EPP−ECD)

f5

Drill-Bit Diameter and Weight on Bit

f6
f7

Rotary Speed
Drill-Bit Tooth Wear

f8

Bit Hydraulic Jet Impact Force

f5 = (

a5

(WOBsf /ODbit ) − (WOBsf /ODbit )t
)
WODN − (WOBsf /ODbit )t

f6 = (RPMsf /RPMsfN )a6
f7 = e−a7∙h
a8
f8 = (Fj /FjN )

3.7. Weight on Bit Modeling and Optimization
Using the drag bit modeling, the weight on bit force can be derived as presented in the
equation (3.33). This force dispart to the cutting and friction forces. Drilling
optimization helps to optimize controllable variables during drilling operation such as
weight on bit and bit rotational speed for achieving the maximum drilling rate [32]. As
mentioned in the reference [39], the optimization of weight on bit optimizes the drilling
operation as a whole. Based on the above mentioned ROP model, the optimized WOB
is obtained by the following equation (3.38), where "H1 " is constant that depend on bit
type. The definition of the other parameters and their symbols and units, are given in
the table in appendix A.
(WOB/ODbit )Optimum =

a3 H1 (WOBsf /ODbit )max +a6 (WOBsf /ODbit )t
a3 H1 +a6

(3.38)

3.8. Torque on Bit Modeling
Using the drag bit modeling, the torque on bit force can be derived as presented in
equation (3.34). This force dispart to the cutting and friction forces. We will eliminate
the torque on bit as a disturbance from the rotational motion system.
3.9. Drillstring Vibrations
When the driller bit runs into trouble, the drillstring starts to vibrate. Three directions
the drillstring moves while vibrating, are generally named modes of vibrations, which
are [52]:
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•

Axial: the vibration is longitudinal movement along the drillstring, causes to
reveal varying tension and occasionally compression tension.

•

Lateral: the vibration is side-to-side movement that results flexing or bending
of components, causes to reveal stress where one side of the pipe will be in a
different tensional state than the other.

•

Torsional: the vibration is resistance to rotational movement, leads to twisting
along the drillstring, as torque is applied to overcome resistance.

So that is how the drill string reacts if it runs into any of the nine different kinds of
trouble we call vibration mechanisms:
1- Stick Slip: These kind of vibrations are abnormal rotation of the string. The
vibration mode is torsional, as the bit stops rotating momentarily at regular intervals,
leading the string to periodically torque up and then spin free at 2 to 15 times the
average surface speed, and this causes so severe damage to the bit and bottom hole
assembly.
2- Bit Bounce: the axial vibration of the string that typically happens with three cone
bits in hard rock formations. Bit bounce damages the drill bit cutting structure bearings
and seals, and results in flexing of the string causing even more damage from axial and
lateral shocks.
3- Bit Whirl: it occurs when the bit has cut itself a hole larger than its own diameter,
allowing it to wander around in the wellbore instead of simply rotating around its
natural centre. Excessive side cutting creates an over gauge hole that in turn increases
the tendency for the bit and bottom hole assembly to continue whirling.
4- BHA Whirl: the eccentric rotation of the bottom hole assembly around a point other
than its geometric centre in a complex motion, generating lateral displacements shocks
and increased friction against the wellbore, occurring as forward or backward whirl.
It’s the mechanism that constitutes the main cause of bottom hole assembly and down
hole tool failure.
5- Lateral Shocks: describes what happens when the vibration mechanisms of bit
bounce, bottom hole assembly whirl, or modal coupling, become so extreme. They
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cause a release of energy built up in the string through sudden large lateral shock
impacts. Unlike bottom hole assembly whirl where the motion settles to a steady state,
in this case the lateral shocks occur randomly.
6- Torsional Resonance: is specifically the string torsional resonance, and causes a
juddering vibration of the string. It typically occurs in very hard rock formations being
drilled with a PDC bit. Parametric resonance is our name for these severe lateral
vibrations generated by axial vibrations caused by the interaction of the bit with the
formation which results in fluctuations of weight on bit.
7- Bit Chatter: is the high frequency lateral and torsional vibration of the bit and bottom
hole assembly, caused by slightly eccentric bit rotation when there is cutter
interference with the bottom hole cutting pattern. The cutters ride up on to the rig
between previously cut groves and then drop back into the groove.
8- Modal Coupling: describes vibration occurring in all three modes; axial, torsional
and lateral simultaneously. It creates axial and torsional oscillations and high lateral
shocks along the bottom hole assembly. The most extreme of vibration, it usually
results from failing to control one of the other vibration mechanisms.
The mode and frequency of each mechanism is shown in the below table 3.2 [90]. In
this study, the focus will be on axial and torsional vibrations and their interaction.
Table 3.2: Mode and Frequency of Vibration Mechanisms
Mechanism

Mode

Frequency (Hz)

Bit Bounce
Bit Whirl
BHA Whirl
Stick-Slip
Lateral Shocks
TorsionalResonance
Bit Chatter
Modal Coupling

Axial
Lateral/Torsional
Lateral/Torsional
Torsional
Lateral/Torsional
Torsional
Torsional
Lateral/Axial/Torsional

1 - 10
3 - 50
5 - 20
0.001 - 5
50 – 250
50 – 250
1 -50

3.9.1. Stick-Slip Vibrations
Torsional stick-slip vibration is characterized by phases in which the bit comes to a
complete stop, and phases in which the bit rotates with several times the desired
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rotational speed. A simulation result of a drillstring, with a desired rotational speed of
100 revolutions per minute that suffers from stick-slip oscillations is shown in the
figure 3.8 [20]. The stick-slip vibration or irregular drill string rotation, occurs as the
bit stops rotating momentarily at regular intervals, leading the string to periodically
torque up and then spin free at 2 to 15 times the average surface speed, and this causes
so severe damage to the bit and bottom hole assembly. Oilwell drillstrings sometimes
vibrate severely and can twist off in hard rock drilling. Actually, low bit speed and
high weight on bit cause stick-slip. A mathematical model which describes the
drillstring torsional behavior is extracted in this section. The torsional behavior of the
drillstring is modeled by a simple torsional pendulum and the bit-rock interaction is
described by a dry friction model.

Figure 3.8: Rotational Speed of a Drilltring with SSO [20]
3.9.2. Torsional Modeling of the Drillstring
Based on the definition of the lumped parameter models in the reference book [10], in
order to extract the torsional model of the drill string, it is regarded as a mass-springdamper system that can be represented by ordinary differential equations. The drill
pipes are described as a linear spring of torsional stiffness "K" and a torsional damping
"C" which are connected to the inertias "Ir ", and "Ib " , corresponding to the inertia of
the topdrive and to the inertia of the pipeline plus the inertia of the bottom hole
assembly (BHA), respectively [36]. As the pipelines length can be hundreds of meters,
the drill string length should be divided to n + 1 equal sections, which means there are
"n" of torsional stiffnesses and dampings, and also inertia of each section "Ik ". At the
top drive surface, a dry friction torque plus a viscous damping torque are also
considered. The drilling mud is represented by a viscous friction at the bit. The below
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figure 3.9 illustrates the described drillstring torsional model. In this model, the
drillstring has been divided to "n" sections so there will be "2n + 2" states.

Figure 3.9: Drill-string Torsional Model
Firstly the below equations (3.39 - 3.42) are defined, where "rpi ", "rpo "," rbi ", "rbo "
are the inner and outer radius of drill pipes and BHA respectively, "G" is the shear
modulus of the drill pipe, "ρ" density of the drill pipes and BHA, "LP " and "NP " are
the length and number of the pipes, and "Irc " is the moment of inertia of topdrive;
π

4
4
JP = 2 (rpo
− rpi
)

π

4
4
)
Jb = 2 (rbo
− rbi

G∙JP

C=N

P ∙LP

1

Ir = Irc + n+1 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP
1

Ik = n+1 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP

k = 1,2, … , n − 1
1

Ib = ρ ∙ Jb ∙ Lb + n+1 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP

(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)

Then, we will have "n + 1" equations of motion are as follow dynamic equations
(3.43), where "ϕr " is the rotational displacement of the topdrive, "ϕk " is the rotational
displacement of the "k th " section, "ϕb " is the rotational displacement of the BHA,
"Tm " is the drive torque coming from the top drive motor at the surface. "Tr (ω)",
Tk (ω) = ck ∙ ωk , and "Tb (ω)" represent the dry friction torque plus the viscous
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damping torque associated with "Ir ", "Ik " , and "Ib ", which will be described in the
next section 3.9.3. By taking the state vector as below vector (3.44), the state space
model, can be written as (3.46). The matrices A(2n+2)×(2n+2) , B(2n+2)×1 , and
E(2n+2)×1 are derived as follow matrices (3,47), and the matrices C, D, and F, can be
derived based on the needed outputs.
Ir ∙ ϕ̈r + C ∙ (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇1 ) + K ∙ (ϕr − ϕ1 ) = Tm − Tr (ω)
I1 ∙ ϕ̈1 − C ∙ (ϕ̇r − 2 ∙ ϕ̇1 + ϕ̇2 ) − K ∙ (ϕr − 2 ∙ ϕ1 + ϕ2 ) = −T1
I2 ∙ ϕ̈2 − C ∙ (ϕ̇1 − 2 ∙ ϕ̇2 + ϕ̇3 ) − K ∙ (ϕ1 − 2 ∙ ϕ2 + ϕ3 ) = −T2
⋯
Ik ∙ ϕ̈k − C ∙ (ϕ̇k−1 − 2 ∙ ϕ̇k + ϕ̇k+1 ) − K ∙ (ϕk−1 − 2 ∙ ϕk + ϕk+1 ) = −Tk
⋯
Ib ∙ ϕ̈b − C ∙ (ϕ̇n−1 − ϕ̇b ) − K ∙ (ϕn−1 − ϕb ) = −Tb (ω)
{

X = [ϕr
X = [x1

x2

ϕ̇r

ϕ1

ϕ̇1

x3

x4

x5

ϕ̇2

ϕ2
x6

⋯

ϕ̇k

ϕk

⋯ x2n+1

x2k+2

⋯ x2k+1

ϕ̇b ]

⋯ ϕb

T

(3.43)

(3.44)

x2n+2 ]T (3.45)

Ẋ = AX + Bu + E
Y = CX + Du + F
0
−K/Ir
0
K/I1
0
A=
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
[ 0

1
−C/Ir
0
C/I1
∙
0
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

0
K/Ir
0
−2 ∙ K/I1
∙
K/I2
∙
∙
0
∙
∙
∙

∙
C/Ir
1
−2 ∙ C/I1
∙
C/I2
∙
∙
K/Ik
∙
∙
∙

B = [0
E = [0

−Tr /Ir

1/Ir

0 −T1 /I1

0

∙
0
0
K/I1
0
−2 ∙ K/I2
∙
∙
C/Ik
∙
∙
∙

0

∙
∙
∙
C/I1
1
−2 ∙ C/I2
∙
0
−2 ∙ K/Ik
∙
∙
∙

∙ ∙ ∙

−T2 /I2

(3.46)

∙
∙
∙
0
0
K/I2
∙
1
−2 ∙ C/Ik
∙
∙
∙

∙ ∙ ∙

0 ∙

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
C/I2
∙
0
K/Ik
∙
∙
0

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
0
∙
∙
C/Ik
∙
∙
K/Ib

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
0
∙
∙
C/Ib

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
0
−K/Ib

0
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
0
1
−C/Ib ]

∙ ∙ 0]T

0 −Tk /Ik

0 −Tr /Ir ]T

(3.47)

We start by dividing the drill string length to 2 sections, which means there are one of
torsional stiffness and damping, and write the state space model and the dynamic
equations of motion. By defining X = [ϕr
have;
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ϕ̇r

ϕ ϕ̇b ]T as the state vector we will

ẋ 1
0
ẋ 2
−K⁄Ir
[ ]=[
ẋ 3
0
⁄
K
Ib
ẋ 4

1
−C⁄Ir
0
C ⁄I b

0
0
0
x1
−Tr
⁄I
1⁄
C ⁄I r
x
r
Ir ∙ Tm +
] ∙ [x2 ] +
1
3
0
0
x4
−Tb
−C⁄Ib
[ 0 ]
⁄I ]
[
b

0
K ⁄I r
0
−K⁄Ib

(3.48)

Ir ϕ̈r + C ∙ (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) + K ∙ (ϕr − ϕb ) = Tm − Tr

(3.49)

Ib ϕ̈b − C ∙ (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) − K ∙ (ϕr − ϕb ) = −Tb

(3.50)

1

Ir = Irc + ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP
2

1

Ib = ρ ∙ Jb ∙ Lb + 2 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP

(3.51)
(3.52)

In some studies,"Ir " is considered as the sum of the moment of inertias of the topdrive,
and two third of the drill pipes, and Ib as the sum of the inertias of the BHA, and one
third of the drill pipes [101], as below;
2

Ir = Irc + 3 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP
1

Ib = ρ ∙ Jb ∙ Lb + 3 ∙ ρ ∙ JP ∙ NP ∙ LP

(3.53)
(3.54)

3.9.3. Modeling of Stick-Slip Vibrations
As mentioned, the torsional behavior of the drillstring is modeled by a simple torsional
pendulum and the bit-rock interaction is modeled by a dry friction model as the
equations (3.49) and (3.50). In these equations, "Tr (ω)", and "Tb (ω)" are defined as
follow equations (3.55) and (3.56);
Tr (ω) = cr ∙ ωr + Tcr ∙ sign(ωr )

(3.55)

Tb (ω) = cb ∙ ωb + Tfb (ωb )

(3.56)

Where "cr " and "cb " are the damping viscous coefficients associated with the todrive
and the bit, respectively, "Tcr " is the Coulomb friction torque associated with "Ir ". The
expression for "Tfb " is variation of the Stribeck friction together with the dry friction
model [91]. The dry friction model, in other words, the multi-valued characteristic of
"Tfb " when ωb = 0, is approximated by a combination of the switch model proposed
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in [59, 92], and the dry friction model is approximated by Karnopp’s model proposed
in [93]. Therefore we can write,
Teb (ω) |ωb | < Dw , |Teb | ≤ Tsb ↔ Stick Phase
Tfb (ωb ) = {Tsb ∙ sign(Teb (ω)) |ωb | < Dw & |Teb | > Tsb ↔ Stick − Slip Transient
Tdb ∙ sign(ωb ) |ωb | > Dw ↔ Slip Phase

(3.57)

Teb (ω) = C ∙ (ωr − ωb ) + K ∙ (ϕr − ϕb ) − cb ∙ ωb

(3.58)

Tsb = R b ∙ W ∙ μsb

(3.59)

Tdb = R b ∙ W ∙ μb (ωb )
μb (ωb ) = μcb + (μsb − μcb ) ∙ e−γb |ωb |
Tcb = R b ∙ W ∙ μcb

(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)

Where "μb (ωb )" is the dry friction coefficient at the bit which is a function of
rotational speed, "μsb " , "μcb " are the static and Coulomb friction coefficients
associated with the inertia "Ib " with 0 < μcb < μsb < 1 , "γb " is a positive constant,
"Tsb " is the static friction torque associated with "Ib ", and "R b " is the bit radius, "W"
is the weight on bit, "Teb (ω)" is the applied external torque that must overcome the
static friction torque "Tsb " to make the bit move, and Dw > 0 especifies a small enough
neighbourhood of ωb = 0. This friction model is illustrated in figure 3.10. The dry
friction torque "Tfb " for ωb > 0 varies between "Tsb " and "Tcb " (equations 3.59 and
3.62). Friction torque defined in the equations (3.57) and (3.58), lead to a decreasing
torque on bit with increasing bit rotational speed for low speeds which acts as a
negative damping [91].

Figure 3.10: Friction Model at the Bottom Side of Drillstring [5]
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CHAPTER 4
MODES OF OPERATION
The theory of operation of onshore drilling which describes how this system should
work is presented in [94]. Some of the useful issues which have been addressed and
give us a good perspective are; fundamentals of onshore drilling, hoisting equipment,
rotating equipment, and drilling fluids. The operation modes of the drilling rig are
categorized to four modes;
4.1. Tripping
Tripping is the procedure of removing the drillstring out of the wellbore and then
running it back in. There are two types of tripping; upward maneuver, and downward
maneuver.
4.2. Drilling
Drilling is a cutting procedure that uses a bit to dig a well of circular cross-section in
the ground. The drill bit is usually a rotary cutting device, which rotates at rates from
hundreds to thousands of rounds per minute.
4.3. Reaming
The process of enlarging the hole is called reaming. It is similar to downward
maneuver, just the topdrive and the bit continue to rotating without having any rockbit interaction.
4.4. Back-Reaming
It is similar to the reaming, just in the upward direction. That means, the bit is hoisting,
and at the same time it rotates without having any rock-bit interaction.
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CHAPTER 5
DRILLING RIG CONTROLLING
The controlling process must be performed for all modes of operation, and for each
operating mode, an appropriate controller must be designed. During each of operating
modes; tripping, drilling, reaming and backreaming, position and or speed control must
be handled by the controller. The control block diagram and the plant system model
are summarized as shown in the below figures 5.1, and 5.2. The controlling of the
vertical and rotational speeds during the operation modes, will be described in the
sections 5.3 till 5.7 of this chapter.

Figure 5.1: Proposed Control Block Diagram

Figure 5.2: Plant System Model
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5.1. Design of Controllers
In order to control the vertical speed of the hook and the rotational speed of the
drillstring, during the operating modes, five control strategies are designed and
implemented; Cascade PID (CPID), Active Disturbance Rejection Controller
(ADRC), Loop Shaping Controller (LSC), Feedback Error Learning (FEL), and
Sliding Mode Controller (SMC). The CPID, ADRC and SMC controllers have been
applied in many works and presented in the literature [19, 20, 42, and 55]. The design
of the LSC and FEL controllers and apply on the model, is one of the novelties of this
work. The design procedure of all five types of the controllers are described in detail
in this section.
5.1.1. Cascaded PID Controller
The cascade PID controller (CPID) is mainly exerted to achieve fast rejection of
disturbance before it propagates to the other parts of the plant [95]. Figure 5.3
illustrates the simplest architecture of a cascade control, which involves two inner and
outer control loops. The first PID controller in the outer loop is the primary controller
that regulates the controlled variable (vertical or rotational speed) by setting the setpoint of the inner loop. The second PID controller in the inner loop rejects disturbance,
which is a kind of vertical or rotational acceleration, locally before it pervades to the
whole system. To operate a cascade control system properly, the inner loop must
respond much faster than the outer loop.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Structure of Cascade PID Controller for a) Vertical Motion, b) Rotational
Motion
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5.1.2. Active Disturbance Rejection Controller
The architecture of our Active Disturbance Rejection Controller (ADRC) is illustrated
in below figure 5.4, for vertical and rotational motions respectively. It consists of two
main components: the PD controller and the ESO (Extended State Observer). The
major ability of this observer is to estimate the internal and external effects like
coupled dynamics, nonlinearities and the disturbances to the desired linear behavior
and eliminate them. The designed ESO will reject all the uncertain forces effecting on
the system. In other words, this controller can successfully track the reference signal
while rejecting all the uncertainties and disturbances. The design procedure of this
controller is described in detail for vertical and rotational motions respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Structure of ADRC Controller for a) Vertical Motion, b) Rotational
Motion
5.1.2.1. Vertical Motion
Using the equation of vertical motion (equation 3.35), the dynamics of the observer
can be derived as follow, where "uv " denotes the control input of the plant, and "bv "
represents the control input gain.
n

Mv̇ = Ws − W − τD − K f v + Dv
r

1

(5.1)

x1v = v bv = M

(5.2)

ẋ 1v = bv (Ws − W − K f . x1v + Dv − uv ) = x2v − bv uv

(5.3)

The effect of all uncertain forces (the external disturbances and the model parametric
uncertainties) on the vertical motion system is considered as an augmented state "x2v ",
which is called extended state. This new extended state which is also named as
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generalized disturbance [96-98] describes a lumped term in the regarding differential
equation and unknown disturbances including both the internal and the external
disturbances. The main purpose of an ESO is the estimating the extended state and
feed it to the system as a cancellation signal, so that to force the system to act like a
double integrator plant [97]. The state-space representation of the system dynamics
could be obtained as follow, where "h" is the time derivative of the extended state,
which is treated as unknown disturbance. It is assumed near to zero. The equations
(5.5) and (5.6), can be written in matrix form as the equation (5.7).
ẋ 2v = h ≈ 0
1 x1v
−b
0
] [ ] + [ v ] uv + [ ] h
0 x2v
1
0
x1v
yv = [1 0] [x ]
2v

ẋ
0
[ 1v ] = [
ẋ 2v
0

(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)

ẋ v = Axv + Bv uv + Eh
yv = Cxv

(5.7)

It is worth mentioning that the "A" and "Bv " matrices are independent from detailed
plant knowledge. With such a property, finding the observer gains without exact
system parameters but just bandwidth, makes ESO less sensitive to the deviations of
the plant parameters. Now the observer is constructed as follow [96],
x̂̇v = Ax̂v + Bv uv + Lv (yv − Cx̂v ) = (A − Lv C)x̂v + Bv uv + Lv Cxv

(5.8)

Since the observability of the system is equal to 2, the observer can estimates the values
of the parameters,
x̂1v ≈ x1v x̂2v ≈ x2v

(5.9)

The observer gain vector could be extracted as follow equation (5.10). These gains
could be selected to make the characteristic polynomial of the observer
(𝑠 + ω0v )2 = s 2 + β1 s + β2 by placing its poles at "−ω0v ". Employing the
parameterization strategy presented in [96], the observer gains could be found as
follow equation (5.11), where "ω0v " is the observer bandwidth. Increasing it concludes
more accurate estimation, however the estimation becomes more sensitive to the
sensor noise.
Lv = [β1
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β2 ]

(5.10)

β2 = ω20v

β1 = 2ω0v

(5.11)

As it is seen, the observer is characterized by a second order polynomial. If it was
obtained by an "nth" order polynomial (s + ω0v )n or in another meaning, the derivative
of the "nth" extended state would be near to zero, the observer dynamics in vertical
motion would be as below equation (5.15). The effect of observer order on the system
behavior will be evaluated in detail, in the section 9.2.3 of the results chapter.
ẋ 2v = x3v , ẋ3v = x4v , …, ẋ nv = h ≈ 0

(5.12)

ẋ 1v
x2v
−bv
0
x3v
0
ẋ 2v
0
[ ]=[ ⋮ ]+[
] uv + [ ] = Axv + Bv uv + Eh
⋮
⋮
⋮
0
ẋ nv
h
0

yv = [1 ⋯

(5.13)

x1v
]
0 [ ⋮ ] = Cxv
xnv

(5.14)

x̂̇v = (A − Lv C)x̂v + Bv uv + Lv Cxv

(5.15)

The observer gain vector could be expressed as follow equation (5.16), where
n
n!
(
)=
, and the observer first output x̂1v = v̂, is the estimated vertical speed.
k!(n−k)!
n−k
n
L𝐯 = [(
)ω
n − 1 0v

(

n
)ω2
n − 2 0v

n
(
) ω3
n − 3 0v

⋯ (

n
) ωk
n − k 0v

n
⋯ ( ) ωn−1
1 0v

n
( ) ωn0v ]
0

(5.16)

5.1.2.2.Rotational Motion
Based on a same strategy presented for vertical motion, and using the equation of
rotational motion (eq. 3.36), the dynamics of the observer can be derived as follow;
I ∙ ϕ̈ + C ∙ ϕ̇ + K ∙ ϕ = Tm − T + Dr

(5.17)

1
x1r = ϕ̇ = ω br = I

(5.18)

The effect of all uncertain forces (the external disturbances and the model parametric
uncertainties) on the rotational motion system is considered as a new state "x2r ".
ẋ 1r = br (−T − C ∙ x1r + Dr + ur ) = x2r + br ur

(5.19)

ẋ 2r = h ≈ 0

(5.20)

[

ẋ 1r
0 1 x1r
−b
0
]=[
] [ ] + [ r ] ur + [ ] h
ẋ 2r
0 0 x2r
1
0
x1r
yr = [1 0] [x ]
2r
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(5.21)
(5.22)

x̂̇r = Ax̂r + Br ur + Lr (yr − Cx̂r ) = (A − Lr C)x̂r + Br ur + Lr Cxr
Lr = [2ω0r

ω20r ]

(5.23)
(5.24)

Same to the vertical motion, the observer dynamics in rotational motion by an "nth"
order polynomial, would be as below. The effect of observer order on the system
behavior, will be evaluated in the last part. The observer first output x̂1r = ω
̂ , is the
estimated rotional speed.
ẋ 2r = x3r , ẋ 3r = x4r , …, ẋ nr = h ≈ 0

(5.25)

ẋ 1r
x2r
−br
0
x3r
0
ẋ 2r
0
[ ]=[ ⋮ ]+[
] ur + [ ] = Axr + Br ur + Eh
⋮
⋮
⋮
0
ẋ nr
h
0

yr = [1

(5.26)

x1r
⋯ 0] [ ⋮ ] = Cxr
xnr

(5.27)

x̂̇r = (A − Lr C)x̂r + Br ur + Lr Cxr
Lr = [(

n
)ω
n − 1 0r

(

n
)ω2
n − 2 0r

n
(
) ω3
n − 3 0r

⋯

n
(
) ωk
n − k 0r

⋯

n
( ) ωn−1
1 0r

(5.28)
n
( ) ωn0r ]
0

(5.29)

5.1.3. Loop-Shaping Controller
The Loop-Shaping controller (LSC) design method, also known as the frequency
response-based controller design method, conceptually consists of two steps: convert
all design specifications to loop gain constraints, and find a controller to meet these
constraints. The general structure of this type of controller is shown in the figure 5.5,
for vertical and rotational motions respectively. The design procedure of this controller
is described in detail for vertical and rotational motions respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Structure of Loop-Shaping Controller for a) Vertical Motion, b)
Rotational Motion
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5.1.3.1. Vertical Motion
Using the equation of vertical motion (equation 3.35), firstly the transfer function of
the plant is derived, then the transfer function of the controller can be achieved by the
procedure, as presented in the reference [96]. Here, the effect of all uncertain forces
(the external disturbances and the model parametric uncertainties) on the system is
considered in term "duv ".
n

Mv̇ + K f v = Ws − W − r τD + Dv = duv − uv
V(s)

GPv = U

(s)

1

= − Ms+K

GFv = 1

f

s+ω1 m

GCv = − (

s

) ∙

1
s
+1
ω1

ωcv = 800rad/s ω1v =

.

GHv = 1

1

2

(5.31)

∙ GPv −1

(5.32)

ω2v = 2ωcv

(5.33)

n
s
( +1)
ω2

ωcv

(5.30)

Equation (5.32) represents the controller transfer function. In the equations (5.33),
"ωcv " is the open-loop bandwidth, as presented in the reference [96]. Taking m = 2
and n = 1, the controller will have 3 zeros and 4 poles. The Bode diagrams of the
open-loop system (GPv . GCv ) are illustrated in the figure 5.6.a. It is derived from the
diagrams, the gain margin is roughly GM ≈ 70dB, and the phase margin
roughly PM ≈ 85°. This point shows a good stability in the closed-loop system. The
G v.GCv
)
Pv .GCv

step response of the closed-loop system (1+GP

(a)

will be as follow figure 5.6.b.

(b)

Figure 5.6: a) Bode Diagram of the Open-Loop System b) Step Response of the
Closed-Loop System for Vertical Motion Loop-Shaping Controller
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5.1.3.2. Rotational Motion
Similarly, using the equation of rotational motion (equation 3.36), the procedure is
completed for rotational dynamics. Here, the effect of all uncertain forces (the external
disturbances and the model parametric uncertainties) on the system is considered in
term "dur ".
I ∙ ω̇ + c ∙ ω + k ∙ ∫ ω = Tm − T + Dr = dur + ur
GPr =

W(s)
U(s)

=

GCr = (

s

GFr = 1

Is2 +cs+k
s+ω1 m
s

) ∙

1
s
+1
ω1

ωcr = 1000rad/s ω1r =

.

1

10

(5.35)

∙ GPr −1

(5.36)

ω2r = 10ωcr

(5.37)

n
s
( +1)
ω2

ωcr

GHr = 1

(5.34)

Equation (5.36) represents the controller transfer function. In the equation (5.37),
"ωcr " is the open-loop bandwidth, as presented in the reference [96]. Taking m = 1
and n = 1, the controller will have 3 zeros and 4 poles. The Bode diagrams of the
open-loop system (GPr . GCr ) are illustrated in the figure 5.7.a. It is derived from the
diagrams, the gain margin is roughly GM ≈ 120dB, and the phase margin
roughly PM ≈ 88°. This point shows a good stability in the closed-loop system. The
G

step response of the closed-loop system (1+GPr

.GCr

Pr .GCr

(a)

) will be as follow figure 5.7.b.

(b)

Figure 5.7: a) Bode Diagram of the Open-Loop System b) Step Response of the
Closed-Loop System for Rotational Motion Loop-Shaping Controller
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5.1.4. Feedback Error Learning Controller
The combination of a classic controller with an artificial neural network (ANN), is
known as feedback error learning (FEL) as shown in the figure 5.8, for vertical and
rotational motions respectively. Adaptive type of controller is employed to handle the
uncertainty due to the various extra annoying forces. Two types of feedback error
learning controller are constructed and implemented; a PID controller is used as the
classic controller (FEL1), and an ADRC controller is used as the classic controller
(FEL2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Structure of FEL Controller for a) Vertical Motion, b) Rotational Motion
The feedback error learning (FEL) architecture is an adaptive control algorithm
method [99-101], which can easily eliminate the effect of the uncertain forces. The
error signal that is obtained by the difference of the reference input and output is used
for online training of the multi-layer perception (MLP) type of neural network with
eight hidden layers [99-101] as illustrated in the figure 5.8.

Figure 5.9: General Structure of Multi-Layer Perception Neural Network
The sigmoid activation functions are used in the ANN [102-104]. In addition to the
error term, the reference input is processed in the ANN, as well. The output of the
network contributes as the adaptive term. The number of the neurons in the hidden
layer is equal to 8. "X(t) " represents all the "states" of the network, namely the weights
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and all the parameters that are calculated during the learning process. "X(t) " is updated
according to an extended gradient rule as shown in equation (5.38). "ys " is the output
of the ANN and it is the adaptive part of the control input. In this equation, η = 0.5 is
the learning rate, "dys⁄dX" is the Jacobean matrix, T = 1e − 05 is the sampling time,
and "Z(t) " represents an additional contribution from a filtered error. The filter decay
rate α = 0.0001 is called "momentum".
X(t+T) = X(t) + η ∙ (dys⁄dX) ∙ e(t) + Z(t)

(5.38)

D(t+T) = α ∙ D(t) − η. (dys⁄dX) ∙ e(t)

(5.39)

Z(t) = α ∙ D(t)

(5.40)

5.1.5. Sliding Mode Controller
One of the simplest architectures to robust control, is the Sliding-Mode control (SMC)
methodology [105]. It is able to eliminate the effect of the model parametric
uncertainties and the external disturbances, as described in the following. The
architecture of our sliding mode controller for the vertical motion, and for rotational
motion are illustrated in figure 5.10. The design procedure of this controller is
described in detail for vertical and rotational motions respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Structure of Sliding Mode Controller for a) Vertical Motion,
b) Rotational Motion
5.1.5.1. Vertical Motion
Based on the design strategy, presented in the reference [105], this type of controller
is designed to our vertical motion dynamic. The dynamics of the vertical motion as
presented previously is a second order equation as follow;
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n

Mẍ = Ws − W − r τD − K f ẋ + Dv = duv − uv − K f ẋ
K

1

1

ẍ = duv − Mf ẋ − M uv = duv − αẋ − M uv

(5.41)
(5.42)

Here the effect of the external disturbances is considered in term "duv ", and the effect
of the model parametric uncertainties in term "α". Based on the number of pipes on
the drill string, the constraints of "M" parameter can be achieved, and then the
constraints for term α, will be calculated.
9.328 × 104 ≤ M ≤ 3.933 × 105

(5.43)

5.0852 × 10−5 = α1 ≤ α ≤ α2 = 2.144 × 10−4

(5.44)

The dynamics of f(x,ẋ ) = −αẋ is not exactly known, but estimated as equation (5.45),
and the estimation error on "f(x,ẋ )" is assumed to be bounded by some known function
"F(x,ẋ ) " as equation (5.46). These two equations conclude the equation (5.47).
α +α
f̂(x,ẋ ) = − 1 2 2 ẋ = −1.326310−4 ẋ

(5.45)

|f̂(x,ẋ ) − f(x,ẋ ) | ≤ F(x,ẋ )

(5.46)

F(x,ẋ ) = 8.178 × 10−5 ẋ

(5.47)

Now let "ev " be the tracking error, and "s(x,t)" be a time-varying surface in the statespace as presented in the equation (5.48) and (5.49).
ev = x − xref
d

s(x,t) = (dt + λv )

n−1

(5.48)

∙ ev = ė v + λv ev
1

ṡ (x,t) = ë v + λv ė v = ẍ − ẍ ref + λv ė v = f(x,ẋ ) − M uv − ẍ ref + λv ė v

(5.49)
(5.50)

The dynamics while in sliding mode can be written as, ṡ (x,t) = 0. So using the equation
(5.50), the best approximation "ûv ", of a continuous control law can be derived as the
equation (5.51). In order to satisfy sliding condition despite uncertainty on the
dynamics, the control input is considered as, uv = ûv − K (x,ẋ ) . sgn(s), so we can write
the equation (5.52).
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ûv = M ∙ (f̂(x,ẋ ) − ẍ ref + λv ė v )

(5.51)

uv = M ∙ (f̂(x,ẋ ) − ẍ ref + λv ė v ) − K (x,ẋ ) ∙ sgn(s)

(5.52)

By choosing "K (x,ẋ ) " to be large enough as, K = F(x,ẋ ) + ηv , the final control input can
be specified as below equation (5.53), Where λv = 2220 and ηv = 2.5 are strictly
positive constants, which have been tuned and optimized to get the best response.
uv = M ∙ (−1.326310−4 ẋ − ẍ ref + λv ė v ) − (8.178 × 10−5 ẋ + ηv ) ∙ sgn(ė v + λv ev )

(5.53)

5.1.5.2. Rotational Motion
The dynamics of the rotational motion as presented previously is a second order
equation as follow;
Ir ϕ̈ + Cϕ̇ + Kϕ = ur + Dr

(5.54)

C
K
1
1
ϕ̈ = − I ϕ̇ − I ϕ + I ur + dur = −aϕ̇ − bϕ + I ur + dur
r

r

r

r

(5.55)

Based on the number of pipes attached to the drill string, the constraints for "Ir " and
"C" values are achieved as; 134.8 ≤ Ir ≤ 1573 and 2.593 × 103 ≤ C ≤ 7.778 × 105 ,
therefore the constraints for a and b value will be calculated as; 19.2359 ≤ a ≤
494.4692 and 3.007 × 10−4 ≤ b ≤ 3.5 × 10−3.
a1 = 19.2359

a2 = 494.4692

b1 = 3.007 × 10−4

b2 = 3.5 × 10−3

(5.56)

The dynamics f(φ,φ̇) = −aφ̇ − bφ is not exactly known, but estimated as equation
(5.57) , and the estimation error on "f(φ,φ̇) " is assumed to be bounded by some known
function "F(φ,φ̇) " as equation (5.58). These two equations conclude the equation (5.59).
a +a
b +b
f̂(ϕ,ϕ̇) = − 1 2 2 ϕ̇ − 1 2 2 ϕ = −256.8526ϕ̇ − 0.0019ϕ

|f̂(ϕ,ϕ̇) − f(ϕ,ϕ̇) | ≤ F(ϕ,ϕ̇)
F(ϕ,ϕ̇) = 237.6161ϕ̇ + 0.0016ϕ
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(5.57)
(5.58)
(5.59)

Now let "er " be the tracking error, and "s(ϕ,t) " be a time-varying surface in the statespace as the equations (5.60) and (5.61).
er = ϕ − ϕref
d

n−1

s(ϕ,t) = (dt + λr )

(5.60)

. er = ė r + λr er
1

ṡ (ϕ,t) = ë r + λr ė r = ϕ̈ − ϕref + λr ė r = f(ϕ,ϕ̇) + I ur − ϕ̈ref + λr ė r
r

(5.61)
(5.62)

The dynamics while in sliding mode can be written as; ṡ (ϕ,t) = 0 , so the best
approximation "û" of a continuous control law can be the equation (5.63). In order to
satisfy sliding condition despite uncertainty on the dynamics, the control input is
considered as; ur = ûr − K (ϕ,ϕ̇) . sgn(s), so we can write the equation (5.64).
ûr = Ir (−f̂(ϕ,ϕ̇) + ϕ̈ref − λr ė r )
ur = Ir (−f̂(ϕ,ϕ̇) + ϕ̈ref − λr ė r ) − K (ϕ,ϕ̇) . sgn(s)

(5.63)
(5.64)

By choosing "K (ϕ,ϕ̇) " to be large enough as; K = F(ϕ,ϕ̇) + ηr , the final control input
can be specified as follow equation (5.65), where λr = 30000 and ηr = 2.5 are strictly
positive constants, which have been tuned to get the best response.
ur = Ir (256.8526ϕ̇ + 0.0019ϕ + ϕ̈ref − λr ė r ) − (237.6161ϕ̇ + 0.0016ϕ + ηr ). sgn(ė r + λer )

(5.65)
5.2. Controller Optimization
To optimize the control parameters for all of six designed controllers, we define our
cost function as the equation (5.66), which is known as sum of the square errors. Then,
we solve the nonlinear least-squares curve fitting problem of the form as the equation
(5.67), with a specified initial values of the control parameters, also lower and upper
bounds. It is actually, square of two norm or Euclidean norm of "f(x) ". The used
algorithm for solving the curve fitting problem is Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(LMA), also known as the damped least-squares (DLS) [124].
f(x) = ∫ e2 ∙ dt
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(5.66)

2

2
2
2
min‖f(x) ‖ = min(f1(x)
+ f2(x)
+ ⋯ + fn(x)
)
2

(5.67)

The second approach to optimize the controller parameters, is finding them to meet
some determined step response requirements. The response optimization procedure is
implemented by the Simulink Design Optimization automatically. Through it we can
tune the controllers to meet the specified requirements. Actually, this tool converts the
requirements into a constrained optimization problem and then solves the problem
using optimization techniques (Gradient Descent, Simplex Search, Pattern Search,
and Gradient methods) [125]. These step response requirements for the vertical and
rotational motions are as below. It is worth mentioning that, these values are typical
values, which can be achieved and improved based on the real implementations in the
field.
-

Vertical motion: rise time less than 0.3 seconds, settling time less than 1
second, and overshoot less than 1%,

-

Rotational motion: rise time less than 0.2 seconds, settling time less than 0.6
seconds, and overshoot less than 1%.

The controller variables to be optimized are separately as follow. Tables in Appendix
B and Appendix C, show the current and optimized value of the variables for each
controller in vertical and rotational motions respectively.
-

CPID; Proportional (P), Integral (I), Derivative (D), Filter Coefficient (N) of
the inner loop (i) and outer loop (o)

-

ADRC; Proportional (P), Derivative (D), Filter Coefficient (N), Observer
Bandwidth (ω0 )

-

LSC; Open-Loop Bandwidth (ωc )

-

FEL1; Proportional (P), Derivative (D), Filter Coefficient (N)

-

FEL2; Proportional (P), Derivative (D), Filter Coefficient (N)

-

SMC; Positive Constants (λ and η)
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5.3. Hook Position and Speed Control while Tripping
During the tripping operation, the hook position and or speed can be controlled. The
speed reference is given through a joystick by the operator, and the position reference
can be easily set by him. The rig has totally four travel stations, two on the top and two
on the down the tower;
-

Top Travel Limit (TTL)

-

Top Travel Stop (TTS)

-

Down Travel Stop (DTS)

-

Down Travel Limit (DTL)

The following graph (figure 5.10) represents the desired speed profile for the traveling
block [87]. The control system allows the maximum acceleration, maximum speed and
maximum deceleration of the hook during the hoisting and lowering while maintaining
safe and reliable operation. By following the speed profile, the control system allows
the driller to maximize the speed of trips between positions while maintaining safe
operation. The maximum speed, acceleration and deceleration depend on the hook
weight, brake performance and the distance to the stops. The operator is able to scale
back at any time, the block speed from these maximum values by the joy stick position
to less than 100%. For instance, in the upward travelling, the hook is accelerating to
the vertical speed level from zero to VSL, then it is slowing down when it approaches
the top travel stop (TTS). It moves again when the joystick is reset and then a new
reference is given. After arriving the top travel limit (TTL), it does not move again in
the same direction, but only in the opposite direction.
As a novelty, in the tripping mode the system is able to get any position reference
between the mentioned travel stops. In other words, the intended position is set by the
operator on the interface screen. The hook is moving towards the position and slowing
down and stops when it approaches it. However the moving speed can be controlled
by the joystick. If the joystick is pressed in the opposite side of the intended position,
the hook doesn’t move.
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5.4. Hook Speed Control while Drilling
Drilling action comprises of rotational motion of the drillstring and the vertical
penetration of the bit. A robust servo controller should be designed to track desired
vertical speed by controlling the bit rotational speed and rejecting the torque on bit
(TOB) that is created during the cutting action. So we need to design a robust controller
with disturbance rejection. The aim is to design a control system that maintains a
desired vertical speed. To design such a controller, we must firstly control the vertical
motion of drill bit, and secondly stabilize the rotational motion of the drilling system.
The other parameter which must be controlled during drilling process, is weight on bit.
Based on the existing conditions and constraints in the field, during the drilling process
the weight on bit parameter must be limited, such a way not exceed a determined value.
Three kinds of controllers can be designed to constrain the weight on bit limitation.
The first controller constrains the WOB limit by decreasing of the vertical speed, and
the second controller constrains it by the increasing of the rotational speed. It is
possible to combine these two controllers in one as the third controller. That means,
the combined controller firstly increases the rotation speed to a certain limit and then
decreases the vertical speed, such a way the WOB limit is not exceeded.
One more issue is the drilling process initiating. This will be useful after a tripping or
a reaming operation, when we want to start a drilling operation. In other words after a
tripping or reaming process, when the the hook reaches to the intended position, the
drilling operation should be started. In order to initiate the drilling process, the hook
should wait a few moments (DWT: Drawworks Wait Time) the drillstring to reach the
desired rpm, then start to lowering based on the desired rate of penetration.
5.5. Design of Hook Speed Profile
During the tripping operation, hoisting and lowering, the vertical speed reference
should be shaped to have a desired profile as shown in the figure 5.11 [87]. In order to
have such a velocity profile, firstly we should calculate the vertical speed level (VSL)
while maintaining safe and reliable operation based on the below equation (5.68). In
this equation, "VSLmax " is vertical speed maximum allowed level with no pipes
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attached to drillstring, "R JS " is joystick ratio (−1 till + 1), "Ws " is submerged weight,
and Ws0 = (mca0 + mT ) ∙ g ∙ BF, where "mca0 " is mass of the cable at initial time, and
mT is mass of the topdrive.
VSL = VSLmax ∙ R JS ∙

Ws0

(5.68)

Ws

Figure 5.11: Hook Desired Vertical Speed Profile
The acceleration rate (AR) is achieved by multiplying "VSL" and a second order
transfer function as below, which starts from zero velocity and reaches to "VSL". Here,
"ωn " and ξ = 1 determine how fast it reaches to the maximum level. The same transfer
function is applied to achieve the deceleration rate (DR), but the problem is the point
that it should be started to multiply!
ω2

AR = VSL ∙ S2 +2ξωn S+ω2
n

ω2

DR = VSL ∙ S2 +2ξωn S+ω2
n

(5.69)

n

(5.70)

n

To find such a point, which the vertical speed starts to decrease, we should calculate a
distance namely as "Di ". This distance depends absolutely on the maximum vertical
speed. In another words, how much the velocity is high, it starts to decelerate sooner.
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The deceleration rate is demonstrated as a time signal in the figure 5.12. It has a
function form as presented in the equation (5.71).
v(t) = VSL ∙ (1 + ωn t) ∙ e−ωn t

(5.71)

Figure 5.12: Deceleration Rate Time Signal
Now, in order to calculate the distance "Di ", we can integrate the velocity function in
the time interval [0

t i ], as presented in the equation (5.72). Table 5.1, demonstrate

the value of "Di " for different values of α. For defining the distance in the Simulink,
we can use the last value of "Di " (α = 0), to completely stop the hook. But in the
practical works, we should use the first, second, third, or … value of "Di " (α =
0.2, 0.1, 0.05, or …). This is because, the actuator stops with the velocity reference
values smaller than a specified value.
t

2

2

Di = ∫0 i v(t) ∙ dt = VSL ∙ (ω − (t i + ω )e−ωnti )
n

n

(5.72)

Table 5.1: Values of distance "Di " for different
values of "α"
α

ti

Di

0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.001
0

2.99/ωn
3.89/ωn
4.74/ωn
6.64/ωn
9.2/ωn
∞

1.7491VSL/ωn
1.8796VSL/ωn
1.9411VSL/ωn
1.9887VSL/ωn
1.9989VSL/ωn
2VSL/ωn

5.6. Controlling of Weight on Bit
The optimization process of drilling parameters has direct effects on the cost reduction,
which aims to optimize controllable variables during drilling operation such as weight
on bit for obtaining maximum rate of penetration, as the economic factor [5].
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Determination of optimum weight on bit is very important in drilling operation as this
parameter can be change during drilling operation. Based on the existing conditions
and constraints in the field, during the drilling process the weight on bit parameter
must be limited, such a way not exceed a determined value. To constrain the weight
on bit limitation, three control architectures can be implemented. The first approach
constrains the WOB limit by decreasing the vertical speed. This can be implemented
based on the following procedure;
if W ≤ Wmax → v = ROP
if W > Wmax → v = ROP − ROP (

W−Wmax
Wmax

)

(5.73)

The second approach constrains the WOB limit by increasing the rotational speed. This
can be implemented based on the following procedure;
if W ≤ Wmax → ω = ωref
if W > Wmax → ω = ωref + ωref (

W−Wmax
Wmax

)

(5.74)

The third approach combines the above approaches. In other words, it firstly increases
the rotational speed to a certain limit (ωmax ) and then decreases the vertical speed such
a way the WOB limit is not exceeded. So long as the weight on bit is smaller than the
determined value, the vertical and rotational speeds track their reference values, but
once it exceeds the determined value, firstly the rotational speed reference increases,
and then if it doesn’t suffice, the vertical speed reference decreases by the weight on
bit increase rate. As the vertical speed or rate of penetration play an economic role in
the drilling process, our priority is increasing of rotational speed, instead of decreasing
the rate of penetration. This can be implemented based on the following procedure;
if W ≤ Wmax → v = ROP & ω = ωref
if W > Wmax → ω = ωref + ωref (

W−Wmax
Wmax

)

if ω ≤ ωmax → v = ROP
if ω > ωmax → v = ωref + ωref (

W−Wmax
Wmax
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)

(5.75)

5.7. Hook Speed Control while Reaming, and Back-Reaming
During reaming operation, speed control is implemented similarly to the downward
tripping operation, just the bit continue to rotating without having any rock-bit
interaction. The same procedure is valid for back-reaming operation. The traveling
speed control is implemented in the upward direction, while the bit is rotating.
5.8. Controlling of Stick-Slip Vibrations
As mentioned before, stick-slip vibrations appearing in the drillstring, cause many
failures in the system, which reduce the rate of penetration and consequently increase
the operation costs. Because of this, a major issue is modelling the drillstring torsional
behavior and proposing control approached to mitigate the stick-slip vibrations.
Controlling these vibrations is essential to improving the efficiency and minimizing
the cost of drilling. A drillstring behaves as a rotating torsional pendulum. The
drillstring is rotated at a constant rotational speed by an electric motor, but exhibits
superimposed torsional vibrations caused by a non-linear relationship between torque
and rotational speed at the rock-crushing device. The vibrations are self-excited, and
disappear when the mean angular speed of the pendulum is raised above a threshold
value. The stick-slip attenuating methods for drilling systems can be classified in two
main category: passive and active stick-slip mitigation [20]. The first category can be
grouped in three sub categories, optimization of the bottom hole assembly, bit selection
and redesign, and the use of a device at the bottom hole assembly. Active stick-slip
mitigation involves active control by means of feedback control strategies. Some
strategies to attenuate the stick-slip vibrations are applied based on the manipulation
of bottom hole assembly parameters. Two methodologies can be; the variation of the
weight on the bit, and the increasing of the damping at the down end of the drillstring
[52]. As mentioned in this reference, these methodologies uses the rotational speed at
the top of drillstring, the weight on bit and the torque on bit, as they are proved to
affect strongly, the mitigation of drillstring torsional vibrations. Under some drilling
conditions, manipulating the electrical properties of the topdrive, and consequently,
the torque supplied by it at the surface may fail to attenuate the stick-slip vibrations at
the bit. For this reason, more effective solutions to this problem may be in the
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manipulation of some bottom hole assembly parameters, for instance the weight on
bit. Employing some devices at the bottom hole assembly, such as vibration absorbers,
may be other alternative to reduce the vibrations. Such devices, dampen torsional
vibrations generated at the bit and prevent them from travelling up and back down the
drillstring.
5.8.1. Manipulation of Weight on Bit
From field data experience and the studied models, it is resulted that the manipulation
of the weight on bit can be an effective solution to reduce the stick-slip oscillations
even for low rotational speeds [52]. Increasing rotational speeds at the top driving
system may lead to lateral vibrations that is why the manipulation of the weight on bit
can be an alternative solution to reduce the stick-slip vibrations. The manipulated
weight on bit "Wman ", is defined as a function proposed in the equation (5.76).
Wman (ωb ) = K W ∙ |ωb | + W0

(5.76)

In the equation (5.76), "ωb " is the rotational speed at the bit. It captures two main
characteristics of the manipulated weight on bit. First, as long as the rotational speed
at the bit decreases, the manipulated weight on bit decreases. Second, the manipulated
weight on bit must be maintained to a minimal value W0 > 0 to assure a desirable rate
of penetration, too low values of manipulated weight on bit, would make drilling stop.
The minimal "W0 " should not be considered constant and should be analyzed in
relation to the depth drilled and the increasing of the drillstring length during drilling
operation in the field. "W0 " and "K W ", can be calculated in simulation tasks as;
1

v

W0 = P ∙ 2πR b εξ ∙ ωref

(5.77)

ref

KW =

P−1
P

v

∙ 2πR b εξ ∙ ωref
2

(5.78)

ref

Where "P" is an integer number, and must be found based on a reasonable response.
By substituting the equations (5.77), and (5.78) in (5.76), we can calculate the
manipulated weight on bit as;
P−1 |ωb |

v

Wman (ωb ) = 2πR b εξ ∙ ωref (
ref
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P

∙ω

ref

1

+ P)

(5.79)

As it is seen from the equation, when "ωb "converges to "ωref ", the manipulated weight
v

on bit converges to value, "2πR b εξ ∙ ωref ", and when it converges to zero, the
ref

manipulated weight on bit converges to "W0 ". It is worth mentioning that, to mitigate
stick-slip vibrations in the field, this solution can be applied by employing the
estimated values for rock stiffness "ε̂", and bit rotational speed "ω
̂ b ".
5.8.2. Increase of Damping in Bottom Hole Assembly
Other strategy in order to mitigate stick-slip vibrations may be increasing of the
damping at the bottom hole assembly [52]. This can be implemented, mainly in two
methods. First method is modifying the mud characteristics, which could be
approximated by means of increasing damping coefficient, but this method could be
not possible in some cases. Second method is adding some device at the bottom hole
assembly in order to add damping property. This method can be done by means of
adding a vibration absorber just above the bottom hole assembly. Such a device can
be approximated by a spring and a damper connected to the bottom hole assembly. In
another words, it can be considered as the inertia of the device is added to"Ib ".
Therefore, the torque given by the device is as the equation (5.80).
TVA (ω) = k a (ϕr − ϕb ) + ca (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b )

(5.80)

The parameters "k a " and "ca " are the torsional stiffness and damping coefficients
associated with the device. Models presented in the equations (3.49) and (3.50) are
rewritten in the following way:
Ir ϕ̈r + c(ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) + k(ϕ − ϕb ) = Tm − Tr (ωr )

(5.81)

Ib ϕ − c(ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) − k(ϕr − ϕ) = −Tb (ω)+TVA (ω)

(5.82)

The consideration of the device at the bottom hole assembly can attenuate the time the
drillstring is stuck. The behavior of the bit rotational speed, in the transient time,
depends on the values of parameters "k a " and "ca ". If k a and "ca " are too small, the
vibrations will not be mitigated. The higher "k a " and "ca " cause the less time the bit is
stuck. Indeed, if "k a " and "ca " are large enough, the bit may never be stuck. However,
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there are limitations in determining of these variables. Actually, they depend on the
rock characteristics, therefore their valid ranges must be determined properly.
5.8.3. Anti-Stick-Slip Tool
An alternative strategy to reduce stick-slip vibrations can be use of the passive devices
at the bottom hole assembly [65]. The anti-stick-slip tool (AST) is a patented
mechanical downhole solution placed in the lower part of the drillstring. According to
the reference [65], the working principle of the tool is to provide active downhole
control of the cutting process by diverting energy from the drilling process and using
it to prevent dynamic forces from reaching destructive levels and thereby preserving
the drillstring components as well as optimizing rock-cutting efficiency. Under normal
and stable conditions, the tool transfers torque and weight to the bit as a passive part
of the bottom hole assembly. However, if the bit becomes unstable, or starts vibrating,
it intervenes to regulate the bit's depth of cut (d) by manipulating the weight on bit.

Figure 5.13: Anti Stick-Slip Tool [65]
5.8.4. Shell Soft-Torque Rotary System
Shell Company has developed a soft-torque rotary system (STRS) that has saved the
multinational millions in inspection, maintenance and repair, by reducing torsional
vibration on the drillstring [106]. Reducing torsional vibration of the drillstring, has
long been an industry-wide concern and Shell has taken a major step towards achieving
that goal using a proprietary soft-torque rotary system (STRS). Shell has documented
cases where the rate of penetration has been improved by more than 25% by mitigating
these kind of vibrations. In this technique, instead of rotating the drillstring at a
constant speed, the rotational speed is varying. When the driller switches on soft
torque, the average rotational speed will still be the same as before, but the top drive
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automatically speeds up and slows down rather than turning at a fixed constant.
Downhole, when the bit is trying to slow down and stick, soft torque will speed up
rotation of the top drive, thus increasing torque in the string to prevent sticking. A few
seconds later, when the bit speeds up and tries to slip, soft torque will slow down the
rotation of the top drive, thus reducing torque in the string in order to reduce the
downhole speed. The trick with soft torque is to properly tune the system so that there
is the right amount of speed fluctuation and dampening. The system tuning depends
on the inertia of the top drive coupled with the inertia of the downhole string and hole
friction, which varies with the drilling depth.
5.9. Evaluation of Controller Methods
The evaluation and comparison of the designed controllers is implemented, using the
performance measures described by the following equations (5.83) - (5.86). The
integral square error (ISE), integral absolute error (IAE), integral of time weighted
absolute error (ITAE), and root mean square error (RMSE) values are derived from
the simulation results, and then the performance of the controllers are evaluated. For
vertical motion, the error signal is considered as; e = vref − v, and for rotational
motion as; e = ωref − ω.
ISE = ∫ e2 ∙ dt

(5.83)

IAE = ∫|e| ∙ dt

(5.84)

ITAE = ∫ t ∙ |e| ∙ dt

(5.85)

RMSE = √∫

e2
n

∙ dt

(5.86)

The ISE, which integrates the square of the error over time, is associated to the error
energy. That means it penalizes the large errors more than the smaller ones. The IAE
integrates the absolute error over time. It doesn't add weight to any of the errors in the
system response. In other words, the IAE reflexes the cumulative error, which means
how far the response is with respect to the applied reference. The ITAE integrates the
absolute error multiplied by the time over time. It can be meant, it gives less
importance to initial errors, whereas the present errors are much more considered [107,
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108]. The RMSE integrates the square of the error divided by the number of the
samples over time. It represents appropriately the model performance, where the error
distribution form is Gaussian [109]. Actually, it is standard deviation of the errors. All
of these integrals are evaluated over a fixed time period. It is infinity in theory, but
will be enough until a time, when the responses are settled. It is worth mentioning that,
these measures are completely useless for measuring the performance of real control
systems, but there are some other practical performance measures. The most frequently
used one, is the decay ratio as it gives a good indication of the stability of the controlled
response [107].
One more performance measure, which determines the energy consumption of each
controller, is defined based on the equation (5.87). In this equation "τ" is the torque
input of the drawworks or topdrive motor.
RMS = √∫

(τ)2
n
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∙ dt

(5.87)

CHAPTER 6
STATE-FLOW CHARTS
In order to design logic for supervisory control, fault management, and control task
scheduling, state-flow environment is used [110]. In this environment, the decision
logic based on the state machines and flow charts is designed and implemented. Taking
advantages of the capabilities of this environment, proper state-flow charts are
designed for some of equipment and or control tasks as follow.
6.1. Joy-Stick Chart
The joy-stick has physically a control handle and some buttons like dead-man on it.
The control handle is used to give the direction and ratio of hoisting or lowering.
Pushing the dead-man button is a must to moving. So its outputs are captured
electrically to find out the direction state and or may be fault state. Switching between
these states is designed in the state-flow environment.
6.2. Travel Stations Chart
We have four travel stations on the rig, as it moves topward or downward; top travel
limit (TTL), top travel stop (TTS), down travel stop (DTS), and down travel limit
(DTL). Switching between the travel stations is designed in the state-flow
environment.
6.3. Operation Modes Chart
As mentioned previously, the rig has five operating modes; tripping position control
(TPC), tripping velocity control (TVC), drilling velocity control (DVC), reaming
velocity control (RVC), and back-reaming velocity control (BRVC). Each operating
mode is defined as a state, and a proper state machine is constructed to the operating
modes.
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6.4. Emergency Stops Chart
In the emergency stops, the designed controllers may initiate stop sequences. Under
emergency stop condition, which happens based on the hardware faults or process
conditions, the controllers should behave different than the normal conditions. This
emergency stops could be another state, so to switch between the emergency states and
normal condition a proper state-flow chart is constructed. Generally, there are four
types of emergency stops [87].
1. Category 0 Stop (as per IEC 60204-32): is defined as stopping by immediate
removal of power to the drawworks actuators.
2. Category 2 Stop (as per IEC 60204-32): is defined as a controlled stop with
power left available to the drawworks actuators.
3. Category 2 Brake Only Stop: is defined as a controlled stop using the friction
brakes. Torque is zeroed to the drawworks actuators.
4. Soft Trip: is defined as an operational condition that occurs when the system
detects a non-critical fault.
Some of conditions leading to an emergency stop are mentioned below:
-

The mud pressure difference on bit exhibits a larger fall or rise than a
determined value.

-

The topdrive torque exceeds the limit value entered by the operator.

-

During torque transferring from brake to motors, if the drum does not move in
hoist direction and torque is reached to travelling.

-

Operator’s emergency stop pushbutton is pressed.

-

The travelling block is lowering when commanding hoist.

-

Some of determined encoders and or load-cells are failed.

-

The hook measured vertical speed is not following the given reference by the
joy-stick.

-

Hook load is decreasing below the determined value by the operator.

-

…
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CHAPTER 7
MEASURE OR PREDICT OF BHA PARAMETERS
Real-time drilling optimization strategies, that relies solely on the measured surface
data is not effective because it does not take into account the behavior of the bottom
hole assembly. One of the major problems is the measurement of the bottom hole
assembly variables and the detection of bit problems like sticking in the surface. In
other words, our control system needs to acquire some drilling mechanics data, like
downhole torque, pressure, or vibration, RPM and torque data from the top drive and
BHA continuously. There is no any problem to acquire the data at surface. But in the
BHA, we have two solutions to acqire the data; measure them practically by sensors
or predict them. The key problem is to select measurement systems at the surface or at
the bottom hole assembly. Systems combining both BHA and surface measurement
systems have more advantages [74]. For instance, detection of the BHA vibrations
through surface measurements gives some advantages, such as, high data transmission
speed. Its main disadvantage is that due to the fact that the measurement system is far
away from the source, the vibration and other variables can be attenuated. That is why
bottom hole assembly measurement systems are preferred and they are regarded as
Measure While Drilling (MWD) systems [3]. On the other hand, there are several
approaches in order to predict the bottom hole assembly parameters, such as, bit
rotational speed, weight on bit, and the sticking of the drillstring [2].
7.1. Measurement While Drilling
Measurement while drilling or MWD is used to the acquisition and collection of
wellbore deviation directional surveys, drilling mechanics data, like downhole torque,
pressure, or vibration, and the process of sending the data up hole in real-time. By
sending a pulse into the hole with drilling mud, the sensor output is processed to
determine response characteristics such as pressure, based on the feedback from pulses
such as depth, and material composition. As mentioned in the reference [74], surface
sensors included dynamic axial and torsional strain gages and accelerometers, and a
single axis magnetometer, all mounted in the drillstring above the rotary table. Down72

hole sensors included an axial accelerometer, two orthogonal bending strain gages,
dynamic weight on bit and torque strain gages and two orthogonal magnetometers,
mounted in an MWD sub.
7.2. Predection
Predicting, plays a distinctive role in the design of controllers without having the exact
values of process parameters. It means, the processes can be robustly controlled
without the actual value of some of the control parameters. These unknown
parameters, can be identified employing specially designed estimators or observers.
The procedure of the observer design to predict the bottom hole assembly (BHA)
parameters including the bit rotational speed and torque on bit is described in two
separate sections.
7.2.1. Predection of Bit Rotational Speed
A proper observer is designed to estimate the bit rotational speed. By changing the
rock stiffness, the estimated bit rotational speed must change as the simulated value.
As mentioned in the section, the dynamic equations of the rotational motion are as
below equations (7.1) and (7.2), when the drill string length is divided to 2 sections.
They can be presented in state space model as the equation (7.3).
Ir ∙ ϕ̈r + C ∙ (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) + K ∙ (ϕr − ϕb ) = Tm − Tr

(7.1)

Ib ∙ ϕ̈b − C ∙ (ϕ̇r − ϕ̇b ) − K ∙ (ϕr − ϕb ) = −Tb

(7.2)
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0
0
0
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−Tr
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K⁄Ir
x
r
Ir ∙ Tm +
] ∙ [x 2 ] +
1
3
0
0
x4
−Tb
−C⁄Ib
[ 0 ]
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[
b

In the equation (7.1), the state vector is defined as, X = [x1
[ϕr

ϕ̇r

ϕb

x2

(7.3)

x3

x4 ]T =

ϕ̇b ]T . The system’s outputs, which can be measured practically by

sensors, are the rotational displacement and speed at the surface, x1 = ϕr and x2 =
ϕ̇r = ωr . The state space model of the observer is a fourth order observer will be as
the equation (7.4), where "L𝐨 " is the observer gain vector which its gains can be
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selected to make the characteristic polynomial of the observer (𝑠 + ω0 )4 = s4 +
β1 s 3 + β2 s2 + β3 s + β4 by placing its poles at a specified frequency. Using the
parameterization strategy presented in [109], the observer gains could be obtained as
follow equation (7.5), where "ω1 " and "ω2 " are the bandwidths of the observer
regarding to the first and second states (rotational displacement and speed at the
surface). Increasing the observer bandwidth concludes more accurate estimation, but
becomes more sensitive to the sensor noise. In the equation (7.4), the observer last
̂̇ = ω
output x̂4 = ϕ
̂ b , will be the estimated bit rotational speed.
b
x̂̇1
0
x̂̇2
−K⁄Ir
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0
x̂̇3
⁄ Ib
K
̇
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β
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(7.4)

T

(7.5)

As presented in the first section , by dividing the drill string length to "n + 1" sections,
the dynamic equations of the rotational motion in state space model was as below
equation (7.6), with defined state vector, and "A", "B", "E" matrices. The state vector
of the (2n + 2)th order observer will be as equation (7.7).
Ẋ = AX + Bu + E
̂r
̂
X = [ϕ
̂
X = [x̂1

x̂2

̂̇ r
ϕ

̂1
ϕ

̂̇ 1
ϕ

̂2
ϕ

x̂3

x̂4

x̂5

x̂6

̂̇ 2
ϕ

⋯

⋯ x̂2k+1

̂k
ϕ

(7.6)
̂̇ k
ϕ

x̂2k+2

̂b
⋯ ϕ
⋯ x̂2n+1

̂̇ b ]
ϕ

T

(7.7)

x̂2n+2 ]T (7.8)

The characteristic polynomial of the (2n + 2)th order observer is (s + ω0 )2n+2 , and
the state space model of the observer will be as the equation (7.9), here "L𝐨 " is the
observer gain vector as below equation (7.10). In the equation (7.9), the observer last
̂̇ = 𝜔
output x̂2n+2 = ϕ
̂𝑏 , will be the estimated bit rotational speed.
𝑏
̂
̂ + Bu + Lo ∙ [x1 − x̂1 ]
Ẋ = AX
x2 − x̂2
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(7.9)
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In order to compare the performance of the bit rotational speed observers with different
orders more accurately, their ISE errors are computed respect to the bit speed simulated
value as presented in the equation (7.10).
ISEBR = ∫(ωb − ω
̂ b )2 ∙ dt

(7.11)

7.2.2. Predection of Rock Stiffness and Torque on Bit
In order to estimate the torque on bit, firstly an observer must be designed to estimate
the rock stiffness or intrinsic specific energy. In another words, a dynamic which gives
the algorithm for estimation of rock stiffness, should be extracted. As presented in
1

[19,111], the torque on bit is as the equation, T = 2 ∙ R b 2 ∙ d ∙ ε , where "R b " is the bit
radius,"ε" is the rock stiffness, and "d" is depth of cut. The predicted torque on bit is
̂ = 1 ∙ R b 2 ∙ d ∙ ε̂ , where "ε̂" is the current estimate of rock stiffness. The
defined as: T
2
error between the estimated and actual one, which is called the estimation or prediction
error is as the below equation (7.12).
2

̂ = (ε − ε̂) Rb ∙d
e =T−T
2

(7.12)

Now, the diﬀerential equation that results an estimation of the rock stiffness "ε", can
be extracted by minimizing the cost function J(ε̂) =

e2
2

, with respect to "ε̂".

Minimization of this function with respect to "ε̂" using the gradient method, leads to
the following diﬀerential equation (7.13)
2

2

a d
R d
ε̂̇ = γ (T − 2 ε̂) b2

(7.13)

This dynamic gives the algorithm for online estimation of the rock stiffness. γ > 0 is
the estimator gain, and in our case the best value is γ = 5 × 107 , the larger values give
the larger settling times. Here "T" is the torque on bit achieved from the real plant
based on the real measured weight on bit as T =

Rb
2ξ

W , and depth of cut is as d =

2πv
̂b
ω

so the final dynamic equation can be rewritten as follow equation (7.14). On the other
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hand, using the estimated bit rotational speed and estimated rock stiffness, we can
derive the estimated torque on bit, as the equation (7.15).
2

R
2πR v
πR
ε̂̇ = γ ( ξb W − ω̂b ε̂) 2ω̂b
b

2

v

b

̂ = πR b 2 v ε̂
T
̂
ω

(7.14)
(7.15)

b

In order to compare the performance of the rock stiffness and torque on bit observers
with different orders more accurately, their ISE errors are computed respect to the bit
simulated value as presented in the equations (7.16) and (7.17).
ISERS = ∫( ε − ε̂)2 ∙ dt
2

̂) ∙ dt
ISETOB = ∫( T − T
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(7.16)
(7.17)

CHAPTER 8
AUTONOMOUS DRILLING
The autonomous drilling is designed to maintain a constant drilling state at the bit.
This constant state is achieved through closed-loop control of an adopted primary
drilling parameter, usually weight on bit or delta-P, and the ability to regulate the drum
rotational speed for a continuous feed of the drill line. Further drilling control is
provided by continuously running secondary control parameters of rate of penetration
and torque. These parameters provide the necessary control for a steady state during
unexpected events, such as drilling break or stick-slip problem. This closed loop
control is employed to regulate the drum rotational speed. The main benefit of the
autonomous driller is to provide a system capable of significantly improving the
efficiency of drilling operations (as measured by time to depth and number of bits
used) over conventional control of the drilling rig equipment. The autonomous drilling
has four control modes, which can be activated individually or in combination to form
the optimum drilling control for the driller. The rate of penetration controller is always
enabled during autonomous drilling and serves as a limit to the maximum drilling rate
allowed. The four individual modes of control are [87], ROP, WOB, Delta P, and
Torque modes. The WOB, Delta P and Torque controllers can be activated
individually, but will probably be combined to form ideal drilling combinations. For
example, WOB and ROP modes will be used most often to control the motion of the
drillstring smoothly, and maintain constant weight on bit. Delta P and ROP modes are
used when we have down-hole motors and desiring to limit the rate of penetration. At
any autonomous mode, the torque can be added to mitigate the stick-slip vibrations.
8.1. ROP Mode
The control system controls the drum rotational speed to maintain a preset rate of
penetration. This autonomous mode is useful when setting the bit on the bottom or
when drilling soft rocks where the penetration rate controlling is important in drilling
a solid hole. This control doesn’t care to the amount of weight on bit to maintain a
preset rate of penetration. It can be designed such a way, first the rotational speed
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increases till its maximum value, to keep the weight on bit unchanged, but after it
reaches to its maximum value, the weight on bit will be compulsory increased.
8.2. WOB Mode
The control system controls the drum rotational speed to maintain a preset constant
weight on bit. The optimization methods can be applied to the problem of selecting the
best weight on bit to achieve the minimum cost per foot [5, pages: 113-189]. To design
such a controller, two different architectures can be implemented. In the first approach,
based on the equation (3.33), which represents the weight on bit according to the
vertical and rotational speed, we can derive the proper vertical speed reference to give
a predetermined value for the weight on bit, assuming a constant rotational speed, as
the equation (8.1). By this approach, it’s assumed that the rock stiffness is determined
or it can be estimated by a special observer. In the second approach, the proper vertical
speed reference, can be easily achieved through the difference rate of measured and
predetermined weight on bit, as presented in the equation (8.2).
W ∙ω

Vref = 2πRd

(8.1)

b ξε

W−Wd

Vref = v − v (

Wd

)

(8.2)

8.3. Delta-P Mode
The control system controls the drum rotational speed to maintain a preset pressure in
the standpipe. This autonomous mode is useful when utilizing downhole motors. The
delta pressure in the standpipe, is an indication of the bit’s reaction torque into the rock
formation.
8.4. Torque Mode
The control system controls the drum rotational speed to maintain a preset torque of
the topdrive. This autonomous mode can be used to increase the life of PDC bits and
also to mitigate the slip-stick vibrations.
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CHAPTER 9
TEST AND RESULTS
In this chapter, the simulation results of the modeling and controlling architectures,
described in the previous chapters are presented. The constant parameters of the model,
their symbols and values, which have been used in Simulink is illustrated in the table
at the appendix A. The rock stiffness signal which is applied on the dynamical model
of the plant, and the disturbance signals as a part of the uncertain forces, which are
applied on the vertical and rotational motions during the tripping and drilling
operations are demonstrated in figure 9.1 respectively. In addition, using the above
mentioned constant parameters, the optimum rate of penetration is calculated as 14.34
ft/min, and the optimum weight on bit as 2918 lb.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.1: Time Signals of a) Rock Stiffness b) Vertical Motion Disturbance
c) Rotational Motion Disturbance during the Test Operations in the Simulink
9.1. Modeling Results
9.1.1. Drillstring Torsional Model
By dividing the drillstring length to 2 sections, figure 9.2 demonstrates the reference,
surface and bit rotational speeds, and the rotational displacements. By dividing the
drillstring length to 3 sections, we can derive the rotational speed in the middle of the
drill string (first state) in addition to the surface and bit. In case of 4 sections, we can
derive at two states; one and two third of the drill string (first and second states). The
presented figures 9.3, and 9.4 illustrate the rotational speed at the surface, first state,
second state, and bit, regarding to the 3 and 4 sections.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.2: Drillstring a) Rotational Speeds, and b) Displacements in 2 Sections Case

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.3: Drillstring a) Rotational Speeds and b) Displacements in 3 Sections Case

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.4: Drillstring a) Rotational Speeds and b) Displacements in 4 Sections Case
The rotational speeds and displacements at the last case in a close up view is
demonstrated in figure 9.5. As it is expected, the reference speed is followed firstly at
the surface, after that the first state, then the second state, and finally at the bit. To
compare the rotational speed at the bit in 2, 3, and 4 sections cases, figure 9.6 is
derived, which represents these speed signals in one plot. As it is clearly seen and
expected, the bit rotational speed is roughly same in the three cases. This issue proves,
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dividing the drill string length to more sections, has not more effect on the simulated
bit rotational speed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.5: Drillstring a) Rotational Speeds and b) Displacements in 4 Sections Case
in the Close up View

Figure 9.6: Bit Rotational Speeds in 2, 3, and 4 Sections Cases
9.1.2. Stick-Slip Vibrations Model
By defining and adding "Tr (ω)", and "Tb (ω)", as described in the equations (3.55) and
(3.56) in the section 3.9.3, to the torsional model of the drillstring, the stick-slip
vibrations model is studied in the Simulink. In order to switch the bit between the stick
and slip phases, the rotational reference speed is set to 6 rpm and the vertical speed to
3 ft/min, and then when the bit speed reaches to 3 rpm, the vertical speed is suddenly
increased to 1000 ft/min. This increasing causes the bit to stick. During this test, the
rock stiffness is as demonstrated in the figure 9.7, and the value of "Dw " is set to 0.1
rpm, which means the bit enter to the stick phase, when it rotational speed is smaller
than this value. Figure 9.8a, and 9.8.b, demonstrate the reference, surface, bit rotational
speeds, and the weight on bit force during this test. As it can be clearly seen from the
figure 9.8.a, the bit comes to a complete stop or stick (ωb < Dw ), and then it rotates
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with several times the desired rotational speed. In our test, it reaches to more than 2.5
times of the reference value. In the figure 9.8.c, the time signals of "Teb (ω)", "Tsb (ω)",
and "Tdb (ω)" torques are shown. As presented in the equation (3.57), the dry friction
torque "Tfb (ωb )", is achieved through these three torques based on the bit situation,
which is shown in the figure 9.8.d. The stick phase, stick-slip transient and slip phase
activation times have been achieved as presented in the figure 9.9.

Figure 9.7: Applied Rock Stiffness Time Signal in Model of Stick-Slip Vibrations

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.8: a) Reference, Surface, and Bit Rotational Speeds, b) Weight on Bit,
c) "Teb", "Tsb", and "Tdb" Torques, d) Dry Friction Torque in Model of Stick-Slip
Vibrations
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Figure 9.9: Stick Phase, Stick-Slip Transient, and Slip Phase
9.2. Controlling Results
9.2.1. Controllers Behavior Evaluation during Tripping Operation
Firstly, the performance of the controllers during tripping operation for vertical motion
are evaluated. The external disturbance effecting on the vertical motion dynamics has
been displayed in the figure 9.1.b. The reference and hook vertical speeds using each
controller are demonstrated in the figure 9.10. As a visual result, we can conclude that,
all of the designed controllers can track well the given references, and reject the effect
of the applied disturbance on the vertical dynamic successfully. Table 9.1 shows the
performance measures and the energy consumption of each controller separately. As
it can be derived from this table, the minimum ISE belongs to LSC controller, while
the ADRC has the maximum value. This means LSC controller has the minimum and
ADRC the maximum error energy, or it can be said, LSC has the minimum amount of
large errors, and ADRC has the maximum amount of large errors among the other
controllers. Similarly the minimum cumulative error IAE belongs to LSC controller,
while the ADRC has the maximum cumulative error. It can be concluded that, the LSC
controller gives the nearest response and the ADRC gives the furthest response with
respect to the applied reference. From the ITAE values, it can be resulted that the
minimum steady-state error is for LSC controller, and the maximum one for ADRC.
Or it can be said, the system response by LSC, settle much more quickly than the other
controllers. The same result can be concluded from the RMSE values. The table shows,
the LSC controller consumes the minimum and SMC the maximum energy.
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Figure 9.10: Reference and Hook Vertical Speeds of each Controller during Tripping
Operation in the Simulink
Table 9.1: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions of
each Controller for Vertical Motion during Tripping Operation
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

1.1346

212.6039

43.8621

1.0630

2.6346 × 105

ADRC

9345.4

11974

1997.9

59.8692

14.662 × 105

LSC

0.8630

17.6915

0.5261

0.0885

1.4651 × 105

FEL1

19.1833

860.6178

155.2291

4.3031

14.651 × 105

FEL2

9344.3

11972

1997.4

59.8584

14.662 × 105

SMC

835.4312

4227.4

434.1685

21.1371

16.25 × 105

Controller

9.2.2. Controllers Behavior Evaluation during Drilling Operation
Secondly, the performance of the controllers during drilling operation for both vertical
and rotational motions are evaluated. The external disturbance effecting on the vertical
and rotational motion dynamics have been displayed in the figure 9.1.b and 9.1.c. The
reference and hook vertical speeds using each controller are demonstrated in the figure
9.11. Table 9.2 shows the performance measures and the energy consumption of each
controller. It is worth mentioning that, the rock stiffness has been constructed and
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applied to the system as a time signal represented in the figure 9.1.a, which cause to
have a changing weight on bit. As a visual result from the figures, we can conclude
that, all of the designed controllers can track well the given references, and reject the
effect of the applied disturbance on the vertical dynamic successfully. For vertical
motion, during drilling process, the minimum ISE, IAE, ITAE and RMSE belongs to
LSC controller, while the maximum ISE to the ADRC, maximum IAE and ITAE to
FEL2, and roughly same maximum RMSE to ADRC and FEL2. From these points, it
can be concluded, CPID controller, has the minimum error energy, gives the nearest
response with respect to the applied reference, and has the minımum steady-state error.
On the other hand, ADRC has the maximum error energy, while FEL2 gives the
furthest response with respect to the applied reference, and has the maximum steadystate error. Table 9.2 shows the FEL1 controller consumes the minimum and SMC the
maximum energy.
The reference and surface rotational speeds using each designed controller are
demonstrated in the figure 9.12. As a visual result, we can conclude that, all of the
designed controllers can track well the given references, and reject the effect of the
applied disturbance on the rotational dynamic successfully. Table 9.3 shows the
performance measures and the energy consumption of each controller. For rotational
motion, during drilling process, the minimum ISE, IAE, ITAE and RMSE belongs to
CPID controller, while the maximum values to the SMC controller. From these points,
it can be concluded, CPID controller, has the minimum error energy, gives the nearest
response with respect to the applied reference, and has the minımum steady-state error,
while SMC has the maximum error energy, gives the furthest response with respect to
the applied reference, and has the maximum steady-state error. The table demonstrates
the FEL1 controller consumes the minimum and SMC the maximum energy.
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Figure 9.11: Reference and Hook Vertical Speeds of each Controller during Drilling
Operation in the Simulink
Table 9.2: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions for
Vertical Motion of each Controller during Drilling Operation
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

0.0081

0.3050

0.0109

0.0015

7.6291 × 105

ADRC

125.15

780.04

249.74

3.9

1.2820 × 105

LSC

0.0285

3.9424

0.421

0.0197

1.2654 × 105

FEL1

0.14

74.32

14.07

0.37

1.2653 × 105

FEL2

125.12

780.05

249.8

3.9

1.2820 × 105

SMC

2.5709

176.724

56.2889

0.8836

9.6736 × 105

Controller

Figure 9.12: Reference and Surface Rotational Speeds of each Controller during
Drilling Operation in the Simulink
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Table 9.3: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions for
Rotational Motion of each Controller during Drilling Operation
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

398.7708

2662.3

332.662

13.11

1.5182 × 106

ADRC

957.6

5180.9

868.98

25.9

1.0559 × 108

LSC

369.7

3619.9

852.8

18.1

1.1409 × 108

FEL1

388.32

3797.1

732.9

18.9

8.5537 × 107

FEL2

959.87

5184.0

868.50

25.92

1.0559 × 108

SMC

2732.3

8363.8

2391.9

41.82

1.586 × 109

Controller

9.2.3. ADRC Controller Evaluation with Different Observer Orders
Here, the effect of observers with different orders in ADRC controller on the system
behavior for both vertical and rotational motions, are evaluated.
9.2.3.1. Vertical Motion
During drilling process, the reference and hook vertical speed signals using the ADRC
controller with second, third, and fourth order observer, are as below shown figure
9.13. The performance measures and energy consumptions using the ADRC controller
with second, third, and fourth order observer, are displayed in the table 9.4. As it can
be derived from the table, the minimum ISE belongs to fourth order observer, while
the second order observer has the maximum value. This means fourth order has the
minimum and second order observer the maximum error energy, or it can be said,
fourth order has the minimum amount of large errors, and second order observer has
the maximum amount of large errors among the other orders. Similarly the minimum
cumulative error IAE belongs to fourth order, while the second order observer has the
maximum cumulative error. It can be concluded that, the fourth order gives the nearest
response and second order observer gives the furthest response with respect to the
applied reference. The same result can be concluded from the RMSE values. From the
ITAE values, it can be resulted that the minımum steady-state error is for second order
observer, and the maximum one for fourth order. Or it can be said, the system response
by second order observer, settle much more quickly than the other orders. Third and
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fourth order observer consume the minimum and second order observer the maximum
energy.

Figure 9.13: Reference & Hook Vertical Speeds by ADRC Controller with Different
Observer Orders
Table 9.4: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions for
Vertical Motion by ADRC Controller with Different Observer Order
ADRC
Controller

ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

2nd Order

138.4552

1016.3

151.4313

5.0816

2.1976 × 106

3rd Order

48.7690

916.3094

204.0567

4.5815

2.1176 × 106

4th Order

33.1031

889.2812

205.0536

4.4464

2.1176 × 106

9.2.3.2. Rotational Motion
During drilling process, the reference and surface rotational speed signals using the
ADRC controller with second, third, and fourth order observer, are as below shown
figure 9.14. The performance measures and energy consumptions using the ADRC
controller with second, third, and fourth order observer, are displayed in the table 9.5.
As it can be derived from the table, the minimum ISE belongs to third order observer,
while the second order observer has the maximum value. This means third order has
the minimum and second order observer the maximum error energy, or it can be said,
third order has the minimum amount of large errors, and second order observer has the
maximum amount of large errors among the other orders. Similarly the minimum
cumulative error IAE belongs to third order, while the second order observer has the
maximum cumulative error. It can be concluded that, the third order gives the nearest
response and second order observer gives the furthest response with respect to the
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applied reference. The same result can be concluded from the RMSE values. From the
ITAE values, it can be resulted that the minımum steady-state error is for fourth order
observer, and the maximum one for second order. Or it can be said, the system
response by fourth order observer, settle much more quickly than the other orders.
Fourth order observer consumes the minimum and second order observer the
maximum energy.

Figure 9.14: Reference & Surface Rotational Speeds by ADRC Controller with
Different Observer Orders
Table 9.5: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions for Rotational Motion
by ADRC Controller with Different Observer Order
ADRC
Controller

ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

2nd Order

3.6506 × 108

2.9597 × 105

4.0212 × 104

1.4799 × 103

1.0548 × 108

3rd Order

3.3841 × 106

2.8630 × 105

3.8359 × 104

1.4315 × 103

7.9083 × 107

4th Order

3.4430 × 106

2.8823 × 105

3.7785 × 104

1.4411 × 103

7.6376 × 107

9.2.4. Torque Reference of Drawworks and Topdrive
The torque reference signals, which are produced by, for instance, the CPID controller,
and applied on the drawworks and topdrive motors are demonstrated in the figure 9.15.
As it can be seen, the applied disturbances on the vertical and rotational dynamics
presented in figure 9.1, are roughly ten times larger than the applied torques by the
controller on the drawworks and topdrive. The same plots can be achieved by the other
controllers. This issue shows, the ability of all designed controllers to reject the
external disturbances effecting on the vertical and rotational motions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.15: Torque References Produced by the Controllers to Apply on the
a) Drawworks and b) Topdrive
9.2.5. WOB Controller
In order to evaluate the behavior of the weight on bit limier during drilling process
using by three designed architectures, the following results are presented. Figures 9.16,
9.17 and 9.18 demonstrate the vertical and rotational speeds and the limited weight on
bit using the first, second and third approaches respectively. As it can be seen from the
presented figures, to limit the weight on bit level at 650 lb., as a realistic constraint, in
the first approach just the vertical speed decreases, in the second approach just the
rotational speed increases, and in the third approach both of them change, which means
first the rotational speed increases to its maximum value (220 rpm), and because it
doesn’t suffice, the vertical speed decreases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.16: a) Vertical Speed, b) Rotational Speed, and c) Weight on Bit using the
First Approach of Weight on Bit Controller
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.17: a) Vertical Speed, b) Rotational Speed, and c) Weight on Bit using the
Second Approach of Weight on Bit Controller

Figure 9.18: Vertical and Rotational Speeds and Weight on Bit using the Third
Approach of Weight on Bit Controller
9.2.6. Stick-Slip Vibrations Controller
9.2.6.1. Manipulation of Weight on Bit
Figure 9.19, demonstrates the reference, surface, bit rotational speeds, and the
manipulated weight on bit during this test. As it can be seen from the figure 9.19.a, the
bit rotates by tracking the reference speed. In this test, the "P" value in the equation
(5.77) is considered as P = 2. In the figures 9.20, the time signals of "Teb (ω)",
"Tsb (ω)", "Tdb (ω)" and "Tfb (ωb )" torques are shown. The stick phase, stick-slip
transient and slip phase activation times have been achieved as presented in the figure
9.21. By this way, there are no any stick phase in the drillstring, in another words, the
stick-slip vibrations are completely eliminated.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.19: a) Reference, Surface, and Bit Rotational Speeds, b) Manipulated
Weight on Bit by Manipulation of Weight on Bit Controller

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.20: a) "Teb", "Tsb", and "Tdb" Torques b) Dry Friction Torque by
Manipulation of Weight on Bit Controller

Figure 9.21: Stick Phase, Stick-Slip Transient, and Slip Phase by Manipulation of
Weight on Bit Controller
9.2.6.2. Increase of the Damping in BHA
Based on the equation (5.78), we started with small values for "k a " and "ca ", and then
increase them, to mitigate the stick-slip vibrations. Figures 9.22, show the reference,
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surface, and bit rotational speeds at each test. As it can be seen, the stick-slip vibration
is not be reduced, by small values, but higher values cause the less time the bit is stuck.
When they are large enough, the bit is never stuck. Figures 9.23 and 9.24, show the
weight on bit, shock sub torque, "Teb (ω)", "Tsb (ω)", "Tdb (ω)" torques, dry friction
torque, and the stick phase, stick-slip transient, and slip phase activation times. As it
can be seen, for the values of k a = 105 , and ca = 4 × 105 , the vibrations are starting
to be reduced. As illustrated in the figure 9.24, there are no any stick phase in the
drillstring, in another words, the stick-slip vibrations are mitigated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9.22: Reference, Surface, and Bit Rotational Speeds by Increasing of
Damping in BHA Controller with a) k a = 102 , ca = 4 × 102 , b) k a = 103 ,
ca = 4 × 103 , c) k a = 104 , ca = 4 × 104 , d) k a = 105 , ca = 4 × 105 , e) k a = 106 ,
ca = 4 × 106 , f) k a = 5 × 106 , ca = 2 × 107
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.23: a) Weight on Bit, b) Shock Sub Torque, c) Teb, Tsb, and Tdb Torques,
d) Dry Friction Torque, by k a = 5 × 106 and ca = 2 × 107 by Increasing of
Damping in BHA Controller

Figure 9.24: Stick Phase, Stick-Slip Transient, and Slip Phase by k a = 106 and ca =
4 × 106 by Increasing of Damping in BHA Controller
9.3. Prediction of BHA Variables
9.3.1. Prediction of Bit Rotational Speed
In order to evaluate the behaviours of the designed observers to estimate the bit
rotational speed, first by dividing the drill string to two sections, the estimated bit
rotational speed will be as follow figure 9.26. This figure demonstrates the reference,
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surface and bit rotational speeds in simulated and estimated cases. In every case of
rock stiffness, the estimate of the bit rotational speed converges to its value by
simulation. As it is seen, the estimated bit rotational speed momently decrease or
increase depend on the rock stiffness increasing or decreasing, but it quickly converges
to the simulated value. Then by dividing the drill string length to 3 and 4 sections, the
corresponding observer instead of 4th order, will be 6th and 8th order. In case of 3
sections, the observer can estimate the rotational speed in the middle of the drill string
(first state) in addition to the surface and bit. In case of 4 sections, we can estimate at
two additional states; one and two third of the drill string (first and second states). The
presented figures 9.26 and 9.27, illustrate the rotational speed at the surface, first state,
second state, and bit, regarding to the order of the observer. As it is seen, the designed
observers can well estimate the needed bit rotational speed. It is worth mentioning that,
the bandwidths of the observer are considered as, ω1 = 2.3 rad/s and ω2 = 1 rad/s.

Figure 9.25: Reference, Surface, Bit Simulated and Bit Estimated Rotational Speeds
in 2 Sections Case, by the Bit Rotational Speed Predictor

Figure 9.26: Reference, Surface, First State, Bit Simulated and Bit Estimated
Rotational Speeds in 3 Sections Case, by the Bit Rotational Speed Predictor
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Figure 9.27: Reference, Surface, First State, Second State, Bit Simulated and Bit
Estimated Rotational Speeds in 4 Sections Case, by the Bit Rotational Speed
Predictor
Using the estimated bit rotational speeds in three cases (4th, 6th, and 8th order
observers), a comparison plot is derived as shown in the figure 9.28. Based on the
equation (7.11), the ISE results are derived as 1.1113 × 107 for the fourth order,
2.9831 × 105 for the sixth order, and 8.1974 × 104 for the eighth order. As it is
expected, the ISE value decreases as much as the observer order increases. This issue
proves, dividing the drillstring length to more sections, leads more accurate in
estimation.

Figure 9.28: Estimation of the Bit Rotational Speed by 4th, 6th, and 8th Order
Observers, by the Bit Rotational Speed Predictor
9.3.2. Prediction of Rock Stiffness, and WOB
The behaviour of the designed observer to estimate the rock stiffness, is evaluated.
Below figure 9.29.a, shows the applied and estimated rock stiffness in three cases.
Overall, simulation results show that the rock stiffness estimator has a good stability
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and performance for a wide range of the parameters. In particular, in every case
considered, the estimate of the rock stiffness "ε̂" converges to simulated value "ε".
Based on the equation (7.16), the ISE results are derived as 6.3641 × 1016 for the two
sections case, 6.6198 × 1016 for the three sections case, and 6.7062 × 1016 for the
four sections case. As it can be resulted, the ISE values are roughly same. This issue
proves, dividing the drillstring length to more sections, has not more effect on the
estimated rock stiffness.
Finally, the behaviours of the designed observer to estimate the torque on bit, is
evaluated. Figures 9.29.b, shows the simulated and estimated torque on bit in three
cases. Based on the equation (7.17), the ISE results are derived as 1.1535 × 109 for
the two sections case, 1.1551 × 109 for the three sections case, and 1.1545 × 109 for
the four sections case. As it can be resulted, the ISE values are roughly same. This
issue proves, dividing the drillstring length to more sections, has not more effect on
the estimated torque on bit.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.29: a) Simulated and Estimated Rock Stiffness, and b) Simulated and
Estimated Torque on Bit, in 2, 3, and 4 Sections Cases, by the Rock Stiffness and
Torque on Bit Predictors
9.4. Autonomous Drilling Results
9.4.1. ROP Mode
The behavior of the autonomous drilling in ROP mode is evaluated here. Figure 9.30,
demonstrates the vertical speed, the weight and torque on bit time signals. As it can be
seen, a constant vertical speed 2 ft/min is successfully maintained during this
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autonomous drilling operation. The weight on bit and torque on bit are properly
changing according to the rock stiffness.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.30: a) Vertical Speed, b) Weight on Bit, and c) Torque on Bit in ROP Mode
of the Autonomous Drilling
9.4.2. WOB Mode
The behavior of the autonomous drilling in WOB mode is evaluated using the two
designed control architectures. Figures 9.31 and 9.32 demonstrate the vertical speed
and the weight on bit using the two approaches respectively. In the first approach, it is
assumed that the rock stiffness is determined as presented in the figure 9.1.a. In real
plant, the rock stiffness can be estimated by a properly designed observer. As it can be
seen from these presented figures, a constant weight on bit 50 lb., as an optimum
weight on bit, is successfully maintained using both of the approaches. In both of them,
the vertical speed is properly changing according to the rock stiffness.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.31: a) Vertical Speed and b) Weight on Bit, using the First Approach in
WOB Mode of the Autonomous Drilling
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.32: a) Vertical Speed and b) Weight on Bit, using the Second Approach in
WOB Mode of the Autonomous Drilling
9.5. Scenarios
The system responses and the whole controller behavior are evaluated in seven below
scenarios, when the vertical speed maximum level VSLmax = 120 ft/min. Selecting
the parameters, ωn = 100 and ξ = 1, causes to have the settling time for acceleration
4

and deceleration of the hook as Ts = ξω = 0.04s. It is worth mentioning that, all
n

scenarios are implemented using by the CPID controller.
9.5.1. Upward Tripping
The first scenario is a simple hoisting in the tripping mode. The hook should stop at
the top travel stop and limit. In another words, the hook is slowing down when it
approaches the top travel stop (TTS), and moves again when the joystick is reset and
a new reference is given to it. After arriving the top travel limit (TTL), it does not
move again in the same direction, but only in the opposite direction. The TTL does not
pass even if it is forced by the joystick. The initial position of the hook is set to -98 ft.
As it is clearly seen from the figure 9.33.a, the hook receives to the TTS and stops
at t = 0.8s, and starts to move again at t = 1.5s, when the joystick is reset and forced
again. It receives to the TTL and stops there at t = 1.9s. It does not move again in the
upward direction, but it starts to move in downward direction at t = 3s.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.33: a) Hook Vertical Speed and b) Position, during Upward Travelling
Scenario
9.5.2. Downward Tripping
The second scenario is a simple lowering in the tripping mode. The hook should stop
at the down travel stop and limit. In another words, the hook is slowing down when it
approaches the down travel stop (DTS), and moves again when the joystick is reset
and a new reference is given to it. After arriving the down travel limit (DTL), it does
not move again in the same direction, but only in the opposite direction. The DTL does
not pass even if it is forced by the joystick. The initial position of the hook is set to -2
ft. As it is clearly seen from the figure 9.34.a, the hook receives to the DTS and stops
at t = 0.8s, and starts to move again at t = 1.5s, when the joystick is reset and forced.
It receives to the DTL and stops there at t = 1.9s. It does not move again in the
downward direction, but it starts to move in topward direction at t = 3s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.34: a) Hook Vertical Speed and b) Position, during Downward Travelling
Scenario
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9.5.3. Tripping by Setting a Position Reference
As mentioned before, in the tripping mode the system is able to get any position
reference between the travel stops. In other words, instead of the joystick, the intended
position is given by pressing the button on the interface screen. The hook moves
towards the position, slows down and stops when it approaches it. However the
moving velocity can be controlled by the joystick. If the joy stick is pressed in the
opposite side of the intended position, the hook doesn’t move. Third scenario is
implemented this task. The intended position is set to -53 ft, and the initial position to
-50 ft. The joystick is pressed in the wrong side till t = 0.5s s, so as it is seen from the
plots, the hook doesn’t move. Then the joystick is pressed in the true side to move by
the velocity -120 ft/min, and so the hook moves towards the requested position. The
hook starts to slow down at t = 01.9s and stops at the requested position at time t =
2.5s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.35: a) Hook Vertical Speed and b) Position, during Tripping toward
Reference Position Scenario
9.5.4. Tripping with High Weight
By attaching 100 pipes to the drillstring, a tripping operation is implemented. The
initial position of the hook is set to -97 ft, and force the joystick with full rate VSR JS =
%100. As it can be seen from the figure 10.21, the tripping process has been started at

t = 0.3s, then the vertical speed accelerate from 0 to -40 ft/min and then remain at this
maximum vertical speed till t = 3.3s. At this point it starts to decelerate to stop the
hook at top travel stop TTS = −99 ft. Despite forcing the joystick to full rate, the hook
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maximum speed is limited to 40 ft/min instead of 120 ft/min, because of a heavy
weight attached to the drillstring.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.36: a) Hook Vertical Speed and b) Position, during Upward Travelling with
High Weight Scenario
9.5.5. Drilling Operation
First the drilling initiating process is presented. As mentioned, the hook waits DWT
seconds, the drillstring to reach the desired rpm, then start to lowering based on the
desired rate of penetration. Figure 9.37, shows the hook position and speed, and also
the surface rotational speed signals respectively. As it can be seen from the figure
9.37.a, the tripping process has been started at t = 0s, till the hook has been reached
to the desired position at t = 2s. Then the drilling process has been initiated at t =
2.5s, but the vertical velocity controller wait for DWT = 0.3s to surface rotational
speed reaches to its desired speed, then the drilling process starts at t = 2.8s.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.37: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Position and c) Surface Rotational Speed of
Drilling Initiating Process
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Now a drilling process is implemented as a scenario. The rate of penetration reference
is given as 3 ft/min, and the initial position of the hook is set to -50 ft. As it can be
seen from the figure 9.38.a, the hook starts to lowering at t = 1s, and its position
reaches from -50 ft to -49.82 at the end of process. The rate of penetration and the
rotational speed are changing to limit the weight on bit at 650 lb. The torque on bit
during the process is changed as shown time signal, but whole of this force is
eliminated from the rotational dynamics.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 9.38: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Hook Rotational Speed, c) Hook Vertical
Position, , d) Weight on Bit , and e) Torque on Bit during Drilling Scenario
9.5.6. Reaming Operation
A reaming operation is implemented in this scenario. The vertical speed reference is
given as 120 ft/min and rotational speed as 200 rpm. As it is seen from the figure
9.39.a, because of the heavy weight, the hook vertical speed changes to 40 ft/min, but
the rotational speed remains constant on 200 rpm. As expected, during the process the
weight and torque on bit forces equal zero. The hook lowers till its position reaches
from -50 ft to -47.4 at the end of operation.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 9.39: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Hook Rotational Speed, c) Hook Vertical
Position, , d) Weight on Bit , and e) Torque on Bit during Reaming Scenario
9.5.7. Back-reaming Operation
A back-reaming operation is implemented in this scenario. The vertical speed
reference is given as 120 ft/min and rotational speed as 200 rpm. As it is seen from the
figure 9.40.a, because of the heavy weight, the hook vertical speed changes to -40
ft/min, but the rotational speed remains constant on 200 rpm. As expected, during the
process the weight and torque on bit forces equal zero. The hook hoists till its position
reaches from -50 ft to -52.4 at the end of operation.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 9.40: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Hook Rotational Speed, c) Hook Vertical
Position, , d) Weight on Bit , and e) Torque on Bit during Backreaming Scenario
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CHAPTER 10
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE DRILLING RIG
10.1. Design and Construction of Prototype
A physical experimental drilling rig is designed and constructed with objectives of
practical evaluation of the mechanical and electrical parts and elements, establishing
the electronic communications between the elements and computer, performance
evaluation of the controllers during tripping and drilling operations and their practical
comparison, and improvement the physical rig performance. By optimizing the
performance eﬃciency in this controlled environment, we believe that what we learn
in this research could possibly be applicable in the real operation. The goal is to enable
the operation process to be more accurate by risks diminution while keeping a safe
operational practice in place. The utilized mechanical parts and electrical components
are separately described, and then their mounting and installing process is explained
to prepare an experimental drilling rig.
10.1.1. Actuator
The actuator is an AC, 3-phase, asynchronous electric motor, manufactured by VOLT
Elektrik, type V2E-A-80-M-4-A, with 400V voltage, 50 Hz frequency, 2 A current, and
0.75 KW power. Its nominal torque is 5.1 N.m, and maximum rotational velocity is
1415 rpm [112]. The motor is able to get rotational speed and torque reference signals
from the driver. A reduction gearbox, manufactured by Hidesan, with power of 1 hp,
and 1400/32 rpm input to output rotational velocity ratio, is mounted on the electric
motor, as demonstrated in the figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1: Electric Motor and Gear-Box Utilized in the Experimental Setup
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10.1.2. Encoder
Absolute rotary encoders provide a distinctly coded numerical value for each shaft
position. Our used encoder is an absolute rotary encoder, manufactured by Pepperl +
Fuchs, type EN58IL [113]. The main technical specifications are as follow;
-

Linearity error: ≤ ± 0.1 °

-

Operating voltage: 10 ... 30 V DC

-

Output code: binary code

-

Overall resolution: up to 30 Bit

-

Resolution: Single turn; up to 16 Bit, Multiturn; up to 14 Bit

-

Transfer rate: 100 MBit/s

-

Connector; Ethernet: 2 sockets M12 x 1, 4-pin, D-coded

-

Supply: 1 plug M12 x 1, 4-pin, A-coded

Figure 10.2: Encoder Utilized in the Experimental Setup
The vertical velocity "v", is simply computed using by the encoder as below equation
(10.1), where "φ" is the rotational position of the gearbox output, and "θ" is the
rotational position of the motor. As displayed in the figure 10.3, to achieve the vertical
position and speed of the hook, the below calculations are implemented in the
Simulink, using the countered teeth by the encoder.
x=−

r∙φ
n

r∙θ

= − n∙RG , v =

dx
dt

Figure 10.3: Simulink Calculations to Rotational Position and Speed
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(10.1)

10.1.3. Load-Cell
To measure the hook weight and tension force along the deadline, a loadcell
manufactured by ESIT, type TB1000 is used [114]. Its capacity is 1000 kg, with 200 g
minimum division, and 1500 kg maximum overload capacity. As displayed in the
figure 10.5, to achieve the hook weight and the force along the dead-line, the below
calculations are implemented in the Simulink, using the measured supply and bridge
voltages by the loadcell.

Figure 10.4: Loadcell Utilized in the Experimental Setup

Figure 10.5: Simulink Calculations to Rotational Position and Speed
10.1.4. Embedded PC
The compact DIN rail PCs from the CX series unit with the various I/O modules to
form a space-saving industrial controller in the control cabinet. The used embedded
PC is type CX5130 manufactured by Beckhoff Company [115]. Its processor is Intel
Atom, 1.75 GHz, with 2 cores, the operating system is Microsoft Windows Embedded
Compact, the control software, TwinCAT 3 runtime. It has two RJ45, 10/100/1000
Mbit/s, DVI_I interface, four USB 2.0 interface, and one optional interface.

Figure 10.6: Embedded Computer Utilized in the Experimental Setup
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Based on our application and requirements, the below mentioned I/O terminals are
mounted on the embedded PC.
1. Four-channel Analog Input Terminal (Type: EL3064).
2. Four-channel Analog Output Terminal (Type: EL4004).
3. Eight-channel Digital Input Terminal (Type: EL1008).
4.

Eight-channel Digital Output Terminal (Type: EL2008).

5. One-channel Resistor Bridge Terminal (Type: EL3351).
6. EtherCAT extension (Type: EK1110). It is a real-time industrial Ethernet, which
is connected to the end of the EtherCAT terminal block. The terminal offers the
option of connecting an Ethernet cable, thereby extending the EtherCAT strand
electrically isolated by up to 100 meters. Actually it is solution for Ethernet based
industrial control systems with many distributed Input/Outputs.

Figure 10.7: Analogue / Diital Input and Output Terminals Mounted on the
Embedded Computer

Figure 10.8: EtherCAT Mounted on the Embedded Computer
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10.1.5. TwinCAT
The Windows Control and Automation Technology (TwinCAT) automation suite
forms the core of the control system. The TwinCAT software system converts almost
any PC-based system into a real-time control runtime systems. It is the automation
software environment, supplied by Beckhoff Company [116].

The Simulink Coder for the MATLAB / Simulink environment contains a code
generator, which can generate corresponding C and or C++ code from the model in
Simulink [117]. The TwinCAT Target for MATLAB / Simulink works on the basis of
this code generator. If the code generator is configured appropriately with TwinCAT
Target, a TwinCAT object model is created with the input and output behavior of the
Simulink model. Using this module, rapid control prototyping, real-time simulation,
and model-based monitoring can be implemented.

TC3 Target for Matlab®/ Simulink®
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10.1.6. Motor Driver
The ACS880 type single drive manufactured by ABB, is a standalone drive, which can
control a wide range of applications [118]. The main technical specifications are;
-

Intuitive control panel and PC tool

-

Direct torque control (DTC) for precise open and closed loop control

-

Communication with all major automation networks

-

Removable memory unit

Figure 10.9: Motor Driver Utilized in the Experimental Setup
10.1.7. Joy-Stick
The dual axis industrial joystick type JC80 manufactured by Avioni Company [119],
is used to our purpose with the following specifications;
-

Operational Voltage: DC5, 12, 24V

-

Electric Angle: 36.67°

-

Accuracy: ≤ %±2

-

Protection Class: IP65

Figure 10.10: Joy-Stick Utilized in the Experimental Setup
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10.1.8. Mounting and Installing
The mounting and installing all the mechanical and electrical parts, and the final
constructed physical miniature rig, are shown in the below figure 10.11.
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Figure 10.11: Mounting and Installing Steps to Construct the Experimental Setup
10.2. State-Flow Charts
In order to design logic for supervisory control, fault management, and control task
scheduling, state-flow environment is used [120]. In this environment, the decision
logic based on the state machines and flow charts is designed and implemented. Three
state-flows for the joy-stick, travel stations, and operation modes, are constructed.
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10.2.1. Joy-Stick Chart
The used joy-stick has logically a proportional analog output for the forward and
backward motions. The output is half of the supply voltage, in the middle state, it
increases proportionally to full supply voltage as it moves forward, and decreases
proportionally to zero, as it moves backward. There are also three digital ON / OFF
outputs. In the middle state, the middle output is ON while the other two outputs are
OFF. Similarly in the forward and backward states, the related digital outputs are ON,
while the other two outputs are OFF. Out of these states, the joy-stick will be in the
fault state. The dead-man button on the joy-stick, should be pushed to working
properly. This button is embedded to prevent the inadvertently impacts on the joystick. Also the control-words (CW), which the motor driver needs to initiate its
functions, are set in the joy-stick state-flow. Figure 10.12, represents the Joy-Stick
State-Flow chart constructed in the Simulink.

Figure 10.12: Joy-Stick State-Flow Chart
10.2.2. Travel Stations Chart
We have four travel stations on the rig, as it moves upward or downward; Top Travel
Limit (TTL), Top Travel Stop (TTS), Down Travel Stop (DTS), and Down Travel
Limit (DTL). As mentioned previously, in the upward tripping mode, the hook is
slowing down when it approaches the top travel stop (TTS). It moves again when you
reset the joystick and give it a new reference. After arriving the top travel limit (TTL),
it does not move again in the same direction, but only in the opposite direction. The
TTL does not pass even if it is forced by the joystick. But by pushing and holding the
over-ride button, we can pass the TTL station. The same logic is ruling to the
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downward tripping mode. It is worth mentioning that, in the deceleration procedure,
the point which the hook starts to decelerate, has been used in this state-flow. Figure
10.13, represents the travel stations state-flow chart constructed in the Simulink.

Figure 10.13: Travel Stations State-Flow Chart
10.2.3. Operation Modes Chart
As mentioned previously, the rig has five operating modes; Tripping Position Control,
Tripping Velocity Control, Drilling Velocity Control, Reaming Velocity Control, and
Backreaming Velocity Control. Each operating mode is defined as a state. In the
prototype setup, we have just three operating modes on our experimental setup,
Tripping Position Control (TPC), Tripping Velocity Control (TVC) and Drilling
Velocity Control (DVC). Figure 10.14, represents the operation modes state machine
constructed in the Simulink.

Figure 10.14: Operation Modes State-Flow Chart
10.2.4. Emergency Stops Chart
As mentioned, in the emergency stop condition, the designed controllers may initiate
stop sequences. To simulate the emergency stop conditions on the prototype setup,
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firstly a push button is employed as a case of hardware fault, and secondly the hook
load is decreased below a determined value, as a case of abnormal condition. By
pushing the push button as an emergency state, the tripping or drilling processes
operating on the prototype setup should be stopped. On the other hand, during the
operations, if the measured hook weight drops under a determined value
(MinHookLoad) as an emergency state, the operation should be stopped. These normal
and emergency states are constructed in a proper state-flow chart, as illustrated in the
below figure 10.15.

Figure 10.15: Emergency Stops State-Flow Chart
10.3. Control of Vertical Motion by Motor Rotational Speed Control
To control the vertical speed of the hook, the first way is control of the motor rotational
speed. In this way, the reference vertical speed signal produced by the stations stateflow chart as displayed in the figure 10.16, is applied to the Vertical Speed to Motor
Rotational Speed block presented in the figure 10.17.

Figure 10.16: Speed Control Model in Simulink
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Figure 10.17: Vertical Speed to Motor Rotational Speed Block
10.4. Control of Vertical Motion by Motor Torque Control
The second way to control the vertical speed of the hook, is control of the motor torque.
To design such a controller, we should firstly model the hoisting system in the
prototype setup.
10.4.1. Modeling of the Prototype Setup
In order to design the control systems and system analysis, firstly the dynamic
modeling of the prototype setup is extracted. As presented in the equation (3.35), also
in our paper [121], the drillstring vertical equation of motion was as the equation
(10.2). Based on the hook free body diagram of the prototype setup displayed in the
figure 10.18, BF = 1 and K f = 0, the dynamic vertical equation in the prototype setup
can be achieved as follow equation 2. In this diagram, "Ff " and "Fd " are the forces
along the fastline and deadline respectively. In the prototype setup, "WH " is calculated
based on the measured force on the deadline using the loadcell, as presented in the
equation (10.3). The hook vertical velocity "v" is simply computed using the encoder,
as equations (10.1). The parameters and their values used in the modeling of the
prototype setup, are listed in the table Appendix A.

Figure 10.18: FBD of the Hook in the Experimental Setup
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n2

Mv̇ = Ws − W − H0 − K f v+Dv , M = mH + r2 Id , Ws = mH . g. BF
n2

n

(mH + r2 Id ) ∙ v̇ = WH − W − r +τD +Dv
1

WH = mH ∙ g = Ff + Fd + W = Fd ∙ (1 + E) + W ≈ 2Fd + W

(10.2)
(10.3)
(10.4)

10.4.2. System Identification of the Prototype Setup
A plant can generally model in two approaches; first-principle modeling which
requires detail knowledge of all plant components dynamics, and data-driven modeling
which is based on the input-output data measurement [122]. Since the first principle
can practically get challenging and applying so many assumptions in the modeling, we
decided to derive the plant model using the data driven modeling. In order to validate
the acquired measured data, and also close up the behavior of the model and real plant,
we prefer to measure the output when the system is under load (100 kg as hook weight).
Also to capture the behavior of the plant at all its operating frequencies (0,05 Hz – 0,5
Hz), a sinusoidal signal is applied in two cases:
First Case: The sinusoidal signal is as the reference vertical speed of the controller,
which is demonstrated in the figure 10.19. The plant’s input signal, is set as the torque
reference produced by the controller, and the hook vertical speed is measured as the
plant’s output. These signals are shown in the figures 10.20, 10.21, and 10.22.

Figure 10.19: Sine Wave as the Vertical Speed Reference in the System
Identification of the Experimental Setup
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Figure 10.20: Reference Vertical Speed

Figure 10.21: Reference Torque as the Input in the First Case

Figure 10.22: Hook Vertical Speed as the Output in the First Case
Second Case: The sinusoidal signal is as the reference torque signal, which is
demonstrated in the figure 10.23. The plant’s input signal, is this torque signal, and the
hook vertical speed is measured as the plant’s output. These signals are shown in the
figures 10.24, and 10.25.

Figure 10.23: Sine Wave as the Torque Reference in the System
Identification of the Experimental Setup
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Torque (N.m)

Figure 10.24: Reference Torque as the Input in the Second Case

Figure 10.25: Hook Vertical Speed as the Output in the Second Case
Now, using the measured input-output data, we tried to construct mathematical model
of the system, by identification of the transfer functions and non-linear models. Table
10.1, demonstrates four transfer function models, and twelve nonlinear HammersteinWiener type models, which have been estimated, for both of cases separately.
Considering fit to estimation data and simplicity of the model, the transfer function
model "STF1-C1" for the first case, "STF1-C2" for the second case, nonlinear model
"SHW8-C1" for the first case, and "SHW1-C2" for the second case were chosen as the
best models, which can simulate our plant. The estimated linear models have transfer
functions as presented in the equations (10.5) and (10.6).
STF1_C1 =

(2.657×10−7 )s+(6.697×10−13 )
s2 +(1.582×10−3 )s+(1.918×10−7 )
(−2.935×10−6 )s+(1.834×10−8 )

STF1_C2 = s2 +(3.974×10−2 )s+(9.968×10−5 )

(10.5)
(10.6)

The non-linear Hammerstein-Wiener model, has a structure, which is presented in the
figure 10.26, In this structure, the first output w(t) = f(u(t)) is a nonlinear function
of the input data "u(t) ", the second output x(t) = (N/D)w(t) is a linear transfer
function, and the third output y(t) = h(x(t)) is a non-linear function that transforms
the linear block output x(t), to the system output [123]. The nonlinear model, can be
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employed by an "IDNLHV" model block, which simulate Hammerstein-Wiener model
for time-domain input and output data in Simulink. Figures 10.27, till 10.30,
demonstrate measured and simulated model output time signals of these four
estimators, "STF1-C1", "STF1-C2", "SHW1-C1", and "SHW8-C2".

Figure 10.26: Structure of the Nonlinear Hammerstein-Wiener Model
Table 10.1: The Results of Plant Model using by Transfer Function, and
Nonlinear Hammer-Wiener type Estimators in Two Cases
Model

Name

Name

Number of
Poles /
Inputs

Case 1

Case 2

Transfer Function
Transfer Function
Transfer Function
Transfer Function

STF1-C1
STF2-C1
STF3-C1
STF4-C1

STF1-C2
STF2-C2
STF3-C2
STF4-C2

2
3
4
4

Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W
Nonlinear H-W

SHW1-C1
SHW2-C1
SHW3-C1
SHW4-C1
SHW5-C1
SHW6-C1
SHW7-C1
SHW8-C1
SHW9-C1
SHW10-C1
SHW11-C1
SHW12-C1

SHW1-C2
SHW2-C2
SHW3-C2
SHW4-C2
SHW5-C2
SHW6-C2
SHW7-C2
SHW8-C2
SHW9-C2
SHW10-C2
SHW11-C2
SHW12-C2

6
8
10
15
20
30
10
30
40
30
40
40

Number of
Zeros /
Outputs

Fit to
Estimation
Data

Fit to
Estimation
Data

Case 1

Case 2

1
1
1
2

78.23%
78.28%
61.85%
78.59%

89.12%
89.84%
91.56%
86.59%

6
8
10
15
20
30
30
10
10
20
20
30

87.99%
90.31%
90.83%
87.00%
47.62%
75.75%
90.69%
92.43%
89.60%
81.78%
87.72%
91.81%

93.07%
92.78%
93.08%
93.08%
93.08%
93.10%
93.09%
93.08%
93.08%
93.10%
93.04%
93.10%

Figure 10.27: Measured and Simulated Model Output Time Signals of STF1-C1
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Figure 10.28: Measured and Simulated Model Output Time Signals of STF1-C2

Figure 10.29: Measured and Simulated Model Output Time Signals of SHW8-C1

Figure 10.30: Measured and Simulated Model Output Time Signals of SHW1-C2
10.4.3. Controlling in the Simulink
Using the designed controllers, presented in the chapter 5 and also in our paper [121],
the controlling process is performed for the tripping operation. The control parameters
for all of controllers, are optimized based on the mentioned approaches presented in
the section 5.2. In the prototype setup, the step response requirements for the vertical
motion are as, rise time less than 0.15 seconds, settling time less than 0.3 seconds, and
overshoot less than 1%. It is worth mentioning that, these values are typical values,
which can be achieved and improved based on the real implementations in the field.
Table 10.2, shows the current and optimized value of the variables for all six designed
controller for vertical motion. It is worth mentioning that, as presented in the vetical
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motion dynamics, Dv is the external disturbance effecting on the vertical motion.
During optimization process and also getting system responses in the Simulink, the
below shown time signal is applied on the plant as the external disturbance. It starts
from 0 N.m and reaches finally to 2 N.m, which is roughly 3 times of the motor control
input torque reference as demonstrated in figures 10.31. Figures 10.32, show the motor
torque control inputs in two cases without applying the external disturbance. In the
first case, the vertical speed reference is VSLmax = 30 ft/min which is applied at t =
0.8 sec, and in the second case VSLmax = −30 ft/min which is applied at t = 1.1sec.
To keep the hook weight in static condition, the needed torque applied by the motor is
calculated as below. The tourque values more than this value, cause to move the hook
in upward direction, and less than the value in downward direction.
Ff =

WH ∙𝑔
n

=

RG∙τM
r

, τM =

WH ∙g∙r
n∙RG

=

100∙9.81∙0.057
2∙1400/32

= 0.6391 N

Figure 10.31: Motor Control Input and Applied Disturbance on the Vertical Motion

Figure 10.32: Motor Torque Control Inputs with Positive and Negative Vertical
Speed Levels
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Table 10.2: Current Value, Bounds, and Optimized Value of the Variables for each
Controller in the Simulink
Controller

Variable
Name
Po
Io
Do
No
Pi
Ii
Di
Ni
P
D
N
ω0

Current
Value
-10
-300000
-8000
5
0.02
0.25
0.3
1
-10
-8000
1.5
19.3

Min Band

Max Band

Scale

-15
-310000
-8500
4
0.02
0.24
0.1
0.9
-15
-8500
1
15

-5
-290000
-7500
8
0.022
0.26
0.5
1.1
-5
-7500
10
25

1
20
2
0.2
0.0005
0.005
0.05
0.05
1
4
0.5
0.1

Optimized
Value
-10.08
-300010
-8992
4
0.022
0.24
0.3
1.1
-10.03
-8006
2.5
19.35

LSC

ωc

280

200

800

10

500

FEL1

P
I
D
N
P
D
N
λ
η

-10
-300000
-2200
1.5
-10
-8000
1.5
25
-10

-15
-310000
-2300
1
-15
-8500
1
15
-15

-5
-290000
-2100
5
-5
-7500
5
35
-5

1
20
4
0.1
1
4
0.2
0.1
1

-10
-300000
-2200
1.5
-10.03
-8001
2.5
28.36
-10.8

CPID

ADRC

FEL2

SMC

10.4.4. Controlling in the Prototype Setup
In order to study the behavior of the controllers during the tripping operation, using
the values of control variables achieved from the Simulink, we started to apply them
on the prototype setup one by one. Here, the behavior of each controller is described
separately.
10.4.4.1. Cascade PID Control
The prototype setup doesn’t work with the CPID controller variables achieved from
Simulink. Actually by applying that values, the driver falls into fault situation. But
applying a simple P controller in the outer loop, and also escaping the second PID in
the inner loop, causes to operate the system. The problem is Integral Windup problem.
The integral term of a PID controller is usually affected by variation in operating
conditions which causes an actuator to reaches it operation limits and broke off a
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feedback loop [126, 127]. It occurs when the control input remains saturated even if
the error begins to increase. In this case, the integral term continues accumulating and
increasing the controller output. The integral windup problem is recognized when the
error falls down and get back into the controller effective zone. To solve this problem,
we have to stop the integral controller from accumulating when the controller reaches
its limits. The PID controller with Anti-Windup schematic has been illustrated in the
figure 10.33. There are several anti-windup methods. For example, Back-Calculation
or Clamping methods, which simply limit the controller output (using its saturation
values), then as long as the controller is out of range, they internally discharges the
integral term using an internal feedback. The rate at which, the controller output is
reset, is governed by the feedback gain (K t ). A large feedback gain gives a short reset
time, but too large value, may cause an undesirable reset. A reasonable value can be
1⁄
Ti

for PI, and 1⁄

√Ti Td

for PID controllers, where "Ti " is the integrator time constant

and "Td " is the derivative time constant. By this way, we could set the values of the
controller varriables in the inner and outer loops, which led to operate the system
properly. This values have been shown in the table 10.3.

Figure 10.33: PID Controller with Anti-Windup Schematic
10.4.4.2. Active Disturbance Rejection Control
By applying the same anti-windup PID of the CPID controller, and also setting the
observer bandwidth to the optimized value, this controller operates appropriately. The
values of the controller variables, have been shown in the table 10.3.
10.4.4.3. Loop Shaping Control
Actually in the loop shaping controller, using the plant transfer function, we can derive
the controller transfer function, as mentioned in the below equation (10.7). The plant
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mathematical transfer function achieved in the section 5.1.3 and also presented in our
paper [121], is as below equation (10.8). But because of many assumptions and
approximations in the mathematical modeling of the plant, the designed controller in
the simulated plant, doesn’t work on the prototype setup. In another words, to model
well conditions accurately, complex and detailed mathematical models are needed.
s+ω1 m

CTF = (

s

) ∙

1
s
+1
ω1

.

1
n
s
( +1)
ω2

∙ STF −1 , ω1v =

ωcv
k1

,

ω2v = k 2 ∙ ωcv

1

STF = − Ms+K

(10.7)

(10.8)

f

So we decided to employ the system transfer functions, achieved from system
identification presented in the section 10.4.2. Employing the system transfer function,
"STF1-C2", we tried to design new controllers, and apply them on the real prototype.
Taking m = 2, n = 1, the derived controller transfer function will be as equation
(10.10), which have 4 zeros and 5 poles. By setting the values of open-loop
bandwidth ωcv = 0.1 rad/s, and k1 = 2 , k 2 = 2, the Bode diagrams of the open-loop
system (STF1_C2 ∙ CTF) will be as it is illustrated in the figure 10.34. It is derived from
the diagrams, the gain margin is roughly GM ≈ 80 dB, and the phase margin
roughly PM ≈ 35°. But the prototype system doesn’t behave properly.
CTF = (

CTF =

ω
s+ cv
k1

s

m

) ∙

1
s
ωcv +1
k1

.

1
n
s
(
+1)
k2 ∙ωcv

∙ (STF_C2)−1

k
2k
k
( 2 ω2cv )s2 +( 22 ω3cv )s+( 23 ω4cv ) 2
k1
k1
k1
s +(3.974×10−2 )s+(9.968×10−5 )

s4 +((

1
k
+k2 )ωcv )s3 +( 2 ω2cv )s2
k1
k1

∙

(−2.935×10−6 )s+(1.834×10−8 )

(10.9)

(10.10)

By changing k1 = 50 , k 2 = 40, which means shifting the cut off frequencies more to
the left and right sides, we can get a proper response from the prototype system. By
shifting of the left and right cut off frequency more to the left and right sides, the
disturbance rejection band and sensor noise area are restricted. The Bode diagrams of
the open-loop system are illustrated in the figure 10.35. The gain margin is
roughly GM ≈ 120 dB, and the phase margin roughly PM ≈ 45°, which shows a good
stability in the closed-loop system.
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Figure 10.34: Bode Diagrams of the Open-Loop System in Loop-Shaping Controller
with k1 = 2 and k 2 = 2

Figure 10.35: Bode Diagrams of the Open-Loop System in Loop-Shaping Controller
with k1 = 50 and k 2 = 40
10.4.4.4. Feedback Error Learning Control
By applying the same anti-windup PID in the outer loop of the CPID controller, in the
designed first and second feedback error learning controller (FEL1, FEL2), these
controllers operate appropriately. The values of the controller variables, have been
shown in the table 10.3.
10.4.4.5. Sliding Mode Control
This controller is the only one that operates appropriately with the values of the
controller variables achieved from the simulink. The values of the controller variables,
have been shown in the table 10.3.
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Table 10.3: Values of the Controller Variables for each Controller in the
Prototype Setup
Controller
CPID

ADRC

Variable
Name
Po
Io
Do
No
Pi
Ii
Di
Ni

Value

Controller

Variable
Name
ωc

Value

-3730
-30
-3
1
1
0.5
0.01
1

LSC
FEL1

P
I
D
N

-3730
-3
-3
1

FEL2

P
D
N

-3730
-3
1

P
D
N
ω0

-3730
-3
1
40

SMC

λ
η

28.36
-10.08

0.1

10.4.5. Effect of Input Shaping
As mentioned before, the control system allows the maximum acceleration, maximum
speed and maximum deceleration of the hook during the hoisting and lowering while
maintaining safe and reliable operation. To provide such an operation, the acceleration
and deceleration rates are achieved by multiplying "VSL" and a second order transfer
function as below, which starts from zero velocity and reaches to "VSL" as presented
in the equations (10.11) and (10.12). Here "ωn " determines how fast it reaches from
zero to the maximum level and or from the maximum level to zero. Just in deceleration
procedure, the problem is finding a proper point and or distance "Di ", which the
vertical speed starts to decrease.
ω2

AR = VSL ∙ S2 +2ω nS+ω2
n

n

ω2

DR = VSL ∙ S2 +2ω nS+ω2
n

Di = 1.9411 ∙

VSL
ωn

(10.11)

n

(10.12)

As it is seen, "ωn " affects acceleration rate, deceleration rate, and the distance to stop.
In this section, the effect of "ωn ", on the system response, especially on the vertical
speed, and the tension force along the deadline is evaluated. The expectations can be
no overshoot, and no steady-state error in the vertical speed, and also the tension force
not less than a determined value. Based on these expectations, it is tried to find a
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proper ωn . Actually, in the hook high speeds, it may occur slackening problem of the
cable, when the hook stops suddenly while hoisting operation. This problem can also
be occurred during the emergency stops while hoisting operation. So the changes of
the tension force based on the changes of "ωn ", must be studied and evaluated
accurately.
10.4.6. Hook Motion Control during Tripping Operation
In order to evaluate the behavior of the controllers during the tripping operation
(hoisting and lowering), using the values of control variables, we started to apply them
on the prototype setup one by one. The hook weight is considered 50 kg, and as the
external disturbance effecting on the vertical motion, a second weight of 50 Kg is
loaded on the system when it is hoisting, and unloaded when it is lowering. This means
one hundred percent of increase or decrease in the hook weight. By this way we can
study the stability of the proposed controllers. The constructed structure to this aim is
shown in the below figure 10.36.

Figure 10.36: Structure of the Hook Weight in two Substructures to Study the
Tripping Operation
10.4.7. Hook Motion Control during Drilling Operation
In this phase of the practical works, and in order to study the drilling operation, a
simple driller was added to the setup. An ordinary driller mounted on a structure, which
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allows it to move just in vertical direction, was used to this aim. Figure 10.37, shows
this structure. The value of the rotational speed of the driller is unknown, it works just
with a constant speed. Actually, our aim is to study the vertical motion during drilling
operation. It is worth mentioning that, the material, which has been used to be drilled,
is Autoclaved Aerated Concrete block (AAC). Assuming a homogeneous or uniform
material, its stiffness can be roughly considered constant. The parameter, which affects
now the vertical motion dynamics, is weight on bit force. The hook weight and the
tension force along the deadline, had been calculated using the data coming from the
loadcell. Now, using these two parameters, the weight on bit force should be
continuously computed during the drilling operation. This force, is achieved through
the below equation (10.13). In this equation, "WH_Dr" is the hook weight, and "xDr " is
hook position, when the drilling operation is started. These parameters can be simply
achieved by triggering a register to save the hook weight and hook position at last time,
when the drilling is started.
W = (WH_Dr + mc1 ∙ n ∙ (x − xDr )) − n ∙ Fd

(10.13)

Figure 10.37: The Driller mounted on the Structure to Study the Drilling Operation
10.5. Autonomous Drilling
The four individual modes of control for autonomous drilling are; WOB mode, ROP
mode, Delta-P mode, and Torque mode [121], but based on our prototype setup
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specifications, it is possible to study the behavior of the setup just in the ROP and
WOB modes. As presented in chapter 8, in ROP mode, the control system controls the
drum rotational speed to maintain a preset rate of penetration. (PROP). This control
doesn’t care to the amount of weight on bit to maintain a preset rate of penetration. It
can be designed such a way, first the rotational speed increases till its maximum value,
to keep the weight on bit unchanged, but after it reaches to its maximum value, the
weight on bit will be compulsory increased. As it is not possible structurally to change
the rotational speed of the driller in our prototype setup, so the rate of penetration is
just changed, such a way, a determined maximum value for the weight on bit is not
exceeded. In WOB mode, the control system controls the drum rotational speed to
maintain a preset weight on bit (Wd ). The first idea to calculate the proper vertical
speed reference in both of the ROP and WOB modes, is by the production of the preset
value (PROP), and the difference rate of measured and maximum weight on bit
(Wmax ), or predetermined weight on bit (Wd ). The equation for ROP mode, and WOB
mode can be derived based on these issues, as presented in below equations (10.14)
and (10.15) respectively.

vref

PROP
W−Wmax
)
= {PROP (1 − W

W < Wmax
Wmax ≤ W ≤ 2Wmax
W > 2Wmax

max

0
vref = {

PROP (1 −

W−Wd
Wd

) W ≤ 2Wd

0

W > 2Wd

(10.14)

(10.15)

The second idea to calculate the proper vertical speed reference in both of the ROP
and WOB modes, is by controlling through a simple P controller. Finding a proper
value of "K P ", is implemented by practical tests on the prototype setup. The equation
for ROP mode, and WOB mode are presented in the equations (10.16) and (10.17)
respectively.
vref = {

PROP
K P ∙ (Wmax − W)

vref = {

W < Wmax
W ≥ Wmax

PROP
W<0
K P ∙ (Wd − W) W ≥ 0
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(10.16)
(10.17)

10.6. Tests & Results
In this section, the practical results of the controlling architectures, described in the
previous section are presented. The constant parameters of the model and their vlaues,
used in the prototype setup is illustrated in the table at the appendix A.
10.6.1. Control of Vertical Motion by Motor Rotational Speed Control
Based on the described Simulink block in the section 10.3, and setting the VSLmax
to 0.15 m/s, figure 10.38 illustrates the time signals of the reference vertical speed
(m/s) in red, the hook measured vertical speed (m/s) in blue, the hook vertical position
(m) in yellow, and the deadline force (N) in green color, respectively in the first axis
from left side till fourth axis in the TwinCAT scope. Figure 10.39 illustrates these
signals separately in detail. As it seen, the vertical motion of the hook is simply
controlled by the control of the motor rotational speed. It is worth mentioning that, the
hook can not move faster than 0.12 m/s, because of our used motor operation limits.

Figure 10.38: Reference Speed, Hook Measured Speed, Hook Position,
Deadline Force Time Signals in the TwinCAT Scope

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.39: a) Reference and Hook Measured Speeds, b) Hook Position, and c)
Deadline Force of Motor Rotational Speed Control
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10.6.2. Control of Vertical Motion by Motor Torque Control
As described priviously, the control system allows the maximum acceleration,
maximum speed and maximum deceleration of the hook during the hoisting and
lowering while maintaining safe and reliable operation. For instance, in the upward
travelling, the hook is accelerating to the vertical speed level from zero to maximum
safe speed, then it is slowing down when approaches the top travel stop (TTS). It
moves again when the joystick is reset and then a new reference is given. After arriving
the top travel limit (TTL), it does not pass even if it is forced by the joystick. Firstly,
the system response and behavior of the controllers, are analyzed in the Simulink
model, then in the prototype setup.
10.6.2.1. System Response in the SIMULINK
10.6.2.1.1. Step Responses
Firstly the system response are separately prepared for each controller, and then the
mathematical control measures are derived to evaluate the behavior of the controllers.
The external disturbance effecting on the vertical motion, is as the presented time
signal in the figure 10.40. Figures 10.41, show the responses and the given reference
signal using by each controller, when the vertical speed maximum level is VSLmax =
1ft/min. Table 10.4 shows the performance measures of each controller separately. As

it can be derived from this table, the minimum ISE belongs to LSC controller, while
the SMC has the maximum value. This means LSC controller has less large errors and
SMC has more large errors than the other controllers. Similarly the minimum
cumulative error IAE belongs to LSC controller, while the SMC has the maximum
cumulative error. It can be concluded that, the LSC controller gives the nearest
response to the applied reference and the SMC gives the furthest response. From the
ITAE values, it can be resulted that the minimum steady-state error is for LSC
controller, and the maximum one for SMC. Or it can be said, the system response by
LSC, settle much more quickly than the other controllers. The same result can be
concluded from the RMSE values. It can be seen, all controller roughly consume the
same control energy. By selecting the LSC controller, as the best choice, based on the
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captured information from the Simulink, two follow scenarios are defined to evaluate
the behavior of the whole controller system.

Figure 10.40: External Disturbance Applied on the Vertical Motion of the Setup
Response in the Simulink

Figure 10.41: Step Responses of each Controller of the Setup in the Simulink
Table 10.4: Performance Measures and Control Energy
Consumptions of each Controller in the Simulink
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

0.2721

64.4563

36.0714

0.3223

0.0023

ADRC

30.5343

432.6453

83.4378

2.1632

0.0023

LSC

0.0483

1.7289

0.4117

0.0086

0.0023

FEL1

0.1840

11.3602

2.8473

0.0568

0.0023

FEL2

30.5359

433.2606

84.5350

2.1663

0.0023

SMC

319.8107

1826.5

797.82

9.1326

0.0023

Controller
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10.6.2.1.2. Scenarios
The system responses and the whole controller behavior are evaluated in two below
scenarios, when the vertical speed maximum level is VSLmax = 10ft/min. The
external disturbance effecting on the vertical motion, during the scenarios is as figure
10.39.
10.6.2.1.2.1. Upward Travelling
Initial position of the hook is set to -8 ft, wait for 0.5 seconds, force the joystick
position in upward direction to %50 till 1 seconds, and force it to %100 till the hook
is reached to TTS, unforce it to 0.5 seconds, and then force it again in upward direction
to %100 till it is reached to TTL, unforce it to 0.5 seconds and then force it in upward
direction to 1 second, reset it for 0.5 seconds, and finally force it in downward direction
till 1 second. As it can be seen from the figure 10.42.b, the procedure of the scenario
is consequently and completely implemented by the whole controller during upward
operation.

a)

b)

Figure 10.42: a) Hook Vertical Position and b) Hook Vertical Speed during Upward
Travelling Scenario of the Setup in the Simulink
10.6.2.1.2.2. Downward Travelling
Initial position of the hook is set to -3 ft, wait for 0.5 seconds, force the joystick
position in downward direction to %50 till 1 seconds, and force it to %100 till the hook
is reached to DTS, unforce it to 0.5 seconds, and then force it again in downward
direction to %100 till it is reached to DTL, unforce it to 0.5 seconds and then force it
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in downward direction, reset it for 0.5 seconds, and finally force it in upward direction
till 1 second. As it can be seen from the 10.43.b, the procedure of the scenario is
consequently and completely implemented by the whole controller during downward
operation. All the resulting issues during the scenarios, show an excellent performance
of the whole designed controller.

a)

b)

Figure 10.43: a) Hook Vertical Position and b) Hook Vertical Speed during during
Downward Travelling Scenario of the Setup in the Simulink
10.6.2.2. System Response in the Prototype Setup
10.6.2.2.1. Step Response in the Prototype Setup
Firstly, the step response of the physical setup are separately implemented for each
controller, and then the mathematical control measures are derived to evaluate the
behavior of the controllers. As the external disturbance effecting on the vertical
motion, a weight of 15 Kg is loaded on the operating system when it is hoisting, and
unloaded when it is lowering. Figure 10.44 illustrates the time signals of the reference
vertical speed (m/s) in red, the hook measured vertical speed (m/s) in blue, the hook
vertical position (m) in yellow, the hook weight (Kg) in orange color, and the torque
reference input in green color respectively in the first axis from left side till fifth axis
in the TwinCAT scope, using the CPID controller. Figure 10.45 illustrates these
signals separately in detail for each controller. As it can be derived from the table 10.5,
the minimum ISE belongs to ADRC controller, while the LSC has the maximum value.
This means ADRC controller has less large errors and LSC has more large errors than
the other controllers. Similarly the minimum cumulative error IAE belongs to ADRC
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controller, while the LSC has the maximum cumulative error. It can be concluded that,
the ADRC controller gives the nearest response to the applied reference and the LSC
gives the furthest response. From the ITAE values, it can be resulted that the minimum
steady-state error is for ADRC controller, and the maximum one for CPID. Or it can
be said, the system response by ADRC, settle much more quickly than the other
controllers. The same result can be concluded from the RMSE values. The CPID
controller consumes the minimum, and FEL2 the maximum control energy.

Figure 10.44: Reference and Measured Speed, Position, Deadline Force, and Torque
Reference Time signals by CPID Controller in TwinCAT

Figure 10.45: Step Responses of each Controller in the Prototype Setup
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Table 10.5: Performance Measures and Control Energy
Consumptions of each Controller in the Prototype Setup
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

0.1852

54.2858

0.4280

0.3134

1.0020

ADRC

0.1852

51.3225

0.1014

0.2963

1.8008

LSC

0.3763

86.0047

0.1365

0.4965

1.4471

FEL1

0.1950

56.4785

0.1073

0.3261

1.4455

FEL2

0.2098

55.4825

0.1559

0.3203

1.9514

SMC

0.1852

54.4918

0.1265

0.3146

1.8168

Controller

10.6.2.2.2. Scenarios in the Prototype Setup
By selecting the controller ADRC, as the best choice, based on the performance
measures, the below scenarios are defined to evaluate the behavior of the whole
controller system. In these two scenarios, the vertical speed maximum level is
VSLmax = 8 ft/min. Similarly, a weight of 15 Kg is loaded on the operating system
when it is hoisting, and unloaded when it is lowering.
10.6.2.2.2.1. Upward Travelling
Initial position of the hook is set to -0.5 m, wait for 2.3 seconds, force the joystick
position in upward direction to %50 till 4.2 seconds, and force it to %100 till the hook
is reached to TTS, unforce it to 5 seconds, and then force it again in upward direction
to %100 till it is reached to TTL, unforce it to 5 seconds and then force it in upward
direction to 5 second, reset it for 5 seconds, and finally force it in downward direction
till 5 second. Figure 10.46, illustrates the time signals of the hook measured vertical
speed (m/s) in blue, the hook measured position (m) in yellow, and the hook weight
(Kg) in orange color respectively in the first axis from left side till third axis in the
TwinCAT scope, using the ADRC controller. Figure 10.47, illustrates these signals
separately in detail. As it can be seen from the hook position plot, the procedure of the
scenario is consequently and completely implemented by the whole controller during
upward operation.
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Figure 10.46: Hook Measured Position, Speed, and Weight Time signals in
TwinCAT, during Upward Travelling Scenario in the Setup

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.47: a) Hook Vertical Position b) Hook Vertical Speed, and c) Hook Weight
during Upward Travelling in the Setup
10.6.2.2.2.2. Downward Travelling
Initial position of the hook is TTL, wait for 3.7 seconds, force the joystick position in
downward direction to %50 till 3.3 seconds, and force it to %100 till the hook is
reached to DTS, unforce it to 5 seconds, and then force it again in downward direction
to %100 till it is reached to DTL, unforce it to 5 seconds and then force it in downward
direction to 5 second, reset it for 5 seconds, and finally force it in upward direction till
8 second. As it can be seen from the hook position plot, the procedure of the scenario
is consequently and completely implemented by the whole controller during
downward operation. All the resulting issues during the scenarios, show an excellent
performance of the whole designed controller. Figure 10.48, illustrates the time signals
of the hook measured vertical speed (m/s) in blue, the hook measured position (m) in
yellow, and the hook weight (Kg) in orange color respectively in the first axis from
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left side till third axis in the TwinCAT scope, using the ADRC controller. Figure 10.49,
illustrates these signals separately in detail.

Figure 10.48: Hook Measured Position, Speed, and Weight Time signals in
TwinCAT, during Downward Travelling in the Setup

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.49: a) Vertical Position b) Vertical Speed, and c) Weight of the Hook
during Downward Travelling in the Setup
10.6.3. Effect of Input Shaping
It is started with ωn = 1, which means roughly 4 seconds settling time for the speed
reference, and then it is increased to ωn = 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, which means 2, 0.8, 0.4,
0.2, 0.13, and 0.08 seconds settling times. Figures 10.50, demonstrate the speed
reference before input shaping (BIS) in orange, the speed reference after input shaping
(AIS) in red, the hook measured speed in blue, and the deadline force in light blue
respectively in the first axis from left side till fourth axis in TwinCAT, and
subsequently these signal in detail. It is worth mentioning that, settling time of the
utilized motor is roughly 0.15 seconds. So increasing the "ωn " greater than 20, has no
more effect on the system. As it can be seen from the illustrated figures, as much as
"ωn " increases, the reference vertical speed, and consequently the hook measured
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speed settle more quickly. For the values of "ωn " greater than 10, the hook speed starts
to overshooting, when it is stopping while hoisting and or lowering. The settling time
of our utilized actuator is 0.15 sec., so for the values of "ωn " greater than 26, it has no
more effect on the response.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 10.50: Speed Reference before and after Input Shaping (BIS, AIS), Hook
Measured Speed, and Deadline Force with a) ωn = 1, b) ωn = 2, c) ωn = 5,
d) ωn = 10, e) ωn = 20, f) ωn = 30, g) ωn = 50 in the Setup
10.6.4. Hook Motion Controlling during Tripping Operation
In order to implement a tripping operation, a reference vertical speed is applied to the
controllers after shaping with a second order transfer function, with ξ = 1 , and ωn =
2 . Figure 10.51, demonstrates the reference speed before and after shaping. During
the hoisting, the maximum vertical speed is 0.02 m/s, and during the lowering it is 0.04
m/s. Now, the shaped reference speed, is applied to the controllers one by one, and the
hook vertical speed is measured. Figure 10.52, illustrates the time signals of the shaped
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reference vertical speed, the hook measured vertical speed, and the hook weight, for
each controller separately. As they are seen from these figures, in all controllers the
hook speed tracks successfully track the reference speed, and also remains roughly
unchanged after loading and unloading the external disturbance (second weight),
despite a 100% change in the weight. This point shows a good stability for the designed
controllers. Using these time signals, the mathematical control measures are derived
to compare the behavior of the controllers, numerically. As mentioned, to apply an
external disturbance, the second weight is loaded on the system when it is hoisting,
and unloaded when it is lowering. As it can be derived from the table 10.6, the
minimum ISE belongs to SMC controller, while the LSC has the maximum value. This
means SMC controller has less large errors and LSC has more large errors than the
other controllers. Similarly the minimum cumulative error IAE belongs to SMC
controller, while the LSC has the maximum cumulative error. It can be concluded that,
the SMC controller gives the nearest response to the applied reference and the LSC
gives the furthest response. From the ITAE values, it can be resulted that the minimum
steady-state error is for FEL1 controller, and the maximum one for SMC. Or it can be
said, the system response by FEL1, settle much more quickly than the other controllers.
The same result can be concluded from the RMSE values. As it is seen from the last
column of the table, the CPID, ADRC, FEL1, and FEL2 controllers consume the
minimum, and SMC the maximum control energy.

Figure 10.51 Reference Vertical Speed Before and After Shaping
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Figure 10.52: Shaped Reference Vertical Speed, Hook Measured Vertical Speed, and
the Hook Weight for each Controller in the Setup
Table 10.6: Performance Measures and Energy Consumptions for
Vertical Motion during Tripping Operation in the Prototype Setup
ISE

IAE

ITAE

RMSE

RMSD

CPID

0.6874

101.1907

0.4933

0.5333

1.0000

ADRC

0.7116

105.5534

0.4889

0.5563

1.0000

LSC

1.3936

168.2737

0.4207

0.8869

1.0011

FEL1

0.7221

110.5038

0.3308

0.5824

1.0000

FEL2

0.6974

102.7272

0.5232

0.5414

1.0000

SMC

0.5273

75.9799

1.1597

0.4004

1.0025

Controller

10.6.5. Hook Motion Controlling during Drilling Operation
In the beginning, the drilling operation is implemented on the uniform material, with
different rate of penetrations. By this way, the weight on bit force, and also the rate of
change in weight on bit, can be derived and evaluated. Figures 10.53 till 10.56,
illustrate hook vertical speed, weight on bit (W), and rate of change in weight on bit
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(Ẇ) with rate of penetrations, 0.0025, 0.0033, 0.005, and 0.0066 m/s respectively. It is
worth mentioning that during the drilling operation, the penetration rate as the
reference speed, is not shaped. It is directly applied to the vertical motion controller.
As it is seen, the maximum rate of change in weight on bit, occurs the moment, when
the bit contacts the surface of the material. During the drilling process, the hook
vertical speed remains roughly constant near to the set reference value, and also the
weight on bit force is roughly constant, which shows uniformity of the material. The
weight on bit value increases as much as the rate of penetration increases, and as
expected, the drilling process lasts shorter by increasing of the rate of penetration. On
the other hand, by this results we can validate the equation (3.33), presented in the
chapter 3, Assuming a constant values for bit radius, material stiffness, and bit
rotational speed in the prototype setup, this equation can be rewritten as the equation
(10.18).
W=k∙v

(10.18)

Using the value of rate of penetration and weight on bit at each of these four drilling
tests, the value of k, can be derived as, 6600, 7250, 7000, and 7250. We can consider
the value of k, as an average of these values; 7025. So we can claim, in our prototype
setup, the weight on bit force, in Newton, is roughly 7025 times the rate of penetration,
in meter per second.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.53: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Weight on Bit, and c) Rate of Change in
Weight on Bit with ROP=0.0025 m/s in the Setup
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.54: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Weight on Bit, and c) Rate of Change in
Weight on Bit with ROP=0.0033 m/s in the Setup

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.55: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Weight on Bit, and c) Rate of Change in
Weight on Bit with ROP=0.005 m/s in the Setup

a)

b)

c)

Figure 10.56: a) Hook Vertical Speed, b) Weight on Bit, and c) Rate of Change in
Weight on Bit with ROP=0.0066 m/s in the Setup
10.6.6. Autonomous Drilling (ROP and WOB Modes)
The behavior of the two approaches in ROP and WOB modes of the autonomous
drilling are studied. By applying the first approach presented in the equations (10.14)
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and (10.15), the measured vertical speed and the weight on bit are derived. Figures
10.57, domnonstrate the measured vertical speed and weight on bit in ROP and WOB
modes respectively. For these cases, PROP = 0.005 m/s, Wmax = 30 N, an Wd =
30 N d are considered. As it can be seen from the figures, in the ROP mode, the rate
of penetration is changed based on the maximum weight on bit, and in the WOB mode,
it is changed to hold the weight on bit on the preset value. But as clearly seen, the
results are not so satisfied. Then, by applying the second approach presented in the
equations (10.16) and (10.17), and setting, PROP = 0.005 m/s, Wmax = 30 N, Wd =
30 N, and K P = 0.02, the first test is implemented. Figures 10.58, domonstrate the
measured vertical position and speed, and weight on bit in ROP and WOB modes
respectively. As it seen from the figures, in both modes the drilling process has been
stopped due to low value of produced speed reference by the P controller. In ROP
mode, the drilling process has been started at t = 7𝑠, and stopped at t = 28𝑠. In WOB
mode, the drilling process has been started at t = 4𝑠, and stopped at t = 29𝑠. So by
increasing K P = 0.04, the tests are repeated. Figures 10.59, domonstrate the measured
vertical position and speed, and weight on bit in ROP and WOB modes respectively.
The second test is implemented by setting, PROP = 0.005 m/s, Wmax = 20 N, Wd =
20 N, and K P = 0.04. Figures 10.60, domonstrate the measured vertical position and
speed, and weight on bit in ROP and WOB modes respectively. Another test is
implemented by setting, PROP = 0.005 m/s, Wmax = 10 N, Wd = 10 N, and K P =
0.04. Figures 10.61, domonstrate the measured vertical position and speed, and weight
on bit in ROP and WOB modes respectively. As it seen, the hook vertical speed doesn’t
remain constant, but is changing based on the WOB limitations (Wmax , and Wd ) as
expected. Finally, by decreasing the rate of penetration to PROP = 0.0025 m/s, and
keeping Wmax = 20 N, and Wd = 20 N, a smooth vertical moving of hook is observed
during the drilling operation. Figure 10.62, demonstrates the measured vertical
position and speed, and weight on bit in ROP and WOB modes respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10.57: Hook Vertical Speed, and WOB in First Approach with
PROP=0.005 m/s, Wd =30 N in (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes

(a)

(b)
Figure 10.58: Hook Vertical Position and Speed, WOB in Second Approach with
PROP=0.005 m/s, Wmax = 30 N, Wd =30 N, in (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10.59: Hook Vertical Position and Speed, and WOB in Second Approach with
PROP=0.005 m/s, Wmax = 30 N, Wd =30 N, in (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes

(a)

(b)
Figure 10.60: Hook Vertical Position and Speed, and WOB in Second Approach with
PROP=0.005 m/s, Wmax = 20 N, Wd =20 N, in (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10.61: Hook Vertical Position and Speed, and WOB in Second Approach with
PROP=0.005 m/s, Wmax = 10 N, Wd =10 N, in (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes

(a)

(b)
Figure 10.62: Hook Vertical Position and Speed, and WOB in Second Approach with
PROP=0.0025 m/s, Wmax = 20 N, Wd =20 N, (a) ROP and (b) WOB Modes
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It is highly worth mentioning that, in our prototype setup, the rock cuttings produced
by the bit cutting action, aren’t cleared away by any mud circulation system. Then the
rock cuttings remain around the bit, and affect strongly the weight on bit force.
Actually in both ROP and WOB modes in our setup, the weight on bit force isn’t
decreased immediately after vertical speed reduction. But, by circulating the mud
water, our expectation is fast reduction in weight on bit force after vertical speed
reduction. The most reliable and effective solution to calculate the proper vertical
speed reference in both of ROP and WOB modes, can be optimal control with
constrained state (vertical speed). This subject as a basically theoretical solution can
be studied and developed in the Simulink, then implemented practically on the
physical setup, in the future works.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented design process of five types of robust and or adaptive
control systems for a drilling rig during operating modes in detail. To realize this, after
modelling of the main equipment of the drilling rig, and extracting the dynamics of the
vertical and rotational motions, the optimum values of the rate of penetration and
weight on bit, and the speed profile, the robust and or adaptive controllers were
designed. The designed controllers are, Cascade PID, Active Disturbance Rejection,
Loop Shaping, Feedback Error Learning and Sliding Mode controllers. The
performance of the designed controllers during tripping and drilling processes were
studied, and their performance measures and also energy consumptions were
evaluated. In addition, to control the weight on bit during drilling process, some proper
architectures were presented. The effects of the uncertain forces including the
structured or parametric model uncertainties and the applied external disturbances on
the system, were successfully eliminated using the ability of the designed adaptive and
or robust controllers. Generally, the cascade PID controller had the best performance
in both of the tripping and drilling operations. From the point of view of energy
consumption the Loop Shaping controller was the best one in the tripping operation,
and the first Feedback Error Learning controller in the drilling operation. Three and
two presented control approaches to limit the weight on bit, and to maintain a preset
constant weight on bit in autonomous drilling, behave as well as expected. Overall, the
simulation results showed the good performance of all proposed control architectures.
The subject of autonomous drilling is reviewed by managing the rate of penetration,
in four modes, as ROP mode, WOB mode, Delta P mode, and Torque mode.
The torsional modelling of the drill string by dividing its length to some equal sections,
was presented, then it was proven that dividing the drill string length to more sections
has not more effect on the simulated bit rotational speed. After that, proper observers
to predict the bit rotational speed, rock stiffness and torque on bit, in real-time were
designed and presented. As dividing the drill string length to more sections leads to
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design high order observer, the performance of the designed observers with different
orders, were compared and analyzed. It was shown that, the ISE value decreases as
much as the observer order increases. In another word, dividing to more sections, leads
more accurate in the prediction. Overall, the results showed the good performance of
all proposed estimators. On the other hand, it is shown that dividing the drill string
length to more sections, has not more effect on the estimated rock stiffness, and torque
on bit. By estimating the unknown parameters in the bottom hole assembly, we will be
able to optimize the controllable variables for obtaining the optimum drilling rate, with
no needs to the expensive measurement systems at the bottom hole assembly.
Employing the drill string torsional model, the modeling procedure of the stick-slip
vibrations was fulfilled, and then two solutions were proposed to mitigate these kind
of vibrations; the manipulation of the weight on bit, and the increasing of the damping
in the bottom hole assembly. By applying these two strategies, the stick phase, stickslip transient, and the slip phase of the bit were derived and analyzed in some case
studies.
Finally, the performance evaluation of the designed controllers during the tripping and
drilling operations on an experimental setup, and their practical comparison were
studied. To this purpose first an experimental drilling setup was designed and
constructed. The behavior of the controllers and their stabilities were studied during
the tripping operation, by loading and unloading a second weight as a disturbance to
the hook weight. In all controllers the hook speed successfully tracked the reference
speed, and also remained roughly unchanged after loading and unloading the external
disturbance weight. This point showed a good stability for the designed controllers.
The performance measures and energy consumptions of all controllers on the
experimental setup during tripping and drilling processes were extracted and
evaluated. The critical outcome is that, all the designed and well-operated controllers
on the simulated plant model, except of the sliding mode controller, don’t operate with
no trouble on the setup as a physical plant. As mentioned, this is because of many
assumptions and approximations in the modeling procedure, and also the actuators
operation limits. It is concluded that to model well conditions accurately, complex and
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detailed mathematical models are needed. The effect of input shaping on the system
behavior is analyzed consequently. It was resulted, as much as ωn increases the hook
measured speed reaches faster to its maximum value, and for greater values than a
determined value, the hook speed starts to overshooting, when it is stopping while
hoisting and or lowering. Finally, the behavior of two architectures in ROP and WOB
modes of the autonomous drilling were studied and analyzed.
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Appendix A
The Parameters and Values applied in the Prototype Model and the Simulink Model
Description

Symbol (unit)

Simulink
Model

Prototype
Model

Gravitational Force
Gear Box Ratio
Number of times which the Cable wrapped around the Sheave
Efficiency Factor
Inner Radius of the Cylinder
Outer Radius of the Cylinder
Mass of each Disc
Radius of each Disc
Initial Mass of the Cable
Initial Mass of the Cylinder
Radius of the Cable
Mass per Meter of the Cable
Mass of the Weight
Number of rows and rounds in each row of Cable on the cylinder
Hook Load Density
Mass of one Pipe
Density of Drill Pipes & BHA
Inner Radius of Drill Pipe
Outer Radius of Drill Pipe
Inner Radius of BHA
Outer Radius of BHA
Length of Drill Pipe
Length of BHA
Shear Modulus of Drill Pipe
Moment of Inertia of Topdrive
Torsional Stiffness of Drill-String
Torsional Damping Viscous Coefficient of Topdrive
Damping Viscous Coefficient of Bit
Damping Viscous Coefficient of States on the Drill-String
Viscous Friction Torque of Topdrive
Small enough neighbourhood of ωb
Positive Constant
Static Friction Coefficient of Bit
Viscous Friction Coefficient of Bit
Bit Radius
Torsional Stiffness Coefficient associated with the Shock Sub
Torsional Damping Coefficient associated with the Shock Sub
Mud Density
Mud Viscous Friction
Pump Power
Pump Pressure
Bit Nozzles Correction Coefficient
Bit Nozzles Diameter
Bit Nozzles Number
Number of Blades
Wearflat of width of Blade
Ratio of the Vertical to the Horizontal Force between Rock & Cutter
Rate-Independent Friction Coefficient (Steel to Rock)
Spatial Orientation and Distribution of the Chamfers/Wearflats for a
flat-bottom Bit
True Vertical Depth
True Vertical Depth Normalization Value
Actual Equivalent Pore Pressure Gradient
Actual Equivalent Pore Pressure Normalization Value
Actual Equivalent Circulating Density
Surface Measured Weight on Bit
Drill-Bit Outside Diameter

g(m/s2 )
RG
n
E
R1 (m)
R 2 (m)
mdisk (kg)
rdisk (m)
mca0 (kg)
mcyl0 (kg)
rc (m)
mca1 (kg)
mT (kg)
i&j

9.81
10
6
0.874
0.381
0.32
200
1.2
1000
500
0.01
1
50000
20 & 10
7500
1000
7850
0.11
0.12
0.1
0.2
10
1
78 × 109
130
0.473
0.18
0.03
0.01
0.5
0.01
0.9
0.2
0.1

9.81
1400/3
2
≈1
0.055
0.05
0.5
0.085
1
2
0.0012
0.1
100
20 & 1
-
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HD(kg/m3 )

MP (kg)
ρ(kg/m3)
rpi (m)
rpo (m)
rbi (m)
rbo (m)
LP (m)
Lb (m)
G(Pa)
Irc (kg. m2 )

k(N ∙ m/rad)
cr (N ∙ m ∙ s/rad)
cb (N ∙ m ∙ s/rad)
ck (N ∙ m ∙ s/rad)
Tcr (N ∙ m)
Dv
γb
μsb
μcb
R b (m)
k a (N ∙ m/rad)
ca(N ∙ m ∙ s/rad)
MD(kg/m3 )
K f (N ∙ m/rad)
PPo(hp)
PPr(psi)
Cd
ND(m)
NN
nb
ln(m)
ζ
μ
γ
TVD (ft)
TVDN (ft)
EPP (pounds/gallon)
EPPN (pounds/gallon)
ECD (pounds/gallon)
WOBsf (kilopounds)
ODbit (inches)

0.3
0.0001
0.0004
1400

20
1600
3200
0.94
0.34
3
8
0.02
0.6
0.6
1.2
10000
9
-

-

The Parameters and Values applied in the Prototype Model and the Simulink Model
Description

Symbol (unit)

Weight on Bit over Drill-Bit Outside Diameter Normaization Value

Drill-String Surface Measured Rotational Speed
Drill-String Surface Measured Rotational Speed Normalization
Value
Drill-Bit Grading Fractional Tooth Wear
Hydraulic Jet Impact Force being applied beneath the Drill-Bit
Normal Jet Impact Force
Bit Type Constant
Formation Strength and Drilling Fluid Properties Coefficient
Normal Conpaction Trend Coefficient
Undercompaction and Pore Pressure Coefficient
Differential Pressure Cofficient
Constant depend on Drilling Conditions and WOB and Drill-Bit
Curve Behavior
Constant depend on Drilling Conditions and RPM Curve Behavior
Tooth Wear Coefficient
Hydraulic Cofficient
Top Travel Limit
Top Travel Stop
Down Travel Stop
Down Travel Limit
Vertical Speed Maximum Level
WOB Maximum Level
Drawworks Wait Time
Rotational Speed Maximum Level

0.02
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Simulink
Model

Prototype
Model

WOBsf
(
) (kpounds/inch)
ODbit N

4

-

RPMsf (rpm)
RPMsfN (rpm)

100

-

h (unitless)
Fj (pounds)
FjN (pounds)
H1
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

1000
50
3.91
9.45 × 10−5
6.86 × 10−4
8/64 × 10−5
0.37

-

a6
a7
a8
TTL(ft)
TTS(ft)
DTS(ft)
DTL(ft)
VSLmax (ft/min)
WOBmax (lb)
DWT(s)
ωmax (rpm)

2.23
0.025
0.67
-99.5
-99
-1
-0.5
120
650
0.1
220

-7
-6
-1
-0.2
8
-

Appendix B
Current Value, Bounds, and Optimized Value of the Variables for each Controller
in Vertical Motion
Controller

Variable
Name
Po
Io
Do
No
Pi
Ii
Di
Ni
P
D
N
ω0

Current
Value
-667795
-85473222
-1074
2845
107
641860
-0.0014
23788
-667
-107
2844
48.4

Min Band

Max Band

Scale

-667800
-854733000
-1100
2800
100
641800
-0.1
23700
-700
-150
2800
10

-667700
-854732000
-1050
2900
150
641900
-0.001
23800
-600
-100
2900
300

2
2
1
2
1
2
0.01
2
2
1
2
1

Optimized
Value
-667800
-85473000
-1074
2844
126.13
641800
-0.0018
23788
-670.306
-150
2850.4
155.6

LSC

ωc

800

200

1600

10

1400

FEL1

P
D
N
P
D
N
Λ
η

-67032425
0
100
-667
-107
2844
2500
2.5

-67032500
-0.1
50
-700
-150
2800
2000
2

-67032400
0
150
-600
-100
2900
4000
4

2
0.01
2
2
1
2
200
0.04

-67032425
-0.000634
100
-670.31
-150
2850.4
3000
2.4998

CPID

ADRC

FEL2

SMC
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Appendix C
Current Value, Bounds, and Optimized Value of the Variables for each
Controller in Rotational Motion
Controller

Variable
Name
Po
Io
Do
No
Pi
Ii
Di
Ni
P
I
D
N
ω0

Current
Value
1000000
2944380
-10020
23.8
1
1
0
100
716129.5
2944388.4
-20021.5
23.8
48

Min Band

LSC

ωc

FEL1

P
I
D
N
P
I
D
N
Λ
η

CPID

ADRC

FEL2

SMC

Scale

999500
2944000
-10100
20
0.5
0.5
-0.5
50
715000
2944000
-20100
20
10

Max
Band
1000500
2945000
-10000
30
1.5
1.5
-0.5
150
717000
2945000
-20000
30
300

20
20
2
1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2
40
20
2
1
1

Optimized
Value
1000000
2944380
-10021
23.8
1
1
0
100
716130
2944400
-20022
23.7881
155.6

1000

400

1600

10

1000

716129.5
2944388.4
-20021.5
23.8
716129.5
2944388.4
-20021.5
23.8
3000
2.5

715000
2944000
-20100
20
715000
2944000
-20100
20
2000
2

-717000
2945000
-20000
30
-717000
2945000
-20000
30
4000
4

40
20
2
1
40
20
2
1
40
0.04

716130
2944400
-20022
23.7881
716130
2944400
-20022
23.7881
4000
2.5
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